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DEDICATION.

TO THE STATE OFFICIALS AND THE LEGISLATURE WHO
HAVE STOOD FOR A WISE CONSERVATION POLICY WITH
REGARD TO NATURAL RESOURCES AND TO THOSE TWO
HUNDRED AND FORTY THOUSAND HUNTERS, ONE HUN-
DRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND ANGLERS AND FIVE

THOUSAND COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN WHO HAVE REAPED
THEIR SHARE OF THE STATE'S FISH AND GAME, AT THE
SAME TIME ANNUALLY PAYING A FEE FOR THEIR SPECIAL

PRIVILEGE, THIS BIENNIAL REPORT OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
AND PROGRESS IS DEDICATED. MAY ITS PERUSAL RESULT
IN A FIRMER ALLIANCE OF THOSE WHO BELONG TO THE
ARMY OF DEFENSE WHICH GUARDS THE WILD LIFE

RESOURCES OF CALIFORNIA.



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

lIKi »-» IBM

Commissioners
f. m. newbert
m. j. connell
E. U DOSQUI

ExECirnvB Officer
GEORGE NEALB

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION
OF CALIFORNIA

Sacrair.er.to, California,

September 1, 1922,

His Excellency willlair. D. Stephens,

Governor of the State of California,

Sacramento, California.

Sir: We have the honor to submit for your consideration

the twenty- seventh biennial report of the California Fish

and Game Commission. perusal of thic record of the ac-

tivities and accomplishments of this commisiQion during the

past two fiscal years will show that all of the functions

prescribed by law have been performed and that the conser-

vation program in operation is bringing about satisfactory

results.

Additional details as to the work may be found in is-

sues of our quarterly magazine .CALIFORNIA FISH AUD GAME,

which covers the current activities of the Commission.

A change in the executive officer of the Commission

was occasioned by the resignation on March 14,1922, of Mr.

Charles A. Vogelsang, who was appointed in April, 1920.

Mr. George Neale, who has been in charge of the Sacramento

District office since 191I, was appointed to succeed Mr.

Vogelsang. ^ Z^^^
Respeotfully^l^yJiHrfJi^Qiy.-'^''^

)

C ^?^^^^^^^^^^<*-^;fi%esid©nt ,

Executive Officer. Board of Fishand Ga^Comnissioner



TWENTY-SEVENTH BIENNIAL REPORT
INTRODUCTION.

The annual take of fish and game in California is to be estimated

in the millions and to be valued in millions of dollars. A census of

the fish and wild life of the state, were it possible to obtain, would still

better sliow the magnitude of the native life with which California was

originally blessed. To alknv the use of this resource and yet make tliis

native life an asset for all time is the function of the Fish and Game
Commission. This is no easy responsibility to assume nor can satisfac-

tory accomplishment be expected unless a large and capable personnel
is retained and sufficient funds for the prosecution of the various pro-

jects made available. With impartial judgment let each reader make a

mental estimate as to the measure of success the Commission, with

resources at hand, has attained in its earnest endeavor to achieve the

end set forth above. The following pages record the outstanding

accomplishments of the past biennium, department and district reports

furnishing important details follow and an appendix contains statistical

records.

ADMINISTRATION.

The duties of the Commission as provided by law continue to be

effectively administered by a department organization and by three

district offices located respectively at Sacramento, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. In March, 1922, with the appointment of Mr. George
Neale as executive officer the head office was transferred to Sacramento.

The inauguration of cpiarterly meetings of department heads has
been instrumental in bringing about better cooperation between depart-
ments and more complete knowledge of important problems. There is

still needed a satisfactory budget system which will allow each depart-
ment head to know what new projects are possible with the funds
available.

There is probably no department of our state government having as

many employees with as long terms of service as the Fish and Game
Commission. The chief of the Fishcultural Department comes of three

generations of this skilled art, with more than thirty-five years of

service. The heads of other departments and deputies of the Commis-
sion have terms of service ranging from twelve to twenty-five years.

Emphasis on experience and upon the merit system has greatly aided
in bringing about efficient management of the Commission's affairs.

An attempt was made at the 1921 legislature to make the Fish and
Game Commission a subsidiary division of the State Department of

Agriculture. Other bills were introduced providing for the deposit
of all license funds in the general treasury and for state appropria-
tions from the treasury for the carrying on of conservation w^ork.

These proposals brought such a protest from the sportsmen of the
state that no change was made. A defense of the present scheme of

administering fish and game resources was based on four points :

1. No economy is to be gained by consolidation as the Commission is

entirely supported by a direct tax on those who hunt and fish.
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2. Fish and game is one of the natural resources of the state which
is distinct and apart from growing crops. It is more efficiently

administered separately.

3. The California Fish and Game Commission is an old established

institution, being one of the two oldest commissions in the state, having
been created in 1870.

4. The entire funds from the sale of fishing and hunting licenses

should be used for fish and game conservation and for no other purpose.

FINANCES.

Since 1910 the Fish and Game Commission has received no appro-
priation from the state. Its support has been dependent upon the

hunting and fishing licenses paid by the thousands who make use of the

state's fish and game resources and by fines exacted from violators.

It seems reasonable that those who profit most should be responsible
for the conservation program. This system also has the advantage that
the greater the number of hunters and fishermen, with consequent
increased difficulties in law enforcement, there is increased returns

o
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Fig. 11. Graph showing proportionate expenditures for various projects during the
fiscal year 1920-21. Administration expenses were pleasingly small and needed
emphasis was placed on two of the main functions of the Commission, patrol and
the hatching and distribution of fish.
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J'ruin the liceuses. Althougli most stiitcs have increased tlicir license

fees, California still allows a man the privileKf? to hunt or to fish a

whole year for the paltry sum of $1. With the inereased cost of

fishenltnral operations and warden patrol, the sum secured from so

small a fee is becoming insufficient to i)roperly support the wor-k of the

Commission.
The Commissioners themselves receive no salary and their individual

expenses barely average thii'ty dollars ])er uujnth. Ovei-head expenses
are kept at a minimum, no extravagant salaries bein<;' paid. 'I'Im;

greater proportion of the funds are spent in law enforcement and a

comparison of the statement of expenditures with those of any corpora-
tion will show tluit the Couunission 's fu7ids ar(^ effici(Mitly and economi-

cally handled. The following graph shows the i)roportiou of funds

spent for the different projects. A full accounting of all funds received

and disbursed will be found on page 138.

Beginning with federal control of railroads, the Commission has

shouldered the additional burden of railroad transportation and fish

distribntion, which before that time was assumed by the various rail-

roads as acknowledgment of the benefits they derive from the planting
of fish. The charges for hauling the fish cars about the state moinit into

thousands of dollars. This money could be better spent in the rearing
of fish if the railroads would again assume hauling and transportation
connected with fish distribution. The matter has been placed before

the various railroad officials and favorable action is expected.

FISHCULTURE.

The Fishcultural Department reports a most successful two years.
The total output from the state's thirty hatcheries and egg-collecting
stations amounted to 40.974.000 trout fry and 18,037,000 salmon fry.

The greatest problem of the department, and really of the Commis-

sion, also, is that of supplying the increasing demand for trout fry for

stocking streams. Carloads of fry are demanded where only a few
cans can actual'y be supplied. Difficulties in the securing of eggs are

always great. The spawntakers often have to pull their supplies to the

hatchery on sleds and must work in deep snow to uncover or install

traps. Racks and traps are often washed out by high water. Last

and most important is the lack of funds for extending operations and

increasing the output. It seems quite impossible to further increase

the output of trout fry with the present financial resources of the

Commission.
 The valuation of property now under the control of the department

is $350,000. Necessary improvements and repairs form an important
item of expense. During the past two years it has been found neces-

sary to renew the underpinning of several of the hatcheries and in

several instances improvements of the water supply have been neces-

sary. Concrete foundations for racks and traps have proved helpful in

preventing loss at times of flood water and such foundations are being

gradually installed at every important egg-collectino- station. At
several of the hatcheries better means of transporting eggs and fry to

and from the hatchery have been necessary. At the AVawona Hatchery
a bridge has been constructed across the river, and at the Fort Seward

Hatchery a tram and cable line now connects with the railroad station
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and saves the expense of keeping and hiring teams. Owing to a lack

of water supply during the late summer, the Almanor Hatchery was
abandoned in the fall of 1920. The Johnsville Hatchery on the Feather
Eiver was moved to a new site because of the deep snows which hindered

operations in its former location. Scott Creek Egg Collecting Station,
which heretofore has belonged to Santa Cruz County, was purchased by
the Commission in 1920. This was in line with the policy to own and
maintain all of the hatcheries rather than repair and improve leased

property. Two hatcheries, the Ukiah Hatchery and the Brookdale

Hatchery, are still under lease, respectively, from the city of Ukiah
and the County of Santa Cruz.

TROUT.

The success of the pond system is evident when it is known that
breeders from hatchery ponds furnished 18,000,000 trout eggs during
the last biennial period.
One means of augmenting this system would be the setting aside of an

area above the Cape Horn Dam on the south Eel River, as a fish

preserve to be used as a source of supply for trout eggs. The lake

impounded by this dam is known as Lake Pillsbury and several tribu-

tary streams would furnish successful breeding places for trout.

Continued efforts are being made to increase the output of the

Tahoe black-spotted trout. A new egg-collecting station has been estab-

lished on the upper Truckee, which will make use of trout, many of

which would eventually lose their lives on returning to the lake because
of flooding operations carried on by the ranchers.

Experience has shown the golden trout to be a delicate fish and much
subject to disease. As a consequence, the hatching of this species has
been discontinued pending reports as to the success attained in stocking
Sierran streams.

SALMON.

Klamath River egg-collecting stations furnish most of the salmon

eggs for the hatcheries. Operations of the United States Bureau of

Fisheries at their station on the Sacramento River were hindered by
lack of water and by the fact that spawning salmon did not succeed in

passing the Redding Dam and consequently spawning operations could
not be carried on at the Baird Station. Low water was largely respon-
sible for the failure of the attempt to secure additional eggs on the

south fork of the Eel River at Branscomb.

FISHWAYS AND SCREENS.

During the past two years forty-one inspections of and twenty-eight

surveys for fishways w^ere made. Surveys to the number of 187 were
made for screens. Splendid progress has been made in the enforce-

ment of the screen and ladder laws.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

Recommendations of the Fishcultural Department include :

1. The establishment of more hatcheries and egg-collecting stations to

meet the demand for fry.
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2. Improvements and repairs on the present luitrliciics mid tlie pur-
chase of two still nnder lease.

3. An increase of the pond system as one ol' I he surest methods of

increasing the egg snppl3^
4. The distribution of trout fry hy trainiMl men in order lo ubhiin

better results in the planting of fish.

5. A survey to determine the food of fish aud those species of insects
best adapted for introduction in places where a food supply is scarce,

6. Prohibition of the spearing of salmon throughout the state.

7. The shortening of the open season for angling in certain districts.

8. Creating a fish reserve on the Klamath River from Klamathon
to the coast ancl the prohibiting of the building of dams in this area in
order to furnish a permanent supply of salmon eggs for hatchery
purposes.

9. Cooperation with the Division of Water Rights in order to prevent
the total utilization of a stream for irrigation purposes irrespective of
the need for conserving the fish therein.

10. Amendment of the law prohibiting introduction of fish in order
to eliminate such dangerous introductions as that of black bass into
Bear Lake.

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES.

Upon our entrj' into the war, our fish packers responded to the

government's call for an increased production of food by greatly

increasing the output of the canneries. IMany new canneries were
built and nearly all were enlarged. Unfortunately, the large pack of

sardines and tuna intended for European trade was held in this country
for speculative purposes, with a consequent fall of prices and a great
loss to the packers.
The biennial period has been one of readjustment. ]\lany canneries

ceased to operate because of the unsold stock in -hand. Several can-
neries failed financially, and practically all have had difficulty in sur-

viving the depression. The past year, however, has shown a rapid
recovery and there is hope that the industrj^ will again become stable.

However, the present rates of exchange are still a great handicap to

foreign trade. There is hope that with better times ahead, additional
fisheries Mill be developed. Our larger fisheries, with the exception of

the salmon, have only recently been developed, and a great future for
them is assured.

Although the condition of the fisheries is of importance in our work,
the duty of the commercial fisheries department is to look out, pri-

marily, for the conservation of the fisheries and the safeguarding of
them against over-fishing. Following there will be found a report of
the investigations undertaken to secure dependable data as to the status
of the fisheries, data useful as a basis of legislation looking toward their

preservation.

_

Under the direction of Professor J. 0. Snyder of Stanford Univer-

sity, an investigation to ascertain additional information regarding
the life history and distribution of the king salmon has been begun. A
series of marking experiments instituted has made it possible to deter-
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mine whether Sacramento salmon are taken along the Mendocino Coast.

The returned marked fish, through microscopic examination of the

scales, have furnished additional evidence as to the age and growth of

king salmon. IMuch data has also been gathered at the various salmO'U

fishing centers. Six-months-old salmon, marked at the Mount Shasta

Hatchery by the removal of certain fins, have been taken three and four

vears later along the northern California coast.

The information obtained from this investigation comes at an oppor-
tune time for there is every evidence that the salmon fishery is depleted
and that present laws are inadequate to conserve the fishery.

Dredging operations in San Pablo Bay, by destroying the food supply
of the striped bass, have driven this fish elsewhere. Furthermore, it is

evident that the striped bass fishery is in danger because of the decreas-

ing number of large fish taken during the open season. Since salmon
and striped bass are caught by the same fishing methods, plans are

being made to give additional protection to the striped bass along with
the salmon.

A report on the edible clams, mussels and scallops of California has
been published as Fish Bulletin No. 4. This records the results of

investigations of the shellfish resources of the state, and includes recom-
mendations as to their conservation. Furthermore, the results of a
careful study of the pismo clam, one of our most important mollusks,
is ready for publication. It includes the first detailed study of the life

history of this clam, together with a report on habits, age, rate of

growth, and fluctuations in abundance. It is hoped that these investi-

gations will furnish sufficient data to assure the conservation of this

valuable resource.

Publication of the results of the albacore investigations, instituted

several years ago, has been delayed because of the additional data which
it has been found desirable to include. It has been found difficult to

determine whether evidences of decreasing abundance of albacore are

due to actual depletion from over-fishing or indicate simply a fluctua-

tion due to natural causes. Important discoveries have furnished evi-

dence as to the age and rate of growth, time of spawning and distribu-

tion of this valuable food fish. It has been most encouraging to obtain
results of such great use to the fish industry.
The sardine investigation has also been productive of valuable data

as to the natural fluctuation, migration, age, rate of growth, breeding
season and distribution. For a period of two years, daily samples of

sardines have been taken, on which careful weights and measurements
have been made and the sex and maturity observed. As a result, it

has been possible to work out the rate of growth during the first four or

five years, information of great importance from the conservation

standpoint.
The establishment of purse seine fishing in southern California

created an important problem, for several of the fishermen's organiza-
tions have sought to abolish this type of net, maintaining that it was too

destructive and endangered fishing institutions. An investigation has
sliown that the purse seine boats are not making money and a regulation
of the size of nets will put them out of business. Purse seine boats are

depended upon to furnish blue-finned tuna for the canneries, and for
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fresh fisli for the markets diirini,' the winter months. Great catches of
barracuda, are made in May and June whieh flood tlu- markets, these
catehes bein<^ made wliih.' tlie lish are S('lioulinj4', preliminary to their

spawning period. It is probable that a closed season during the sum-
mer will need to be inaugurated.
The law relating to the use of food fish in reduction plants has Ijcen

enforced, but not without diflicullics. Several canneries, even after a

warning, persisted in utilizing more than twenty-five per cent of their
catch and it was found necessary to deprive these canneries of their
licenses for a certain term. Several amendments should be made so as
to clear up some ambiguities in the law and make it easier of
enforcement.

Clashes between sportsmen, who claim special privileges about piers,
breakwaters and about Catalina Island, and the connnercial fishermen
make patrol in southern California difficult. Most of the time of the

patrol boat Albacore is given over to the prevention of the use of

dragnets within the three-mile limit. In addition to the patrol of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, attention has recently been given
the Humboldt Bay area. To give an efficient patrol in this latter loca-

tion it will be necessary to furnish a larger, more seaworthy boat.

STATE FISHERIES LABORATORY.

A splendid fireproof laboratory building, of reinforced concrete,
with tile partitions and red tile roof, now stands on the corner of

Seaside avenue and Tuna street in close proximity to the wharves and
canneries of San Pedro. Here the scientific staff engaged in fishery
research is satisfactorily housed.

"The aims of the State Fisheries Laboratory are, in the fewest pos-
sible words, the observation of the condition of the fisheries with a view
to their preservation and freest possible use. That is, true conserva-

tion. Statistics, so detailed, so extensive, and so accurately gathered
that changes in fishing ground, and many other things may be dis-

counted, are being secured. Such data must also be examined and
tested by the biologist with his criteria of overfishing. To give such

proof as these data provide, is the purpose of the new laboratory. It is

for the digestion and biological analysis of statistics.

"The Fish and Game Commission has, in California, a system of

statistics entirely suitable for such analysis. That now in use is without

parallel in any country or state, to the best of our knowledge, and forms
a wide and firm basis for true conservation. It is not based on esti-

mates, volunteered information, nor inquiry, but is an actual record of

the commercial transactions which take place between fisherman and
dealer. This record is from carbon copies of the fisheriuan's receipt

upon which he receives his money, and is far more probable to be

correct, naturally, than any other record obtainable. It has actually

provided many of the fresh-fish dealers with a record of their trans-

actions for the first time. With all its faults—which those concerned
with its administration are prone to magnifj" rather than to ignore—
so much light has been thrown upon the returns formerly obtained by
inquiry and circulated questionnaire, that we regard them as of small
value in comparison with what we now get.
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"But in addition to the high degree of accuracy, it is now possible
to follow the catches of single boats from year to year, and thus to

accurately compare the abundance of fish from day to day and from

year to year. And it is the interpretation of the statistics from the

standpoint of changes in abundance—including depletion—to which
the new laboratory will be mainly devoted. The distinction between
the effects of overfishing and those of hydrographic or economic

changes, and the explanation of the latter, imply the careful analysis
of statistics from a mathematical and biological standpoint. It will be
the function of the new laboratory to contribute toward that end, and
toward the formulation of whatever knowledge exists. Such a func-

tion, it should be noticed, is based primarily upon the legal control of

the state over its fisheries, and upon its power to enforce the gathering
of statistics—thus assuring, we believe, the permanency of the work.

' '

Finally, attention might be called to the fact that the vast quantity
of material handled by the commercial fisheries provides an unecpaily
opportunity for the solution of many of the major problems of biology.
We trust that the laboratory will make its contributions to those as well

as to the more immediate ends."

EDUCATION AND PUBLICITY.

The report of the Department of Education and Publicity shows
that a greater number of persons have been reached through the
medium of lectures than ever before. Over sixty thousand persons
viewed the educational films utilized by the department. Especially
notable work has been done in the public schools and with the game pro-
tective associations. Lectures and motion pictures visualize the work
of the Commission and play an important part in developing a public
sentiment favorable to fish and game conservation.

>Summer resort work, which has centered in the Tosemite National
Park for the past three seasons, has attracted the interest of many
thousands in the conservation program of the California Fish and Game
Commission. Under the joint auspices of the National Park Service
and the Fish and Game Commission field trips are conducted which offer

first hand information regarding the living things along the trail side.

Thousands who gather at the evening entertainments are acquainted
with the wild life of the state through the medium of lectures and
motion pictures, and office hours give an opportunity to thousands who
seek information. In no other place can so many people be reached in

so short a length of time and interest in wild life conservation be so

readily secured.

Splendid publicity has been maintained mainly through the quarterly
magazine, California Fish and Game,, which has now reached an
edition of 7000, through magazine articles, and through newspaper
items issued to the newspapers of the state. The annual exhibit at the

State Fair has also played an important part in the publicity campaign.
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INVESTIGATIONS.

Satisfactory bases for legislation can not l)c obtained witlioul (Ifpt-nd-

able data, secured through seieiitilic research. The (Commission ha.s

maintained a fisheries laboratory, the staff of which is definitely ongaf?<;d

in the securing of satisfactory data on the fast developing fisheries

of the state. Results of the tuna investigation are now ready for pnbli-

cation, and effort is being concentrated upon the sardine investigation.

Need for more accurate data on the life history of the salmon has

precipitated some valuable experiments on the nuu'kiiig of salmon fry
and the consequent study of the returned tisli and nni(;li valual)le infor-

mation has already been obtained. Need for more information on the

food habits of ducks, looking toward the artificial planting of suitable

duck foods has led to an examination of hundreds of stomachs of ducks

and the analysis of the contents.

LAW ENFORCEMENT.

A goodly proportion of funds received are allotted to law enforce-

ment. Yet seventy deputies have to patrol 156,000 s(|uare miles of

territory, much, of it mountainous. It is obvious that it is impossible
for this comparatively small force to apprehend every violator of fish

and game laws. Still the average cases per year per deputy was six-

teen, showing that deputies were actively engaged in patrol. When one
considers that 1500 policemen patrol San Francisco, an area of 40 s(iuare

miles, and still violations of law occur daily, it is surprising how effec-

tive is the work of the game wardens who often patrol one or more
counties.

Arrests for violations of the game laws totaletl 1221. Of this number
1108 were convicted. The fines collected amounted to $33,998.80 in addi-

tion to 1289 days of imprisonment awarded. Arrests for violations of

state fish, laws totaled 1037 from which there were 983 convictions. Fines

collected amounted to $29,028.50 and oft'enders were awarded a total

of 994 days of imprisonment. The total number of arrests amounted to

2258, nearly 400 more than reported in 1920.

During the biennium a large amount of illegally taken fish and game
was seized. The totals are of interest : over two tons of deer meat

;
4500

ducks; 500 quail; 25 tous of fish, and about 12 tons of lobsters and shell-

fish. All wdiolesome fish and game was donated to public and charitable

institutions and many grateful letters of acknowledgement have been

received. Considerable illegally used fishing apparatus, which was

seized, after being condemned in superior court, has been destroyed or

sold by the Board in accordance with law.

The wardens of the law enforcement force are all skilled and competent

and exercise a high degree of judgment, so necessary hi enforcing our

law^s. Many of them are not college bred or educated ;
some diamonds in

the rough, sons of hardy pioneers who were taught resourcefulness
;
all

capable and self-reliant, with sense and sound judgment of what is right

and capable of caring for themselves under all conditions. The high

degree of efficiency obtained is the result of love for their work, for the

salaries are not alluring, while the dangers ai-e many.
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MOUNTAIN LION CONTROL.

Bounties have been paid on 2r)G

mountain lions, a number slightly

above the average for past bien-

niums. A miniljcr of counties now
offer bounties on lions, in addition

to the state bounty, and thus offer

an inducement to men who own

predatory animal dogs. In one in-

stance the combined state and county

bounty attracted a professional lion

hunter to this state from Arizona,
with a resultant increased toll being
taken in Santa Barbara County.
State Mountain Lion Hunter Bruce
maintained his general average of

nearly three lions per month, and
was successful in securing several

litters of kittens. The present sys-
tem of lion control seems to be

et^cacious and if continued should

largely eliminate danger to deer
and to domestic stock.

Fig. 3. A deputy of the Fish and
Game Commission examining game
bag of a foreigner at the Sausalito
Ferry.

FISH AND GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATIONS.

Increased interest in fish and game is evidenced by the growing num-
ber of fish and game protective associations that are being formed. Most

eastern states have active associations in every county and an active

centralized state organization, but until recently few such organizations

have existed in California. Perhaps it is the growing need for careful

protection of wild life resources that is causing the banding together of

sportsmen in the various communities. Certainly it is too often the case

that measures for protection are taken when game has practically dis-

appeared.

Already these associations, now nearly twenty in number, have been

helpful in shouldering responsibility for the planting of fish and in

influence lent to law enforcement. Provided these associations actively

espouse the cause of game protection rather than the cause of mutual

protection for members in the securing of game as some have been known
to do, there is a wide field of service open to them. First and foremost

is the opportunity to develop the proper attitude on fish and game con-

servation in the various communities.

2—22634
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CURRENT PROBLEMS.

A Commission Avhose function it is to conserve wild life resources is

confronted with a never ending series of difficult problems, as can be

seen by the following discussions of the more important ones of the past
two years. They usually have a bearing on law enforcement or upon
obstacles to the natural increase of a game species.

EXTINCTION OF SALMON THREATENED BY POWER DAMS.

Conservation of the salmon was the first important problem faced bj'

the Fish and Game Commission when it was first formed in 1870, and it

still continues an important problem. A reduction of the catch to pro-

vide for a sufficient number of breeders to reach the spawning grounds
was long. the important consideration. Now the increasing number of

large power dams threatens the extinction of the salmon run by pre-

venting the fish from reaching their natural spawning grouudh'. As an

example of the present problem the dam of the Anderson-Cottonwood

Irrigation District at Redding, Shasta County, may be cited. The lack

of a suitable fishway at this dam during the past few years has etfect-

Uidly prevented salmon from reaching their spa\\Tiing grounds .m the

jVIcCloud River. Investigation by experts showeJ. that very few salmon

succeeded in leaping the dam and the shutting down ol! the salmon

spawning station of the United States Bureau of Pisijerie.': at Baird con-

clusively proved that salmon were effectively blockeii at the Redding
Uam. Attempts made by the Commission to force the building of! a

fishway were unavailing until an in.innction suit was instituted. The
situation was finally cleared up in the spring of 1922 when the matter

was amically settled. Cou-iitioiisjU the d.^m are no^s" impioved rind tJie

spawning station at Bah'd has dLi' tin been opened.
The successful outcome here, however, does not mitigate the equally,

if not greater problem involved in the proposed dam of the Electro-

INIetals Company on the lower Klamath River which threatens the exter-

mination of the important run on the Klamath River. At hearings

held at Yreka on May 5, 1921, the Fish and Game Commission took the

stand that the proposed dam would (1) entirely obstruct the annual

migration of the salmon; (2) that a suitable fishway could not be con-

structed around so high a dam; and, (3) that a hatchery erected at the

dam would not solve the problem since the salmon arriving at the dam
would not be ready for spawning. For these reasons, and others also,

the Commission opposed the granting of a preliminary permit by the

Federal Power Commission. It may be that at some distant time in tha

future power development will be more important than the saving of a

valuable run of salmon, but at present there is power development

enough to care for all needs of the immediate future and there are

plenty of streams, where there is no run of salmon, that can be utilized

for power purposes. If the fight to save the salmon run on the Klamath

is not successful the end of the vast salmon fisheries with which the

state was originally blessed will be at hand.
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DEMAND FOR TROUT FRY EXCEEDS HATCHERY RESOURCES.

Easy access to the streams aiul lakes afforded by the improved hijrli-

ways and the increasing use of aiitomohih^s, anrl I'lc added thousands of

people who are availing' themselves of the opportunity to fish, are hv-
tors that have combined to make an ever-increasing- demand on our
hatcheries for fish for restocking. Each season sees a marked increase in

the number of people who seek I'ecreation in our mountainous districts,
and the consetiuent drain on the trout in lakes and sti-cams has been

very great, particularly during the past five years.
The demand from sportsmen througiiout the state is for many car-

loads of fry when only a few cars can ])roperly be allotted. Application
blanks for 1922 show demand for 1()0,(H}0. (!()() fry when a quarter of

that number were available as a result of extra effort.

To meet the need, the department of fishculture has exhausted its

resources. Every available dollar has been devoted to fishcnltural work,
and yet the demand increases.

Only a partial solution is possible as a result of the reduction of the

bag limit from fifty to twenty-five. It may be that a shorter fishing nea-

son will have to follow in order that depleted streams and lakes may be
afforded a chance to recover their former condition.

Every state in the Union where there is game fish to be found is con-
fronted by the same problem. In most cases the condition is being met
by an increased angling license to provide more funds for enlarging the

output of the hatcheries. This is the remedial measure being suggested
by anglers throughout the state;

ENFORCEMENT OF FISHWAY LAW DIFFICULT.

One of the serious problems of the Fish and Game Commission is that

connected with the enforcement of the law which provides for the

screening of irrigation ditches. In many counties the Commission has
made persistent efforts to prosecute violators of the law, but with poor
success, owing to the attitude of the district attorney. In order to bring
about better cooperation in the enforcement of this important law a

new policy has been decided upon. Hereafter, the output from the

hatcheries will be allotted to those counties which are enforcing the

screen law, and those providing suitable protection for the fish planted
in the streams. It seems onl,y reasonable that this course be taken to pre-
vent serious loss of the fish which are reared at considerable expense in

the state hatcheries.

GRAZING ENDANGERS FEED CONDITIONS IN GAME REFUGES.

A visit to man}' of the state game refuges will show that game is not

receiving adequate protection, due to the destruction of food supply by
cattle and sheep. Food supply is one of the most important factors con-

cerned in the welfare of any species and the grazing of cattle and sheep
in the refuge means a lessened food supply for game. Those conversant
with'conditions maintain that the disappearance of grouse in the hi^'her
mountains is due largely to the pasturing of sheep. Sheep are taken to

the high mountain meadows at just the time when the grouse are nesting
.and the nests are trampled out and the grass cropped so clean that even
the food supply for these birds is largely destroyed.
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Recent reports from Game Refuge ID in Trinity County iiulir'afo, that

so many cattle are allowed to feed within this refuge that browse has

become very scarce for deer. Any area will support only the number of

big game animals for which there is an adequate food supply. A dimin-

ished food supply means a diminished number of deer.

Unless more attention is paid to the imi)rovement of grazing inside

game refuges, these areas will not be perfoi'ming the service for which

they were set aside. Undoubtedly cattlemen and sheepmen will oppose
any restriction of grazing but there should be sufficient public senti-

ment to successfully close to grazing at least portions of each game
refuge.

WINTER FEEDING OF GAME.

The winter of 1921-22 like that of 1914-15 was so severe that game had

difficulty in securing food. To prevent starvation President Newbert
issued the following letter and then ordered wardens to act accordingly.

Sacramento, Cal.,

February 10, 1922.

Dear Sir:

This is tlie time that tells the tale whether a man Ls just a meat hunter or

a real red-blooded sportsman. It may be that many wild birds and animals are

isolated in areas where it is impossible for our wardens to find them, owinjr
to the deep snow. Nature teaches all wild life when in need to seek man and
civilization.

Therefore, residents of farms or towns are in a position to render aid by
feeding- these wild birds and animals. Our Commission is more than willing

to purchase feed to tide over these storms and will authorize the expenditure
of funds by our wardens.

Wc ask all lovers of wild life to feed, temijorarily, at least, birds and animals
until such time as our local deputy or district office may be notified.

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION,
F. M. NEWBERT, President.

The press gave this letter wide publicity and the response was grati-

fying. A great deal of hay and grain was furnished gratis by residents

and several hundred dollars was spent by the Commission. Hay was
handled by teams, sleighs, sleds and pack animals. Reports show that

over a thousand deer were fed, one hundred and fifty antelope, and sev-

eral thousand quail. The fact that only a few succumbed to cold and
starvation showed that the feeding was instrumental in preventing a

great loss.

CARELESS HUNTERS.

Hunting accidents continue too numerous. An incomplete compila-

tion of those for 1921 showed eleven persons dead and fifteen severely

injured as a result of carelessness.

Nor is the loss of human life the only result which follows the careless

handling of a gun. The Forest Service reported that on eight of the

national forests of this state sixty-four cattle and three horses met death

from hunters' bullets during the 1921 open season. This loss to cattle-

men seems to be increasing year by year. Not only are cattle actually

killed and seriously wounded l)y careless hunters in the mountains, but

perhaps even more serious than this is the manner in which cattle are

driven from the range by the large number of hunters who camp at
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water holes in the fall, often usurping the only watering place for miles

around and continually drive the cattle away, to finally die for lack of

water. Many permit their dogs to chase cattle so that they are often

driven from the high mountain ranges to lower elevations where poorer
feed conditions exist, sometimes as much as six weeks before they nor-

mally would work to lower elevations. It has been conservatively esti-

mated that this disturbing of cattle by hunters camping at water holes

and by the use of dogs, causes a loss of between $2 and $3 per head

annually. Some hunters, neglectful of others' interests, break down
fences and leave gates open.

These are just complaints of the cattleman and they give rise to a

dangerous situation, involving threatened danger in season and exclu-

sion from hunting grounds. Unless hunters take some steps to correci

these evils themselves, it is certain that the men financially concerned

will be instrumental in further curtailing the hunter, and the careful

will be made to suffer with the careless.

THE ALIEN HUNTER.

A glance at the names of those fined for violations of the fish and

game laws will show a preponderance of foreigners most of whom are

immigrants from southern Europe and many of whom are aliens.

Accustomed in their own country to killing everything that swims or

flies, they attempt to do the same thing here. The States of Pennsyl-
vania and Utah and more recently the State of New York have seen fit

to pass laws curtailing the use of firearms by aliens. These states find

that law enforcement is made much easier. A law providing for a spe-

cial license for aliens with an added provision for the confiscation of

firearms found in their possession would help greatly in solving this

diflicult problem.

INCREASED PROTECTION FOR ANTELOPE.

The continued disappearance of the antelope in North America has

emphasized the need for careful protection of the small remaining herds.

California is one of the few remaining states that can take pride in a

few small herds, the remnant of those vast herds that once made ante-

lope meat cheaper than beef. A recent census shows that there are

about 200 individuals left within the state. By far the larger herd

ranges south of lower Klamath Lake in the Mount Dome region. The

Commission with the cooperation of the U. S. Forest Service and the

California Academy of Sciences is making a special effort to give this

herd absolute protection. During severe winter weather the animals are

fed and a special patrol has been instituted. Fortunately the public

sentiment of local residents is being rapidly developed. In this is to be

found assurance of better protection in the future.

ADDITIONAL PROTECTION FOR MULE DEER DEMANDED.

With the coming of the automobile and good roads, the large mule deer

of northeastern California is being greatly reduced in numbers. Dur-

ing the 1921 open season it was estimated that 900 machines containing

hunters visited Modoc and Siskiyou counties. The license plates showed

that they came from Oregon and Washington as well as from California.
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Many of tliese hunters obtained the full limit—two bucks—whieli shows
that a very heavy toll was taken. It is the opinion of many hunters of

this region that the nuilc deer will not be able to withstand sueh eon-
centrated hunting and a sentiment is growing whieh favors either tbe

closing of the season on this species for at least three years, thus giving
them time to recuperate, or the establishment of a limit of one buck.

SERIOUS EPIDEMIC AMONG GRAY SQUIRRELS.

The gray squirrel, a game species, much appreciated by the mountain-
eers and by boys has almost disappeared in many sections of the state

owing to a serious epidemic of disease. The disease first appeared in El
Dorado County in 1917 but since that date has spread throughout the
state.

The first evidence of the disease is to be seen in a scaly or mangy
appearance around the head and neck. This is followed by sores over
the rest of the body and the hair falls off giving the animal a mangy
appearance. Dead squirrels are to be found at the bases of trees and in

streams of water.

An examination of specimens by the veterinary and entomological
department of the University of California showed the disease to be a
form of scabies. According to Professor Stanley B. Freeborn, the cause
is to be found in a mite belonging to the genus Notoedres. These mites
live in little tunnels dug in the skin and they eventually cause bad sores

which weaken the animal to such an extent that death finally ensues.

As epidemics of this sort often occur among rodents it is to be expected
that those escaping the disease will soon repopulate the forested area
with gray squirrels. However, the scarcity of this game species in many
sections has led to a demand for a closed season to allow the squirrels to

recuperate.

PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUNDS-GAME REFUGE BILL.

The successful operation of the federal law relating to migratory birds
has stimulated conservationists to attempt to provide additional game
refuges and public shooting grounds. The Anthony Bill (HE. 5823)
designed to bring about these M-orthwhile conservation measures pro-
vides for a federal hunting license of one dollar to be purchased in the
form of a stamp and to be affixed to the state license. Provision is also

made for the use of such funds as are received in the purchase of public
shooting grounds and of game refuges. Although in sympathy with
the plan underlying the bill, the Commission is opposed to two minor
provisions which would ol)viously give trouble in law enforcement in

California. One provides for complete control of all animal and fish

life within a federal refuge wdiich might well take away from the state

control over fish planted by the state. An amendment correcting this

has been promised by those in charge of the bill ; the other, a more serious

obstacle, is a provision allowing a man to hunt on his own property
without a federal hunting license. So long as this dangerous provision
is a part of the bill the Commission can not favor its passage. It will
be difficult enough to enforce both state and federal laws without being
trammeled by such a stumbling block to law enforcement. It is to be

hoped that these obstacles to the passage of the law will be removed
and that the main projects may be carried out.
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Fig. 5. Map showing location of California's game refuges. There are now 28 state
refuges, comprising an area of 1,792,000 acres.

FUR RESOURCES.

The fur trade played an important part in the early history of Cali-

fornia, but after the depletion of the two more valuable fur bearers, the

sea otter and the beaver, the fur-trading companies deserted the field and
the catch was left to mountaineers who wished to use spare time in the

winter to increase their income by trapping. Estimates of the value of

the pelts taken in the state have been made in the past but the first

dependable figures are now at hand as a result of the trapper's license

law passed in 1917, which requires each trapper to report his catch. A
compilation of the reports for the open season 1919-1920 made by Mr.

Joseph Dixon, economic mammalogist. Museum of Vertebrate Zoology,
University of California, who is at work on a book dealing with the fur

bearers of the state follows :
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NUMBER AND VALUE OF ANIMALS REPORTED CAUGHT BY THE LICENSED
TRAPPERS OF CALIFORNIA FROM OCTOBER 15, 1919, TO MARCH 1. 1920.

Species

1

2

4

.'5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

22

Skunk
Coyote
Coon
Gray fox
Mink
Martin
Wildcat
n.slier

Ring-tailed cat

*Bcaver

SDottcd skunk
River otter —
Muskrat
Bear
Red fox
Wolverine

Badger
Kit fox
Mountain lion

'Possum
Weasel
Mole

Total

Number

19.052

5,398

5.222

1.704

452

3,783

102

1.28r>

75

3,586

97

359

116

2S
7

197

129

20

90

178

27

45,804

Avorago
l.rliv

$3 81

7 ft")

5 45

3 96

9 13

26 08

2 80
G7 .33

2 62

33 23

57

11 88

3 14

8 57

12 00
30 00

1 06

1 34

8 00

1 25

20

05

HlKhcst

88 00

20 00

15 00

7 OO

20 00

45 00

12 .".0

80 (X)

7 00

35 00

1 00

20 00

3 25

20 00

20 25
50 00

2 50

2 50

20 00

1 75

1 75

05

Tola)
valuu

$72,588 21

29.8.J3 Zr,

29,410 lO

20.679 12

15.:.57 f,2

11.336 If,

io,.yr2 40

6.867 Ol

3.361 32

2,492 .'.0

2,044 02

1.142 36

1,127 26

<m 12

.336 no

210 00

208 82

174 86

160 00

112 50

Xi no

1 35

$209,292 24

*Taken under permit.

"Trapping Licenses—About 4500 issued. Of these, 1300 reported their catch.

Persons under IS are not required, under the present l.aw, to report.

"Estimafcd Total Income—The catch of $209,292.24 reported by the l.SOO licensed

trappers is found to be about 40 per cent of the entire valu.e of the catch which
totals $500,000.

''Average Income—About $110 pev licensed trapper. The 1300 trappers reporting,

including many professional trappers, averaged $160.
"Note—The muskrat is not protected by law in California. For this reason the

25,000 rauskrats valued at $31,000, which investigation has shown to have been

caught in the Imperial Valley in 1919-20, were not reported. The figures for the

mountain lion and coyote are also low since 229 lions were killed, and their hides

pi'esented for bounty, in 1920. Animals trapped and poisoned by predatory animal

trappers working under the direction of the Biological Survey of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture are not included in the above report.

JOSEPH DIXON.
October 10, 1922. Economic ^fanimalogist."

UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE COOPERATION.

For man}^ years the United States Forest Service has cooperated

splendidly in iish and g-anie conservation work. That tliis cooperation

might be improved and might have a common basis an agreement wa.s

drawn up and signed by otficials of the Forest Service and the Commis-

ion early in 1920. The agreement reads as follows :

AGREEMENT,
In order to secure closer cooperation with the Fish and Game Commission, the

following informal agreement has been executed :

Whereas, the wild life on the national forests of California is a product of the

forest and a great resource, which adds materially to enjoyment of the national
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forests by the public, as well as of great economic value, its protection and per-
petuation becomes a public necessity ; and

Whereas, the Fish and Game Commission of California is the duly authorized
agent for the State of California for the protection and perpetuation of this resource,
and the District Forester of the Forest Service, United States Department of Agricul-
ture, for the Department ; now, therefore

In order to coordinate the work of these departments in the protection of game,
fish, birds, and forests of California, Paul G. Redington, District Forester, for and
on behalf of the United States Department of Agriculture, and Carl Westerfeld^
Executive Officer of the Fish and Game Commission of California, for and on behalf
of the State of California, do agree as follows :

1. That under the state laws no differentiation can be made between violators of

the law. The law, therefore, should be enforced equally as to all violators.

2. The forest officers, because of their familiarity with the areas on which a

large proportion of the wild life in the state exists, can and should assist, by their

own personal actions and attitude, in securing the proper respect and enforcement of

the state game laws. All forest officers who, in the judgment of the District Forester,

can, because of the character of their work be of assistance in the enforcement of the

state fish and game laws, will be appointed by the Fish and Game Commission of
California as deputy state game wardens. All forest officers so appointed shall

assume the following prescribed duties :

(») Pay strict attention to the enforcement of the state fish and game laws,
and by persoral actions and attitude assist in creating the right public attitude
and sentiment toward the protection of fish and game within the boundaries of
national forests ;

(&) Report all cases of violations of the fish and game laws to the officer's

immediate supervisor who will in turn report the violation to the Fish and
Game Commission of California, San Francisco, California ;

(c) Make arrests for violations of the fish and game laws committed within
the boundaries of the national forests ;

{d} Furnish all information available which will assist officers of the state
in apprehending or prosecuting violators of the fish and game laws, whether
such violation was committed within or outside the national forests

;

(e) Submit such reports as may be called for by the District Forester;
if) Report misconduct or dereliction of duty on the part of any state

official employed in the enforcement of the state fish and game laws ;

(g) Issue hunting and fishing licenses, receiving therefor the commission
allowed by law.

3. The District Forester will cause an annual report to be submitted to the Fish
ard Game Commission which shall contain complete information as to the present
condition of wild life in the national forests and plans for the protection and develop-
ment of fish and game therein. He will recommend the establishment of such game
refuges as seem necessary, the boundaries of which shall not be changed without
his approval.

4. The Fish and Game Commission of California will elect a representative of its

Commission to act on behalf of the Commission with the District F'orester on all

matters pertaining to fish and game work on the national forests of California.

5. The duly authorized agent of the Commission shall have power to act upon
all reports and requests from the District Forester, furnish upon requisition the num-
ber of fish plants necessary to stock streams within the national forests, provide
proper facilities for transport to places of destination, and properly supervise ship-
ment from hatchery to neai-est railroad poiut ; and shall issue proper instructions to

foi-est officers designated to transport fish from railroad point to streams, giving at

least two weeks' advance notice of date of arrival.

6. Upon recommendations from the District Forester, deputy game wardens will

lie appointed state fire wardens, and the Commission or its duly authorized agent will

instruct such wardens to cooperate with the Forest Service in the suppression and
prevention of forest fires.

7. All deputy game wardens will pay strict attention to the enforcement of state

fire laws, familiarize themselves with the regulations governing the use of the national

forests, and by personal actions and attitude assist in creating the right public atti-

tude and sentiment toward these laws and regulations.

S. Deputy state game wardens will report, through the State Fish and Game
Commission, any misconduct of forest officers or the dereliction of duties in the

enforcement of fish and game laws.

9. The Fish and Game Commission will provide the necessary signs, labor, and

material, for the proper posting and supervision of existing state game refuges or

those which may hereafter be established within or adjoining the national forests.
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10. Necessary expenses of fDrcsl odicns in I he invest iKiilio" iind iirosecution of

fish and jjanic \iolations will he paid by tii<' I''isli and (Janie ( 'oinniission npon
properly certified aecounts on forms I'nrnished 1).\- the Coniuiission.

11. Amendments to this agreement may be proposed by either party upon giving

thirty days' notice to the otlier. Amendments shall l)erom<' f>]i('rali\i' inimi-diiitely
after they have been adoptetl by both parties.

12. It is mntually understood and ajji'eed that this aKrci'mcnl shall ti-nninate at
the end of any fiscal year in the evi'nl that Congress shall fail to make an api>ro-

priation for the ensuing fiscal year.

According' to the terms of the ayt-eemeiit forest officers will enforce
fish and panic laws, make arrests, sn])mit r(>])orts and issne hnntiiig and
tishin<i' licenses. The force of ^ame wardens will therefore be greatly
augmented and better enforcement of the fish and game laws is a cer-

tainty. The help of the Forest Service in better posting state game
refuges will be another outcome of the cooperation. In return for the

services of the forestry men, the game wardens of the state will be

deputized as forest fire w^ardens and will help in protecting the forests

and in developing the right public attitude toward the laws and regu-
lations of the national forests. There is to be a continuance of the
annual reports on game conditions in the forests furnished by the

District Forester.

This cooperation, which has been carefully worked out between the
ITnited States Forest Service and the Fish and Game Commissiofi, will

make violation of the fish and game law's doubly difficult aiul will do
much to develop a sentiment favoring game conservation.

Fig 6. State Uon hunter, Jay Bruce, with large It! 0-pound male lion, measurint:
7 feet 31 inches, killed near Avery, Calaveras County. IVr:irch. 1!>21. Photograph
by L. D. Petersen.
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STATE FAIR EXHIBIT.

Four years ago the Commission installed a permanent exhibit at the

State Fair, consisting of a panorama of the Sierra Neveda from Mount
Shasta on the north to Mount Whitney on the south, showing three of the

state's hatcheries in miniature and lighted in such a way as to give the

changing colors of sunset, night and sunrise. Each year the scene has
been changed and new lighting effects added. The floor space was nearly
doubled in 1921, by the addition of a well arranged exhibit by the Com-
mercial Fisheries Department. The increase in the fishing industry was

graphically shown and fishery products of all kinds from abalones to

tuna were on display. Equipment for whale fishing and abalone fishing

were particularly enjoyed by the crowds, as were also the materials

manufactured from kelp. Educational films shown twice daily
attracted large crowds also. Each year there has been a splendid aqua-
rium display of food and game fishes, including the famous golden trout,

brought nearly a thousand miles from its home near Mount "Whitney.
Other aquaria contained the food and game fishes of the San Joaquin
and Sacramento rivers, displayed by the northern district office.

Through the medium of this exhibit many thousands of people have
become intimately acquainted with the work of the California Fish and
Game Commission.

NORTHERN DISTRICT.

The northern district reports great success in law enforcement,
owing to a growth of public sentiment. Jail sentences aggregating
1219 days were meted out to violators during the two-year period.

Everywhere the .judges are cooperating in law enforcement by giving
such heavy sentences that the violator does not care to make a second

violation.

In the winter of 1921-22, heavy snows in the mountain districts made
it important that game be fed in order to prevent their starvation. Dep-
uties of the Commission, aided by many public spirited citizens, were
instrumental in saving large numbers of quail and deer. The largest
herd of antelope left in the state, located in eastern Siskiyou and west-

ern Modoc counties, were cared for during the severe weather and con-

sequently the losses were small. Particular attention has been given the

protection of this remnant of the former herds which roamed the state.

The popularity of the mule deer and the ease with which the hunter
reaches the best hunting grounds is endangering this species. Another
cause of' decrease is to be seen in the fact that the yearling sometimes

has branched antlers, and many young bucks are thus killed. A closed

season in Modoc and Lassen counties for a few years would help to

improve conditions.

The earlier opening of the duck season in the Sacramento Valley has

cleared up the situation in the rice fields. The season is now open during
the time the ducks are accused of destroying the rice. Deputies of the

Commission were kept busy apprehending the market hunters. Many
were brought into court and heavily fined and hundreds of birds were
confiscated. Each season the profession of

' ' duck boot-legging
' '

becomes
more precarious.
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The northern distriet l)oasts of iuereasiny' interest, in fisliiii<; for 1hc

food fishes introduced into the Saeramento and San Joa(|iiiii i-ivt-rs. A
few minutes' ride from the larger cities of the district takes one to |)laci's

where crappie and blue-gilled sun fish are to be found in niunlx'rs. The
fact that these fishes take tiie My and the spinner has increased interest

in them.

The Talioe free camping- ground, established on tlie old hatcheiy sit(\

continues to serve large numbers of summer recreationists with small

expense to the Commission. All campers appear to appreciate this well-

equipped sanitary camp furnished th(>m l)y the state.

SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT.

Strict law enforcement in the San Francisco distriet residtcd in ]224

arrests, aggregating $34,442.75 in fines during the biennial period, an

average of about $80 per case. In addition, violators served 322 days in

jail. San Francisco courts continued to regard violations less seriously
than county courts, as evidenced by the number of dismissals and the
smaller average of fines imposed.

Cases show an increased number of does killed illegally and hu.nting
accidents have been numerous.

Agitation made by cattlemen and the forest service to shorten the
season on deer and thus reduce violations and forest fires may result in

the opposite effect because of the concentrated hunting. It also seems
probable that an increased penalty for killing game would simply make
law enforcement more difficult; the maxinnim fine is at present $500.
Game and fish conditions in the district are satisfactory. However,

overfishing in the streams of the bay section is very evident and some-

thing should be done to bring fishing back to a normal condition in

these streams.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

Reports from southern division headquarters at Los Angeles show
that a deputy has been placed in every southern county except one,

resulting in more effective enforcement of law and closer touch with

fish and game conditions. IMost southern counties are cooperating by

joint-appointment and division of warden expense. Percentage of con-

victions to cases made was 94.5
; average fine, $28.26. IMany forest-

rangers have given valuable and appreciated assistance.

Cooperation of county sportsmen's associations toward enforcement

and education has been enlisted unanimously; likewise chambers of com-

merce, the Automobile Club of Southern California and many other

organizations less directly interested in conservation. Widest publicity
has been given the Commission's work in southern newspapers and, inci-

dental thereto, an information bureau for sportsmen has been organized.
Close relationship and responsibility of the Fish and Game Commis-

sion to the sportsmen whose license-dollars support its work, constantly
has been respected in the south, resulting in harmonious understanding
and mutual assistance. Appreciation manifests itself in sentiment

increasingly favoring the license-fees to meet growing demands for a

larger hatchery output and extension of specialized work in behalf of

game.
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Special attention has been paid to conserving the remainder of tlie

native big-game animals, such as antelope and mountain sheep, with

favorable results. The deer situation, however, is unsatisfactory and
additional protection is felt necessary.

Cooperation with count}' supervisor}' boards toward eradication of

lions, pests upon stockraiser and sportsman alike, continue bearing

apparent results, as one county after another adds enough to make the

state bounty attractive to professional lion hunters.

A plan is being worked out to furnish additional sport through the

stocking of municipally owned reservoirs with black bass and the open-

ing of these reservoirs to fishermen. This yAU provide easily accessible

and inexpensive fishing.

Regulation of commercial fisheries has had constant attention in

cooperation with the Commercial Fisheries Department, whose special

responsibility it is, the south now being the center of a steadily growing
industry requiring ever-closer patrol.

Special problems of a local nature reciuiring intensive patrol of the

congested centers of duck-shooting interest
;
the lee waters of Santa Cata-

lina Island, reserved for their attraction-value to sportsmen from the

world over; lobsters, clams, all have come in for the neeessarj^ special

attention, with improvement generally conceded.
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHCULTURE.
The Ho)iorahlc Board of Fish, (iikI Game Commissioners of the State of

of California.

Gentlemen : In conformity with the laAV and regulations of the P^isli

and Game Commission, I have the honor to transmit a report of the

Department of Fishculture for the biennium ending June 30, 1922.

During the last two seasons, covered by this report, we have made
a record output at our hatcheries, having hatched and distributed

40,97-4,000 trout fry and 18,037,000 salmon fry w^th the probability
that the season that we are now entering on will exceed the last one in

output of trout fry. We have hatched and distributed 19.000,000
salmon fry from eggs collected from the Klamathon station during the

last winter and spring that will not appear in the statistical report
until the next biennial report of the Commission.
The limit of hatchery operations has been reached until the people,

through the legislature see tit to increase our funds for fishcultural

operations. We are now operating thirty hatcheries and egg-collect-

ing stations, several pond systems for the rearing of brood tish, two

distributing cars, on which we have been i:)aying regular transporta-
tion rates over all the railroads in California, as w^ell as a divison of

screens and tishways. The total valuation of the property of the state

in use in the fishcultural work, such as hatcheries, lands, fish cars and

equipment and all the other equipment necessary to successfully carry
on the work, is approximately $350,000. The repairs and improvements
on this property amounts to a large sum annually. We are continually
carrying on experiments and investigations to improve the work of

producing more and better fry and to get better results in our work
of distribution.

The same condition exists as I mentioned in my two last biennial

reports regarding the ever-increasing demand for trout fry caused I)y

the increasing population of the state and the easy accessibility of the
lakes and streams caused b}'^ the building of good roads and highways
and the use of the automobiles that have placed within easy reach of
the lover of the outdoors, places that a few years ago were almost inac-

cessible. A comparatively short time ago, if a person in ordinary
circumstances made one trip to the mountains with a team during the
season and enjoyed a few days hunting or fishing, he was well satis-

fied, but now with the advent of the automobile, there are hundreds of

persons who go to some stream or lake to fish over each week end and
many times during the whole period that the season is open. The limit-

ing of the catch to tM-enty-five trout per day by the last session of our
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legislature was a move for conservation, but without an increased force

of deputies to enforce the law, the limit is often exceeded by persons,
who otherwise consider themselves law abiding citizens.

The number of deputies should be greatly augmented to enforce the

fish and game laws and there is only one way to do it and that is to

increase the revenues of the Commission so that an adequate force of

deputies can be in the field all the time.

During 1920, the output of our hatcheries was 17,000,000 trout fry.

In 1921, the output was 23,000,000 and the present season, 1922, for

which a detailed report will not be in readiness until two years hence,
will exceed 25,000,000 trout fry. The statistical report of the distribu-

tion of trout fry for the seasons of 1920-1921 will be found in the

appendix.
In an effort to keep the waters of the state from being depleted of

trout thirty hatcheries and egg collecting stations are operated at full

capacity. In many streams examined in the last few years, there are

very few, if any, iDreeding fish left. The constant fishing by anglers

during the open season of the easily accessible streams, has so reduced

the number of adult fish that natural propagation is limited and insuf-

ficient and the streams must be kept stocked from the hatcheries, if the

public is to continue to enjoy the privileges of fishing.

TROUT.

The total distribution of trout fry from the different hatcheries for

the biennial period ending July 1, 1922, was 40,974,000, the largest
number planted in the same period of time since the creation of the

Commission. Improved methods of hatching, rearing and distributing
the fry are constantly being made, but still it is impossibble to meet
the demand made on our trout waters by the anglers. There is a

constant demand for more hatcheries and a larger output of fry, and
several more hatcheries are needed in the state, but funds must be pro-
vided before any further increase of fish from out hatcheries can be

had or new hatcheries constructed. Hundreds of persons applying
for fish have been instructed to make a wide distribution of the fry.

The best results are obtained where the fry are well scattered and
planted on the riffles and in the shallow water of the lakes some dis-

tance from shore. A close check of the work has shown good results.

The cooperation of the sportmen's clubs, county boards of supervisors,
chambers of commerce and others, has been of great assistance in get-

ting the fry planted properly and often in almost inaccessible places.
The growing interest in the propagation and planting of trout fry is the

result of the success in past years.
We must urge again, as in previous reports, that a shorter open sea-

son for trout fishing should be instituted for reasons as stated in other

reports, viz., to allow the fish a chance to breed in the spring and fall,

as well as to give them a chance to grow when the temperature is

favorable.

The thousands of fish taken by anglers from Eel River, Klamath
and Feather rivers and other places where our egg-collecting stations

are located is greatly diminishing the number of breeders each season
and the work of collecting eggs from wild trout becomes more difflcult

each season. The State Fish and Game Commission should, at an early
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date, be furnished with funds to establish several i)ond systems wliere

fish can be reared in numbers great enough to furnish an aflecjuate sup-

ply of eggs for all the hatcheries. One of tlie best pond sv'steuis to be;

found anywhere, is located at the Mount Sliasta station, i)ut it is not

large enough and owing to the limited water supply, can not be

increased. Nearly one-third of the trout eggs collect('<l in ( 'jilil'ornia

this 3^ear were taken from the stock lish in the ponds jit Mount Shasta

Hatchery. The eggs can be procured from the ponds for less money
than they can be taken from wild tish when all the uncertainties con-

nected with collecting eggs from wild fish are considered. I'lu; di-oughts
and floods, deep snows, extremely cold weather and othci- conditions

Pig. 7. Catch of trout from Lake Eleanor, part of the San Francisco Hetch Hetchy
project. Many of the new storage re.ser\-oirs in the mountain di.stricts are afford-
ing splendid fishing.

alwaj'S make the work at the egg collecting station uncertain. We do not

know from one season to another what to expect. Some years the

extremely light rain or snowfall causes conditions that are unfavorable
for the collection of trout eggs. In other years, floods and extremely

high and cold water change the movements of the fish so that our take

of eggs is often far less than that expected. The breaking up of the

runs of trout in our streams by high dams, built by hydro-electric com-

panies and irrigation projects are all having their eifect and to meet
these new conditions, it is imperative that the Legislature provide ample
funds for the construction of rearing ponds where a sufficient number
of breeding fish can be raised to supply the demand for at least two-

thirds of the waters to be stocked.

3—22634
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KLAMATH RIVER.

The great Klamath River, the last stand for the collection of both

salmon and wild rainbow trout eggs in any large numbers, should be

kept free of dams, so that a dependable stock of trout and salmon may
be secured from this source for many years to come. The Klamath River

runs through a mountainous region from the Oregon line where it enters

California to its mouth on the boundary line of Del Norte and Hum-
boldt counties, where it flows into the ocean. There is practically no
tillable land, except Shasta Valley, where the water of this stream could

be used for irrigation. Applications have been made to construct large
dams on this river for the purpose of developing hydro-electric energy.
A protest has been filed against these applications to the Federal Power
Commission and a protest will be made before the State Water Commis-
sion against the construction of these proposed dams. There is enough
water appropriated .in the other river systems of California to furnish

electric power for the development of the state for many years to come',

without destroying the salmon run in the Klamath River by the con-

struction of dams impassable to salmon. The construction of high dams
on the Klamath River, will surely destroy the salmon run in that river

in a short space of time.

Fig. 8. A trap set at Blackwood Creek, Lake Tahoe, before and after uncovering,
April 1, 1922. Spawning- operations are often difficult because of the heavy snows.

We are satisfied, beyond any question of a doubt, that the chinook

salmon {Oncorhyuchus tchaunjtscha) and the silver salmon (0. kisiitch)

will not ascend a fisliway over a dam Avhere the elevation is over 30 or 35

feet. Our observations in this state and the experience of the experts of

the Bureau of Fisheries in Oregon and Washington confirm this state-

ment. The parent stream instinct of salmon is so strong that no matter

how perfect the fishway may be built, salmon, particularly the chinook,
will only acsend a fishway a short distance, then their instinct impels
them to follow the main stream and they leave the fishway and return

to the river, and attempt to ascend the main stream, folloAving the bed

of the river that their progenitors have followed through centuries past.

While it is true that the species of the Salmonidae will enter tributary
streams to propagate, each stream, to a certain extent, has its own race

or run of fishes that have been propagated in it. Otherwise, all the

salmon that enter a large river would ascend the first tributary that was
favorable and suitable for spaAvning purposes. Competent engineers
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who are not fish eiilturists or seieiitists. su<i<;-est as feasible Unvj; fishways

on easy gradients with rest pools at convenient phices for the [jassage of

salmon over and around the higli chuns that are being proposed by pro-

moters of hydro-electric power enterprises. The instinct of the salmon

to follow the main stream is sure to make any of these plans a failure.

Tlie salmon run in the Klamath Kiver should be maintained J"or the

use of the people as a food supply as well as to furnish eggs to keei) up
the supply in the Sacramento and Eel Rivers. Hydro-electric projects

and irrigation canals have cut off eighty per cent of the spawning

grounds on the tributaries of the Sacranu'uto and San Joaquin rivers.

The Bureau of Fisheries is assisting in every way possible to maintain

the salmon supply by operating their hatcheries and egg collecting sta-

tions at Battle Creek, Mill Creek and Baird in Northern California.

Their work must be augmented by the surplus eggs from the Klamathon
station on the Klamath river, if we are to have the salmon run main-

tained in numbers sufficient to be of any great benefit to the people.

Referring again to the situation on the Klamatli River
;
if the fishways

should be constructed that would allow the salmon to ascend above the

dams to their natural breeding grounds and to the egg collecting sta-

tions, the fry, the result of natural propagation or from the hatcheries,

would be destroyed in passing through the wheels used to operate the

generating plants as it is impossible to construct a screen of sufficient

fineness to prevent the fry of anadromous or sea running species of

fishes from entering the pipes or tubes that furnish the water to the

-power plants. A great deal has been said and written by the promoters
of the projects regarding the installation of electric fish stops, by the

use of electrodes to develop an electrical current in the water near the

end of the intake pipe. Experiments have satisfied us that the plan is

not practical. Freshwater fishes or those that spend their entire lives

in fresh water, do not descend the streams in schools or Avith such a

strong instinct to descend with the current as do the anadromous fishes.

The anadromous fishes such as the different species of salmon and the

steelhead trout are impelled by their instincts to descend the rivers to

the ocean, no matter what obstacles may be placed in their way. They
must enter the ocean to develop to maturity, and no electrical current

passing through the water that causes a tingling or stinging sensation is

going to stop them. If the electrical current is made too strong or strong

enough to stop their power to swim, they are either killed or stift'ened up
so that their powers of swimming are paralyzed and they Avill drift with
the current into the pipes leading to the impulse wheels. Screens with
meshes small enough to stop the descent of the fry would choke up dur-

ing the flood season when the fry are making their descent to the sea and
at other times, and would be removed by operators of these power
plants, so the flow of water to their generators Avould not be interfered

with. Screens in ditches and canals can be easily installed and cleaned,

but screens fine enough to prevent the fry of anadromous fishes from

entering pipes leading from high dams to power wheels are not practical.
Freshwater fishes whose habits are to live their entire lives in the streams
and lakes and rivers are easily turned away by ordinary screens as they
are not impelled by a strong instinct to descend the streams. They
move from different places in the stream in search of food and breeding
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grounds and quickly adapt themselves to a changed environment. If the

freshwater fishes come in contact with a screen even if the meshes are

c[uite wide apart, they will not make any great effort to pass through
unless they are forced to do so by roily water or high temperatures. In

ordinary' temperatures and normal conditions, they are content to remain
in their natural habitat, viz., the pools of the stream where they have
been propagated and find conditions suitable for their existence. But
the anadromous fishes following their instinct to descend the streams

make every effort j^ossible to do so, when the periods of their migrations
are on.

CHINOOK SALMON.

The propagation of chinook salmon becomes a matter of greater impor-
tance each season, as the natural spawning grounds are being cut off in

the rivers and streams of the state by the erection of high clams for the

development of hydro-electric power and irrigation. As near as we can

estimate, over eighty per cent of the natural spaAvning grounds on the

Sacramento Eiver, San Joaquin River, Feather River and their tribu^

taries are now cut off from the salmon runs. The chinook salmon must
of consequence, be greatly reduced in numbers or greater efforts made to

propagate them artificially at the hatcheries. The Bureau of Fisheries

stations at Battle and j\Iill Creeks have been operated during the past
two seasons, but owing to the flood in the fall of 1920 and the drought
of 1921, the take of eggs by the Bureau of Fisheries was very light at

Battle Creek and Mill Creek stations.

Owing to the impassable condition of the dam of the Anderson- Cot-
tonwood Irrigation District at Redding, the salmon were prevented from
entering the McCloud River and consequently the Bureau of Fisheries

did not collect any eggs at Baird. Injunction proceedings against the

Irrigation District were begun by the Fish and Game Commission dur-

ing 1920, through Honorable Jesse W. Carter, district attorney of

Shasta County, assisted by our attorney, R. D. Duke, and an applica
tion made by him for a temporary injunction restraining the district

from operating the dam until an efficient fishway was constructed that

would allow the salmon to pass this barrier. The resultant agreement
provides that the fishway is to be made efficient by such changes as the

fishway inspector and the engineer of the irrigation district should
decide was necessary. This fall the necessary changes will be made.

During the fall of 1920, the run of salmon w^as rather light on the

Klamath River but an average take of eggs was expected, but a severe

storm caused the Klamath River to rise damaging the racks to such an
extent that a large portion of the salmon escaped causing the take of

eggs to be materially decreased. Nevertheless, 2,766,000 eggs wei'c

collected and shipped to Fall Creek Hatchery, Mount Shasta Hatch-

ery and Fort Seward Hatcher.y on Eel River.

During the fall of 1921, conditions were very favorable on the

Klamath River and the egg collecting crew managed to procure
19,000,000 chinook salmon eggs, the largest number ever collected from
the river. The eggs were shipped to Fall Creek Hatchery at Copco,
Mount Shasta Hatchery at Sisson and Fort Seward Hatchery on Eel
River. The resulting fr}'' were hatched and reared in good condition.

The fry hatched from the eggs at Fall Creek Hatchery, were held in
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ponds and will lie released tliis I'all w lien eoiidit ions of the I'ivi'i- aiid

U'liiperature ai'e ravorable.

We desire ajfaiii to call particular atleiilion lo ilie salmon run in

the Sacranienlo and San Joacpiin rivers. Already greatly depleted,

il is tlirealened with extermination, if measures are not taken at ont;*;

to increase the output oi' salmon I'ry I'l'om the hatcheries. The con-

struction of impassable dams and the diversion of water for irri<,'atioi.

is fast cuttin<>- off the last reniainiiii;' si)a\\tiin<;' beds in the tributaiy
sti'cams of these rivers and this excellcid fish is do!)ine(l to extcT-niina-

lion if prompt action is not takeii. This department lias calle<l atleii-

lion to this condition for the last four years, hut the legislature antl

the coinmercial fishermen as well as the general public pay no heed

to the rec(miinendations offei'cd and no action to save this tine fish is

taken. The Fish and (iame Conniiission is waging an uphill fight

wlien it comes to conservation as the people do not realize the destruc-

tion of wild life until it is too late.

MOUNT SHASTA HATCHERY.

During the season of 1920 and 1!)21. the Mount Shasta Hatchery has

lieen operated to its fullest, capacity, 10,966,000 salmon fry and

21.676,800 trout fry lieing hatched and distriliuted from this station.

The Mount Shasta Hatchery is one of tlie best equipped stations in

the country. The pond system alone furnished 18.000,000 trout eggs

during the last biennial period. These with the additional eggs

shipped from outside stations, gave this spleiidid total of trout fry
that were distril)uted throughout the state, from this hatchery.
The Mount Shasta Hatchery has had the necessary repairs to keep

this important station in a condition to operate without unnecessary
loss and damage. During 1921, the following re])airs and improve-
ments were made: Lumber shed 18 feet by 20 feet, with corrugated
steel roof; garage 30 feet by 24 feet, 10 font walls; new foundation

under water tank that furnishes water to the superintendent's resi-

dence and cottages for the help; new culverts and gates in five of th^

large ponds; new foundations under Hatchery B and old shingle roof

replaced with corrugated steel roofing; all troughs from Hatchery D
removed and new sills put in under the building and new columns

supporting the roof; also forty-six new troughs were installed in the

place of those too badly decayed for further use
;
new sills were put

under Hatchery C and a new floor in the aisle; a new settling tank for

Hatchery E was built, 8 feet by 48 feet by 4 feet in depth ;
an addition

to the carpenter and repair shop 12x16 feet was made, ceiling placeil
in the laundry at the superintendent "s residence; fourteen new electric

light poles were placed on the grounds and wires restrung; ne\\

stringers placed under main bridge across the head of inlet ponds;
new furnace constructed in food prejiaration room.

Repairs in 1922 : Waste gates repaired to date on i)onds 28, 29, 30

and also walls repaired on ponds 5. 39 and 40; hatcheries B. C, D,
meat house, woodshed, barn, lumber shed, repainted; other buildings
will be painted dui'ing the year; 800 feet of new railing placed around

])onds to replace those that Avere rotted and falling down; 2^-ine:i

well driA'cn for domestic supply and connected with pump to supply
three of the dwellings on the hatchery grounds, as well as to fumisii
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water for irri.natiiii'' lawns and flower hcds; loiiiidalioii under iiatclicry

A rcnewod ; r('i)airs made on pond walls that had rotted and were un

safe; new floor plaecd in the li\iiiL;' room of the snperinterKh-nt's resi-

dence. A ^reat many other iniprovenicnls were made to maiiifain Ihe

ponds, hatcheries, power plant, truck, wagons and other things loo

numerous to mention in a brief report.
A luimber of permanent improvements are needed at th(! Mount

Shasta ITateliei-y to improve conditions and reduce the cost of op(,'ra-

tions. One of the most important is the installation of a refrigerating

l)lant, wiiere ice could be made to supply tlie distribution cars as well

as to keep the fish food from getting tainted dni-ing the warm weather

The large ])onds that the state has been leasing fi'om their owners
for the rearing of salmon fry have passed into other hands and if the

leases can not be renewed for a term of years, a new location should be.

found on some tributary of the Sacramento River, where suitable pond.s
for the rearing of salmon can be constructed and the salmon fry given
the benefit of several months of pond culture before being released

into the river.

Money is needed to make these improvements. This state is progress-

ing and if the people desire to enjoy the angling in the many streams

of the state and save the salmon, the fish par excellence of all our

food fishes, file necessary funds must be furnished to the Fish and
Game Commii-sion to improve and enlai'ge the hatcheries and pond
systems for rearing of fish. It is up to the people to make their de-

cision, for in tlieir hands rests the futur-^ develo]nnent of fish cultural

work.

BOGUS CREEK STATION.

This fine egg-colleeting station has kept up its i-eeurd during the last

two years. There were 5.000,000 eggs collected during this period
and shipped to the different hatcheries. A number of improvements
were made during the two seasons last past: a tank for holding the

spawning fish was built 30 feet long, 8 feet wide and 8 feet high; a
board roof covered with malthoid roofing was placed over the tank

;
the

old cal)in was torn down and a new four-room cottage was built for the

use of the station
;
concrete foundations were placed under the holding

tank and a concrete toe wall was constructed under the raeks and a

concrete bed under the trap, besides other improvements to better
conditions at the station.

HORNBROOK STATION.

This station did not come up to expectation in 1921, owning to a

drought during the springs months, Init the conditions were nornuil in

the spring of 1922 and a good collection of eggs was had. During the

biennial period of 1920-1922, there was collected from this station

2,172,000 rainbow trout eggs.
The following improvements were mad(^ at this station during the last

two years :

Sixteen feet added to the holding tank, besides placing a concrete
toe wall under the racks across the bed of the creek, eight feet in widtli

;

two extra concrete piers were placed under the rack frame to support the

structure against the flood waters and a rock wall was built on the east
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side of tlie creek to prevent the creek bed from washing out and widen-

ing the channel. This was necessary to prevent the high water from
allowing the fish to pass around the trap in ascending the creek. During
the seasons of normal rainfall, this is one of the best egg- collecting
stations in the Klamath River basin.

KLAMATHON STATION.

The total take of chinook salmon eggs at this station during the last

two seasons was 28,076,000. During November, 1920, a severe rain-

storm damaged the racks at this station to such an extent that a large

portion of the salmon in the pool between the racks escaped and passed
up the river. This materially affected the take of eggs. The take

during the fall of 1920, was 8,898,000 eggs, which were hatched at Fall

Creek and Mount Shasta hatcheries.

During the summer of 1921, the piers were repaired and other im-

provements made on the racks and during the fall and early winter of

1921, 19,178,000 chinook salmon eggs were collected and shipped to

Fall Creek Hatchery, Mount Shasta Hatchery and Fort Seward Hatch-

ery in Humboldt County. These eggs hatched out in excellent condi-

tion and the resulting fry were distributed in the Sacramento, Klamath
and Eel rivers.

The Klamathon Station is now one of the most important .salmon

egg-collecting stations in California, as the Klamath River salmon run
can be increased by successfully planting several millions of salmon fry
in the river each season. It is of vital importance that the salmon
run be maintained in the Klamath River, to furnish eggs for the

Sacramento, Eel and San Joaquin rivers and this can only be done

by keeping high dams out of the river below the Klamathon Station.

FALL CREEK HATCHERY.

This station has been a success since it was built. All the salmon
and trout fry reared at this station have been planted in excellent

condition, except one small lot of salmon fry that became affected with
a bacterial disease early this season. Fortunately this lot soon yielded
to treatment when the pond was disinfected with the chemicals used for

such purposes.
During 1920 and 1921, the following improvements were made at

this station: three ponds completed: pond No. 1, 70 feet by 20 feet;

pond No. 2, 115 feet long, 30 feet wide and 4J feet deep ; pond No.

3, 116 feet by 65 feet, average depth of 4 feet. These ponds are used
for rearing salmon fry. A large settling tank was constructed to remove
the sediment from the water supplying the hatchery.
The pond system has been a success. The temperature of the water

and other conditions make the Fall Creek Hatchery an ideal place for

the rearing of salmon fry. Several more ponds are needed at this

station for this work as soon as the funds are available.

CAMP CREEK STATION.

This station has kept up its record as one of the best of our egg-

collecting stations. There were 4,100,000 rainbow trout eggs collected

during the last two seasons. The following repairs and improvements
Avere made since our last biennial report : a large holding tank for
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,sp;i\\ llcl'S \v;is l)ililt ;{() fccj l()ll<i\ (i feet wide, iilid S IVct, llif^ll, wiih

concrcic roiiiid.'il ion
; ;i toi' \\;ill or (ioiici'ijle bed was hiid jieross the bed

of Camp (Jreek, S J"eet witle on wliicli llic rack for the tra[)S are placed;
a concrete' roundalioii was placed under Ihe li'ap and a small concrel.:

pier was built on the south l)aiik of the creek to prevent the washinji;

away of tlie banks; an addition was built on Ihe eahin used by the;

men for living? (piarters; an extension of l(i feet was Miadi! on the large

lioldin^' tank and a small tank nsed dnriiig the time the fish are })ein^

handled for spawning;- purposes; 'Mh) feet of new flume was built from
the creek to the holding tank, and a sns|)ension bridge was constructed
across the Klamath River, 257 feet long to be nsed to (;arry the eggs
from Cami) Creek Station across the river to the railroad so that they
can be shipped to tlie different hatcheries. This was Jiecessary as the

river is so rapid that the men were constantly in danger of losing their

lives by the overturning of the ])oat uscmI to convey the eggs across the

river.

MOUNT WHITNEY HATCHERY.
Mount AVhitney Hatchery has been operated to its full capacity during

the last two seasons. The remarkable growth of the fry in this liatchery
still attracts the attention of the applicants and fish culturists.

During the fall of 1921, an epidemic appeared among the fry at this

hatchery that caused considerable concern for a time but a protracted
treatment brought the fry out in good condition witli a very small loss.

"We were assisted in our investigation of this disease by the members of

the State Board of Health and the state bacteriologist at Berkeley, who
kindly made laboratory examinations for our department, as our labora-

tory equipment has not been unpacked owing to the fact that we have
not been able to procure a room in which to work.

Fig. 10. Fresno County Sportsman's Club planting fish. The Commission depends
largely upon the work oi such org-inizations for the successful transfer of the
fish from the fish distribution car to the stream. Photograph by Bart Harvey.
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The grounds at Mount Whitney Hatchery have been improved by the

planting of trees and flowers. The lawn and flowers are being kept in

good shape, and the hatchery is one of the most attractive places in Inyo
County. Hundreds of tourists and vacationists going into the upper
part of Inyo County, Mono and Alpine counties, stop at the hatchery
every week during the summer and fall.

This hatchery has proven to be one of the most important and valu-

able hatcheries in the country. It supplies a large district with trout

fry in excellent condition. The distribution area that is covered from
this hatchery includes the country adjacent to the eastern side of the

lower San Joaquin Valley, Inyo and Mono counties to the north and the

counties below the Tehachai3i Range to San Diego, except San Bernar-
dino County, which receives the bulk of its trout fry from Bear Lake
Hatcher}". The demand for fry from this hatchery is greater than the

capacity of the hatchery to produce. Additional hatchery ec[uipment
should be added to this station when funds for this purpose are evailable.

Fig. 11. Type of pack can utilized by Fresno County Sportsman's Club. Several of
the clubs own their own cans. Photograph by Bart Harvey.

Pack trains should be provided to carry trout fry to the barren lakes in

the high Sierra to the west of the hatchery, and to other sections, as well

as to restock the depleted streams and lakes where the fish are greatly

depleted in numbers by the excessive fishing of the last few years. This

important hatchery should be enlarged by the addition of smaller aux-

iliary hatcheries erected on the same grounds, all under one manage-
ment and where the same water supply can be used that is now being
used in the main building.

COTTONWOOD LAKES STATION.

The collecting of golden trout eggs during the season of 1920 was car-

ried on from the middle of June to the latler'p'art of July. There were

782,000 eggs collected and conveyed to the IMount Whitney Hatchery.
These eggs were very delicate and produced a great many structually
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weak ciiihryos. Tlicsc siicimiiiiIiciI cirly in llic scjisdii, Ixil tlx- rciiiaiiHler,

819,()()(> were distribvitod in the hikos of iho liitjli Sierra and in lakes in

tlie Yoseinite National I'arlc. Kc|)()rts received from a nnniher of lakes

where tliese iisli have been introduced are. that tliey ;ire tlii-ivin^ and

niakint;' a rapid j^rovvth. The ijolch'n trout, is a very delicate fish and is

not resist;int to bacterial infeclion of a pat'io^'enie nature. This, no

(h)ubt, is due to the fact tliat these lish have inhabited the ])nre water of

the high Sieri'a i-ange, that is tVee from l)aeteria and fnn.u:oid growths for

many ages and have not the resistance of the species that have their

range in lower altitndes or the exotic species that have l)een introduced

into this state from the easterji states and Europe.
The golden trout by their bright colors, fall prey to the other six'cies.

They will not thrive where other species of trout are living and should

only be planted in waters where no other species of predaceous tish

exist. No collection of golden trout eggs was made during 1921 or 1922,

as we were desirous of determining the results of the plants already
nuule. We would reconnnend that tiie golden trout distribution be con-

fined only to the barren lakes of the high Sierra range, until at such

time as a resistant stock of these fish can be propagated.

RAE LAKES STATION.

The Rae Lakes Egg Collecting Station was operated during the sea-

sons of 1920, 1921 and 1922. During these three seasons, 1,488,000

eggs were collected. The fish do not yield over 250 eggs each on an

average caused by the lack of proper food in the lake owing to the high

altitude, 10,500 feet. The eggs are delicate and considerable extra care

must be given them in the early stages to produce strong fry. As soon

mM

Fig 12. On the summit, 13,000 feet, with rainbow trout
e^gs from Rae Lakes, July 20, 1920. Photograph by
L. J. Stinnett.
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as the fish cultural department can make further investigations, efforts

will be made to introduce the proper aquatic plants and insects to fur-

nish a greater abundance of food for the fish in these lakes.

During 1920, species of gammarus were introduced into Rae Lakes,

but we have not been in a position to have an examination made as to

whether they have thrived or not. This work should be taken up as

soon as funds are available and a survey made, of the Rae Lakes and
other regions to introduce insects for fish food where such life is scarce.

TAHOE HATCHERY.

The new Tahoe Hatchery building was completed during the fall of

1920. It was operated during 1921 and is being operated during the

present season of 1922. During these two seasons 1,500,000 trout fry
were hatched in excellent condition. The new site is a great improve-
ment over the old hatchery site near Tahoe City. There is an abundance
of pure water. The only condition that must be overcome, one which
was planned for when the new site was selected, is the construction of

shallow ponds surrounding the springs that furnish the supply of water
for this hatchery so that the cold water may be increased in tempera-
ture, in order not to retard the development of the fry. While the fry
raised in the cold water are very strong and healthy, they do not grow
as rapidly as they should and the ponds for warming the water should
be l)uilt at an early date.

The plan of fencing and improving the grounds around the ncAv

Tahoe Hatchery, of building roads and cottages for the help and a

building to be used for a storeroom and for preparing the feed for the

fish, have not been carried out, as there was not sufficient funds to

complete this work and to carry on the increased amount of work at

the other stations of collecting eggs, hatching and distributing the fry.
The new Tahoe Hatchery, when all the work on the grounds and water

system, is completed will be one of the most attractive and up-to-date
hatcheries in the country and one in keeping with the general progress
of improvements around Lake Tahoe.

BLACKWOOD CREEK TRAP.

A trap was installed in Blackwood Creek during 1921-1922 as Jias

been done in former years, when conditions were such that we desired to

collect an extra number of eggs. A good take of eggs was secured con-

sidering the seasons. During the season of 1921, the water was rather

low. During the season of 1922, there was a deep snowfall on the water-

shed of Blackwood Creek and the snow melted rapidly during June,
causing extremely high water which wrecked the trap. During the

two seasons 1,000,000 eggs were collected that well repaid the Com-
mission for the efforts made.

WARD CREEK TRAP.

A trap was placed in Ward Creek during the sirring nf 1922 in an

attempt to collect a larger number of eggs for the Tahoe Hatchery.
The melting of the deep snow caused very high water in the creek and
caused the crew considerable trouble to keep the racks in place. A
number of fish' escaped over the racks, but 200,000 eggs were collected.
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All of these traps should he eoiist nirtcd willi cDiirfctc toe walls across

the bed of the creeks and pei'iiiauciit racks Imilt. The lijips made of

light material and built on temporary I'l'ibs or make-shift afl'airs arc

damaged wheiievei- there is a tlood on the creeks and eonse(|iU'ntly we do

not get as many eggs as we should. All of this kind of work should

be made permanent whenever funds for permanent work can be

obtained.

TAYLOR CREEK TRAP.

Dui'ing the fall of 1921, a trap was constructed in Taylor (Jreek ]iear

Tallac TTatchery as it was estimated that it would be cheapci- to operate
a tra[) than a seining crew at the mouth of the creek, until the scat-

tered rnn of fish would be attracted to the creek by the overflow of

Fallen Leaf Lake which had held the water of Taylor Creek back for

several years during the period of drought. The management of the

Fig. 13. Fish pond No. 3 at the Fall Creek Hatcher.v, one of the ponds utilized a.s a
nursery for younar salmon.

Tallac Hotel had been storing the water in this lake for hydro-electric

purposes and caused the flow of water to be so low in the ci-eek during

the spawning season that the fish were not attracted to the stream as in

former years and consequently the take of eggs fell oif. This past

spring, the melting snow and the early rains last fall caused the lake

to fill and there was an abundance of water in the creek. The water

was so high that the trap was damaged. Init the crew managed to

collect approximately 250,000 eggs. With the return of the average
seasonal rainfall and snow storms, the creek will have its normal flow

and in a year or two the same good run of trout will be found in the

creek as during the past twenty-five years, with the exception of the

years when the water was being stored in the lake ; then seining opera-

tions will be the proper means of collecting eggs at the mouth of Taylor
Creek.
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MOUNT TALLAC HATCHERY.

This hatchery has been operated during the past two seasons, with
the usual results. The seining operations at the mouth of Taylor Creek
were discontinued owing to the run of fish being broken up and scat-

tered by the low water in the creek during the last four years of

drought, lasting up to the winter of 1921-1922, when a normal snow
and rainfall prevailed throughout the Tahoe basin. We operated traps
in the surrounding creeks to collect our supply of eggs for this station

as well as shipping eggs from other stations. AVith the return of normal
weather conditions, the run of trout in Taylor Creek will soon be as

good as in former years. We have made our usual plants of trout fry
in Taylor Creek and no doubt when the seasonal storms are normal and
the creek discharges its usual amount of water into Lake Tahoe, the

trout will enter the stream as in former years and in as great a number.
There were hatched and distributed from Tallac Hatchery during the

Fig. 14. Racks and trap on Taylor Creek, Lake Tahoe, April 1, 1922. Such tempo-
rary racks are utilized in securing black-spotted trout for spawning purposes.

last two seasons 1,318,000 trout fry. During 1922 w^e are hatching

800,000 eggs. The troughs at this station need renewing and the station

needs a general overhauling and many needed repairs.

UPPER TRUCKEE RIVER EGG-COLLECTING STATION.

In the fall of 1920, a trap and egg-collecting station was established

on the Upper Truckee River, between the mouth of the Upper Truckee

River and Myers Station. The station was built to collect black-spotted

trout eggs of the variety known as the large lake trout which ascend

this stream to spawn; also to prevent the fish from ascending the

stream to its upper reaches, ultimately to be destroyed on descending
the stream by the farmers and stock raisers damming the river to flood

their meadow lands during the summer and fall. There does not appear
to be any law to prevent landowners from placing temporary dams
in streams to raise tlie water level so that it will run over the land on
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oitlier side of the stre;iiii ami thus llnod their cultivated lands. A
law shoidd he passed to prevent tliis met hod of irrii,'atin<r as it is

ini]>ossi])le to screen llie waler where it is allowed to pom- over the

hanks of a stream for a distance of several hundred feet, to flood

a piece of land.

The trap has l)een successfully operalcd durjuL: the s|)fint; of II'L'I

and 1022. One million eL;'<_;s were collected and shipped to the dilVei-eiit

Jiateheries.

UKIAH HATCHERY.
llkiali Hatchery, the property (d' the town of fkiali, has Ix-en operated

under a lease for the last two seasons as in former years. Tins small
station is a very valuahle one for our purpose. It furnishes fry for the
local district as well as providing for the eyeing of eggs coliected at

the Snow IMonntain Egg-Collecting Station at Cape TTorn dam on the
South Eel River. The water at Snow ^Mountain Station is not lit for

liatehing or the eyeing of eggs as soon as the warm we<ither of the

spring sets in. We are now negotiating with the trustees of the town
of Ukiah for a lease for a term of years so that needed improvements
can be made at this station. The state should own all its hat(;hery
sites and not be compelled to operate on leased lands. The ma.jority
of the egg-collecting stations and small hatcheries are on leased land

owing to the fact that the commission has not had the funds to piirchase
lands and water rights. The funds of the Commission have never
l)een adequate to carry on the work of propagating fish and distributing
the same and at the same time furnish money enough to purchase land
and erect as many suitable hatcheries as the woi-k demands. If the
lease on Ukiah Hatchery can not be renewed, another site in that
section will have to be selected as it is necessary that the Conuuission
have a permanent hatchery in that section in which to hatch eirgs
collected in the South Eel River section. Of the egg's retaim-d and
hatched at this hatchery during the last season, there were .')! 2.000

fry shipped to the applicants of this region.

SNOW MOUNTAIN STATION.

The total take of eggs at Snow Mountain Station during the two
seasons covered by this report were 2,873,000 steelhead trout eggs.
The drought of 1920 and the excessive fishing in the lower reaches of

the river caused a falling off of the number of spawning fish that

reached the Snow ]\rouiitain dam. AVe are planning to have an
increased take of steelhead eggs from this section as the stopping of

commercial fishing in the lower reaches of P^el River will alhnv a greater
number of spawn fish to reach the station and tlu' holding of a portion
of the water in Lake Pillslmry will give us ,in opportunit.v to raise

rainbow trout for stock fish.

LAKE PILLSBURY.

This body of water was made by the Snow ^fountain Light and
Power Company constructing a dam aeross the South Eel River about

twelve miles above Cape Horn dam. The dam is situated below the

junction of the Rice Fork of the Eel River, Salmon Creek and the main
South Eel River. The dam is over one hundred feet high and the
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reservoir covers an area of approximately 2000 acres. This reservoir

holds back the flood water of the river and will be used for developing
electric power and irrigation. The water will be drawn down each

season, except a portion that will be left in the bed of the reservoir next
to the dam. There ^^-ill be a basin left of from 50 to 80 acres, from 12
to 15 feet deep. In this basin the trout will enter as the w^ater recedes
from other portions of the lake.

This area will be ample to keep the fish in good condition until the

lake begins to fill from the winter rains raising the streams flowing
into the lake. During the spring months the eggs can be collected by
catching the spawners as they ascend the three tributary streams.

Traps and a small hatchery will have to be built to collect and handle
the eggs. The tributary streams will have to be stocked vvith a number
of rainbow fry each year to maintain the brood stock in the lake.

Fishing should be prohibited in the lake as well as in the South Fork
of the Eel River above the dam. Rice Fork of the ri\er, Salmon Creek, as

well as in one or two other small streams that empty into the lake for

a distance of several miles from the lake, so that the streams can be

used as a rearing ground for the trout fry that must be planted in

these streams each season to maintain the breeding stock in the lake.

FORT SEWARD HATCHERY.

Fort Seward Hatchery was established in 1916 for the purpose of

raising trout and salmon fry for the region covering northern Mendo-
cino County, Humboldt County and western Trinity County. The

hatchery has proven a success from the time it was established. The

ever-increasing demand for trout fr}- in this district demonstrated
that this hatchery was too small for the district to be stocked. During
the fall of 1921 plans were made to enlarge the hatchery and make
general improvements at this station. An addition was built on the

hatchery building and forty troughs added. The hatchery now has a

capacity of 100 troughs which if operated to the best advantage will

furnish all the try necessary for this district for a great many years.
A number of improvements were made since our last biennial report.

A tram and cable line with a skip have been installed to convey fish egg
cases and supplies to the hatchery as well as to transport fish cans from
the hatchery to the railroad stations. This tram system is operated with

a gas engine located in the hatchery. It has operated successfully and
saved the expense of keeping and hiring teams to transport articles to

and from the hatchery. The bridges leading to the hatchery on the

roads from Fort Seward on one side and Alderpoint on the other, have

been washed away and the only way the foreman and the hatchery

employees have to get their supplies is by railroad and from the railroad

station to the hatchery over the aerial tram system. AAHienever funds
are available, these roads should be placed in repair and the bridges
rebuilt and an auto truck or team furnished this station. The Fort
Seward Hatchery is one of the most important in the state as it has a

large territory to supply with trout and salmon fry and has the only
water supply on the line of the Northernwestern Pacific Railroad that

can be depended on to furnish suitable water for hatcher^' purposes all

through the year.
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Dui'iiig the two seasons eovered by this report, tliere has been distri-

hiited from this liateliery 1,850,000 trout fry and 1,000.000 sahnon fry,
besides l,'Mi),0(H) trout fry antl 2,000,000 salmon fry that are now being
planted tluit will be reported in tlie next biennial report.

There was an epidemic among the fry at this station this season,
eansed by bacterial infection. The exact cause was not determined. Tlie

lish were given the best care possible and everything done to kojip them
in good conilition. Laboratory examinations were made of the water
from tlu; ei'ci'k and smears and water from the troughs, but too much
time had elapsed between the time the trouble ended and the laboratory

examination, to determine the cause. The opinion of those at the

hatchery was that the trouble was caused l)y the carcasses of a couple of

deer decaying in the creek above the hatchery supply. The decomposi-
tion of animal matter in the water will often cause trouble among the

fry at the hatchery. After the loss, caused by the aflPection among the

fish, the remainder of the fry were shipped out in good condition.

BROOKDALE HATCHERY.

All the steelhead trout eggs collected at Scott Creek Egg-Collecting
Station were transferred to this station as in former years. The usual

number of eggs to supply sufficient fry to stock the streams of Santa
Cruz County were hatched at this hatchery, and the remainder of the

eggs were shipped to other hatcheries. The Brookdale Hatchery is the

property of the county of Santa Cruz and is operated by the state undei
an agreement providing that half a inillion steelhead trout fry be

hatched and planted in the waters of Santa Cruz County each season
under the direction of the board of supervisors of the county. The
building is getting old and the foundation is rotted. A new hatchery
should be built on some other site in Santa Cruz County, where there is

a larger supply of water. The water supply is not sufficient to hold the
trout at Brookdale Hatchery as late in the season as they should be held,
and a larger hatchery is desirable. An increase in the number of fish to

be planted in this section is very important to supply the demand of the

anglers. If funds are not provided for the construction of a new
hatchery in this section, a large sum will have to be spent in another

year to repair and improve the old building, which the water supply does
not justify.

SCOTT CREEK STATION.

This station which has been leased from Santa Cruz County was ]Hir-

chased by the Fish and Game Commission during the fall of 1920. The
site was purchased from Mr. Gianoni and the county of Santa Cruz relin-

quished their rights to the cottage, tanks, traps, dam, etc. This gives the
state full control of a very good egg-collecting station, where an average
of 2,000,000 steelhead trout eggs are taken annually. This was a good
investment for the state as Scott Creek has been set aside as a fish pre-
serve by the legislature, thus insuring a permanent supply of eggs for
that district. There was collected during the two seasons covered bv
this report, 4,200,000 eggs.

4—22631
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ALMANOR HATCHERY.

This hatcher}^, located near tlie outlet of Lake .Almanor was abandoned

during the fall of 1920. During the latter part of each season there

was not sufficient water to operate the station successfully, as the Great

Western Power Company uses so much of it for the domestic supply at

their cottages, thus depriving the hatchery of its supply. The building

was torn down and the troughs moved to Domingo Springs Station. The
lumber was also used in making improvements at Domingo Springs.

DOMINGO SPRINGS STATION.

This egg-collecting station and hatchery has been successfully operated

during the last two seasons. The rack across Rice Creek where the trap
is situated was damaged by high water during the spring of 1920. New
cribs were built and timbers for the main chord replaced and the rack

and traps generally overhauled. This station furnished us with

3,500,000 rainbow trout eggs during 1920-1921.

WARNER CREEK TRAP.

During the fall of 1920, a rack and trap were placed in the mouth of

Warner Creek. Warner Creek rises in Warm Spring Valley on the basal

slopes of Mount Lassen and flows southerly to its junction with Rice

Creek, the two streams forming the North Fork of Feather River, trib-

utary to Lake Almanor. During the spring, the water in Warner Creek

rises to a great height in the narrow canyon at its mouth. A large num-
ber of rainbow trout ascend this stream each spring. A permit was

obtained from the Forest Service to erect a cabin and place a rack and

trap in this stream. The high water made it difficult to operate at this

place, but our crews managed to procure 896,000 eggs during the

springs of 1921-1922. This station is located about five miles below

Domingo Springs Station. There should be one large rack constructed

across the North Fork of Feather River below the junction of Warner
Creek and Rice Creek and all the work concentrated at one place. This

will insure a large take of eggs each season and at the same time be

more economical.

A lease for a hatchery site and egg-collecting station below the junc-

tion of Warner Creek and Rice Creek was procured from Curtis, Col-

lins, and Holbrook Company three years ago, but as we have not had

sufficient funds to construct the station, the work has been deferred

until the financial condition of our Commission would permit the work

being done.

CLEAR CREEK HATCHERY.

Clear Creek Hatchery and Egg-Collecting Station has been operated

as in former seasons. The run of fish from Lake Almanor entering Clear

Creek, a tributary of the Hamilton branch of the Feather River which

has its mouth in Lake Almanor, still maintains a good run of rainbow

trout despite the heavy fishing in the lake. Two million eggs were col-

lected at this station and 600,000 fry hatched at Clear Creek Hatchery.

The remainder were shipped to other stations. The traps and tanks were

enlarged and plans are being made to enlarge the holding tanks and to
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place more 1i-()ii<;lis in llic liatdicry. A caMti will lir Imill for the arcojn-

modatioii of Ihc liclp. 'Phis slalioii can lie improx cd so that several

liiiii(lfc(l Ihoiisaiid more ei;t;'s cm he collccled aiiniiallv,

JOHNSVILLE EXPERIMENTAL HATCHERY.

This station was established dnrinii the spriii.u' oT l!t-!l. il is sitiiatet!

on Jamison Creek, a tributary of the Middle; Fork of the Feather River,
seven miles from Blairsden on the line of the Western Pacific, Railroad

and two miles from the ndninu' town of dohnsvilie. The site was selected

on the prop(>rty of the i*lunias-lMirek,i Miinii^- ('omi)any in a nar-row

valley lyin^i' between Eureka Peak and Momil Washinoton. The object

was to establish a hatchery in this re<>ion to furnish fish for the South
Fork of the Feather River, the iMiddle Mork of the Feather and
their tril)utaries, South P^rk of Yuba River and tributaries and the

lakes in the Gokl Lake region, as well as other streams along' the line of

Fig. 15. Rack at Camp Creek, a tributary of the Klamath River, April 12. 1922.
The Camp Creek Egg Collecting Station furnishes many thousands of rainbow
trout eggs annually.

the Western Pacific Railroad. The hatching troughs, forty in number

were placed in a tent and a temporary tank ami flume for the water

supply installed. This work was done under great ditticulties owing to

the depth of the snow. There were 689,000 rainbow ti-out fry and

111,000 steelhead trout fry distributed from this .station. The rainbow

fry did not thrive during the early part of the season. They were

affected with a fungoid disease probably brought to the hatchery with

some shipment of eggs. There was considerable loss among the fry for

a time; but as the season advanced the fry improved and were planted
in good order.

During the spring of 1922, when our men arrived on the ground to

begin operations, the snow was from 12 to 15 feet deep on the level Avith

great masses on the slopes of the adjacent mountains, threatening to

come down in the shape of an avalanche at any time. The woi-k of
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slioveling out the snoAV and 'opening the station was an arduous one and
one fraught with danger from the threatening snowslides. ]\Ir. Doney
and the foreman, Justin Shebley, after studying the conditions carefully
recommended that after this season's operations, the temporary equip-
ment be moved to a site at a lower altitude on a site easier of access to

the railroad.

During the spring of 1922, 750,000 rainbow and steelhead trout eggs
were shipped to the hatchery, but the work of getting the eggs from
Johnsville and Blairsden over the deep- snow on hand sleds was a very
hard task. The eggs hatched in excellent condition and all the fry were

planted in good condition. A suitable new site was found on the

property of William A. Adams, on Sulphur Creek, where the snow does

not fall so deep and where there is no danger of snowslides wrecking
the building. A lease for this site was procured from the owners of the

property and during the fall the cabin, troughs, tent frame, tlumes and
foundation will be moved to the new site and set up for next season's

operations on a temporary basis. If the new site proves suitable, as it

appears to from our study of conditions there, a permanent hatchery
will have to be constructed with a capacity sufficient to furnish trout fry
for the district mentioned above.

BEAR LAKE HATCHERY.

The new hatchery at Green Spot Springs, is known as the Bear Lake

Hatchery. We have distributed from this station in Bear Lake and in

the streams of San Bernardino County during the last two yearp,

2,228,000 trout fry. The eggs, in 1920-1921 were collected at the egg-

collecting stations on the small tributary streams flowing into Bear

Lake; viz., Metealf Creek, North Creek, and Grout Creek. During the

spring of 1922, owing to conditions prevailing at these stations, caused

b}^ extremely cold weather and low water, the spawning fish did not

enter the creeks when they were ripe and ready to spawm, but congre-

gated in schools oti the mouths of the creeks where they remained until

maturation had taken place in the ovaries, and when they did enter the

creeks only a small percentage of the eggs could be fertilized, owing to

the over-retention of the eggs. The average number was collected but

owing to the small percentage fertilized, we were compelled to ship

eggs from our northern California stations to furnish the Bear Lake

Hatchery with its capacity number of eggs. Fishing has coutinued good
in Bear Lake all season and if conditions are favorable, the usual num-
ber of eggs will be collected.

Reports have reached us several times during the last two seasons

that someone had introduced black bass into Bear Lake without a permit
from the Fish and Game Commission which is a violation of the law.

No proof of this was had until a large mouth black bass was taken from
the lake this summer. This is to be deplored, as the bass and trout will

not thrive together in the same waters. In a few years, if the bass

increase, they will gradually destroy the trout, and trout fishing in

Bear Lake will be' greatly diminished. The fishing for black bass will

not take the place of trout fishing as bass will not bite in high altitudes

except when the weather is favorable. The law against the introduction

of fish into the waters of this state b}^ private parties, without a permit,
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should 1)(! made, u J'cloiiy. Iiic;dcid;d)l(' daiuii^M! may l)c flom; at any

time by the owners of i)rivate fish farms and otiiers who do not know

anything a1)()iit llic li dills of \\\v. fish Ihey are liaiidling, and '-Jirc h'ss.

if "they can but mal<e a few dodai-s profit. We hoi)(! Iliat Ihc l)lai'l< bass

will not thrive in Bear Lake, as there is every piospeet that there will

l)e good Iroul lislniig in the lake if the liiinfs and other laws are observed

and tile Idee Iv'ept well sloek-ed with trout IV\- e;ieli season.

NORTH CREEK EGG COLLECTING STATION.

This station has ])eeii opeiated during the last two seasons as formei-ly.

The run of trout during 1 020-1 !)21 in North Creek averaged about the

same as during the two former season-;. There w^ere 4,000,000 trout eggs

collected during the two seasons covered by this report, 1,150,000 eggs
were hatched and the resulting fry distributed as soon as they were

swinuning up well, wliich is the I)etter way to plant fry in a lake such

as Bear T^ake where the water is shallow along the shores and where

the large trout do not feed. There is an abundance of insects in Bear

Lake so that the trout do not want for natural food. The fact that Bear

Lake still att'oi-ds good fishing for the anglers who visit it each season,

is proof that this system of planting in Bear Lake is producing good
results, as there are no natural spawning streams flowing into the lake

in which the trout can spawn. The traps and tanks at North Creek

Station w^ere damaged by the flood water that came down the creek dur-

ing December, 1921, as were all the traps at our egg-collecting stations

on Bear Lake. These Avere temporarily repaired for the operations

during the spring of 1922. Permanent traps with concrete foundations

should be built as soon as the funds are available for this work. It will

be more economical in the end than to be repairing damages caused by
high water on traps that are not built on firm foundations.

METCALF CREEK TRAP.

This small station is an auxiliary of the North Creek Egg-Colleding
Station. The same conditions prevailed at this place as are described

for the North Creek Station. The trap was washed out during
December, 1921, and temporary repairs made. This trap should have

a concrete foundation and a dififerent type of trap installed.

GROUT CREEK TRAP.

Likewise, the trap located on Grout .Creek, (me of the streams flowing

into Bear Lake was washed out by the flood of December. 1921, and car-

ried a quarter of a mile down the stream and deposited on the sand

covered flat and there it was left when the flood waters receded. This

trap Avas not used this season as the expense was too great to repair it

or to build a new one.

WAWONA HATCHERY.

This hatchery has been operated during the last two seasons, with good

results. During the fall of 1920, the troughs, foundations and tank,

were renewed and repaired where it Avas found necessary. A bridge was

constructed over the IMerced River opposite the hatchery so that sup-

plies could be delivered to the hatchery and the fish cans taken across
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the river to the road without going over the almost impassable trail on

the south side of the river. This bridge is a great improvement and

facilitates the handling of tish and supplies at the hatchery. There was
distributed from this station during the last two seasons, 690,000 fry.

A cabin or small cottage should be built at this hatchery as the foreman

has to live in a tent cr board at the Wawona hotel, three-quarters of a

mile from his work, which makes it inconvenient for him. Someone
should live near the hatchery during the time the tish are being hatched

and distributed.

KAWEAH HATCHERY.

The Kaweah Hatchery has been operated in a tent for the last three

seasons as there has not been money enough in our funds to construct

a permanent hatchery according to the plans submitted by the state

architect. The fry that have been hatched at this hatchery were a

strong, healthy lot. proving that the water is suitable for hatchery pur-

poses. Plans shoulcl be made to construct a permanent building at this

site an the demand for trout in the Sequoia and General Grant National

parks and other sections of Tulare County and streams in the high
Sierras east of this section, is very great. This station should be

improved as soon as possible.

BRANSCOMB EXPERIMENTAL EGG-COLLECTING STATION.

During the summer of 1921, leases were procured for the sites of three

traps and a temporary egg-collecting station on the South Fork of Eel

JRiver, Kinney Creek and Charlie Creek, tributaries of the South Fork

of Eel River.' Traps were installed and cabins of rough boards built for

the accommodation of the men. A tent frame was erected on Kinney
Creek and twenty hatching troughs set up. The work at this station was

undertaken to cietermine whether a sufficient number of salmon and

steelhead trout eggs could be collected in this branch of Eel River to

supply Fort Seward Hatchery with salmon eggs to keep up the greatly

depleted run of salmon in Eel River as well as to collect steelhead trout

eggs to supply Eel River and other streams Avhere the demand for steel-

head trout fry is very great. The traps were installed during the sum-

mer and fall' of 1921, and everything put in readiness to collect eggs

if the salmon should run in such numbers as they did in former years.

Owing to the excessive fishing in the lower reaches of the river and the

extremely low water in Eel River at the time that the salmon should

have ascended the stream, no eggs were collected. During the spring

there was such high water in these creeks that attempts to collect steel-

head trout eggs were practically cut of the ciuestion.

FiSHWAYS AND SCREENS.

During the period from January, 1920, to June 30, 1922, the inspec-

tions of screens and fishways has been carried on efficiently. We find

that there is less opposition in installing fishways and screens than

when the work was first begun. The only ones to resist the law until

threatened by in.junction proceedings are some of the large hydro-elec-

tric companies, who do not want to comply with the laAv as they fear

that if they construct fishways they will have to give up some of the
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water to operate tlie lisliwa.vs propcrlv and iiiaiiitaiii tin- lisli hclow their

(lams. The ainoiiiit of water that is neeessar\' to eoiiipl\- with the fish-

way law. diirinu' tlie niiiiimuin flow of watci- in the hitr snniirn'i- jind \',\\\

is not S'reat enough to work any damage tn Ihc power eompanies.
Dnrinii- the spring and late fall when thi- lish ar(! aseeiidiipj: tlie

streams to spawn there is ample water foi' all purposes. All that is

re(iuired during the minimum How is that enoug'i water he allowed to

])ass through the fishway, eulvert, over oi- arouiul the dams to nuiintain

fish life below them.

Following is a list of tishways surveyed and ins{jeeted loi' tepaiis t>v

alteration by inspeetors since our last report.

SURVEYS AND INSPECTIONS OF FISHWAYS.

January 14, 1'J2U. The uew dam at Meudota, known as the Mentlota U'eir, pruii-

orty of Miller & Lux, Incorporated, inspected.

January 15, 1020. Campbell Weir, property of San Joaquin Valley Farm Land

Company, San Joaquin, surveyed. Stimson Weir owned by ZaKa Jrriitation Com-

pany, Fresno, surveyed.

.January 27. 1920. Folson fishway inspected with (J. X. Bergren. engineer, and

A. Lindstrom. carpenter foreman. Repairing of seven pools that required it, and the

fiashboards reciuired to put fishway in working order arranged for.

January 20, 1920. The P. M. Doyle dam. Truckee River, surveyed for a run-

around fishway at south side of stream.

February 3. 1920. Fishway of Western States Gas and Electric Company on

South Fork of American River at Chute Camp, ten miles above Placerville, El

Dorado County, inspected.

February 10. 1920. Fishway of Crocker Hoffman Company, Merced River at

Snelling, Merced County, inspected.

May 12, 1920. Dam of Red River Lumber Company. Hamilton branch of

Feather River, Plumas County, surveyed for fishway.

June IS, J920. Dam in San Lorenzo River, tributary of Salinas River and

owned by San Lorenzo Ranch, inspected.
June 30, 1920. Dam of Anderson Cottonwood Irrigation District on the Saera-

mento River, at Redding, Shasta County, inspected. Affidavit filed with District

Attorney Carter.

July 0. 1020. Dam of California Fruir Exchange in Grey Eagle Creek, Plumas

County, and dam in Long ^'alley Creek owned by Murjjhy Lumber Company at Sloat,

surveyed.

July 14. 1920. Fishway at Boca Dam, Little Truckee River, owned l)y the Union

Ice Company, inspected.

Fishway of Truckee Lumber Company dam in Truckee River at Truckee. Nevada

County, California, inspected, and the Fnion Ici- Company dam at Prosser Creek in

Nevada County, surveyed for fishway.

July 24, 1920. Philadelphia Dam in South Stanislaus Creek, Tuolumne County.

which is owned by the I'acific Gas and Electric Company, surveyed for fishway.

July 2r>, 1920." Relief Dam. Relief Canyon, tributary of Stanislaus River. Tuo-

lumne County, and owned by the Pacific Clas and Electric Company, inspected.

July 2.J, 1920. Pine Crest Dam on South Fork Stanislaus River which is used as

storage and owned by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Tuolumne County,

inspected.

July 20, 192t>. Sand Bar Dam on Middle Fork Stanislaus River, Tuolumne

County, which is owned by the I'acific Gas and Electric Company of San Francisco,

surveyed.

August 4, 102O. Fishway at ^fendota Weir. San Joaquin River of Fresno and

JIadera Counties, ins])ected.

August 5, 192<;-. The dam of East Side Canal Company on San Joaquin River.

San Joaquin County, surveyed.

August IG. 1920. Kerckhoft" Dam. which is owned by the San Joaquin Light and

I'ower Company. Fresno, and San Joaipiin River below dam. inspected.

August 17. 1920. Adit 1 San Joaciuin River, owned by the San Joaquin Light
and Power Company, Fresno County, inspected.
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September 15, 1920. Dam in upper Truckee River owned by Wm. Barton, El
Dorado County, surveyed. Dam in upper Truckee River owned by J. D. Kyburz, El
Dorado County, surveyed.

December 28, 1920. Dam of Anderson-Cottonwood Irrigation District at Red-
ding, inspected.

January 1, 1921. San Clemente Dam in Carmel River, Monterey County, owupd
by Del Monte Properties Company, inspected.

Fig. 16. A steelhead trout on jts way up the fish-
way on the Polsom Dam in El Dorado County,
proof of the satisfactory working of the fish-
way designed by the Pisli and Game Com-
mission.

February 11, 1921. Dam in Novato Creek, Marin County, owned by Marin
Meadows Ranch, inspected.

May 24, 1921. Verdi Power Dam, in Truckee River, Washoe County, Nevada,
owned by Verdi Power Company, inspected.
May 24, 1921. Mogul Dam in Truckee River, Washoe County, Nevada, owned

by Truckee River General Electric Company, surveyed. Fishway for Hyland Dam
in Truckee River owned by the Reno Light and Power Company, Washoe County,
Nevada, surveyed. Electric Light Dam, Truckee, owned by Reno Power and Light
and Water Company, Reno, Washoe County, Nevada, inspected.
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May 25, 1921. Fishway at Derby Dam, Washoo County, Nevada, owned by
U. S. Government, inspected. Indian Dam, Numana, Washoe County, Nevada,
owned by U. S. Government, inspected.

May 27, 1921. Taylor Creek Dam, Taylor Creek, EI Dorado County, owned by
Anita Baldwin, surveyed. Dit(^h to Wm. Tevis place. Dam at Blackwood Creek

where trap was washed out, inspected.

May 29, 1921. Fishway at Triickee Lumber Company dam in Truokee Iliver,

Nevada County, which is owned by the Truckee Lumber Company, inspected. Dam
of Polaris Ice Company, Truckee River, Nevada County, fishway of Truckee River
Electric Lisht and Power Company, owned by P. M. Doyle, Nevada County, and dam
of Pacific Fruit Express Company, Donner Creek, Nevada County, inspected.

June 13, 1921. Dam in Little River, Humboldt County, which is owned by Little

River Redwood Company, at Bullwinkel, surveyed.
June 27, 1921. Dam in Hat Creek, Shasta County, which is owned by Pacific

Gas and Electric Company, surveyed. Dam No. 2 in Hat Creek, Shasta County,
owned by Pacific Gas and Electric Comi'.any, surveyed, for fishway at rapids.

July 2G, 1921. Page Dam in Los Gates Creek, Santa Clara County, inspected.
October 13, 1921. Dam in Sugar Pir.e Creek, Tuolumne County, owned by E. O.

Sylvester and F. D. Nowell, survejed.

Fig. 17. Fishway at San Clemento Dam on the Carmel River in Monterey County,
a flshway recently completed. I'hotograph by A. E. Doney.

November 4, 1921. Dam on South Fork of .American River which is owned by
Western States General Electric Company of Stockton, inspected.

November 17, 1921. Fishway over Capay Dam, Yolo County, which is owned

by Yolo Light and Power Company of Woodland, surveyed.

December 2, 1921. Salmon Falls Dam in American River, which is owned by
Natomas Company, inspected.

January 4. 1922. Indian Dam and outlet of Truckee River whidi is owned by
the U. S. Government, Washoe County, Nevada, inspected.

April 31, 1922. San Clemente Dam in Carmel River, Monterey County, owned by
the Del Monte I'roperties Company, inspected.

May 15, 1922. Ponds and streams at State Industrial Home, Sonoma County,

inspected.
June 8, 1922.

surveyed.

June 15, 1922.

Dam in Little Chico Cnek. Butte County, owned by 11. M. Baker,

River, owned by the Ander-Dam at Redding in the Sacramento
son-Cottonwood Irrigation District, inspected.

June 19, 1922. Dam on Browns Creek. Trinity County, owned by Robert Gib-

son, inspected. Dam in Hay Fork Rivei-, Trinity County, owned by John Enos, and
dam in Hay P^ork River, called the 'Trow dam" owned by John Enos, Trinity

County, surveyed.
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Fig. is. Planting trout in Yosemite National Park. Many fish before reaching the
streams must .iourney by rail, by motor truck and by pack train. Pliotographs by
H. C. Bryant.
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Tuno 20, 1022. D;)ni in East Fork Caison lviv<"r, .Vcvatla, owned l.y l)iiii;;las .Mill-

ins and I'owor Company, Itoniilas Coiiiity, Xinada. and llir Curl/. Dam in lOast l-'ork

of Carson Kiver. Alpine County, owned by I'oti'r Curtz, inspected.
Juno 10, 1022. The Hercules dam in East Fork of ("arson liivei'. owned \,y tin-

Hercules Mining Company of Reuo, Nevada, surveyed.

July 2. 1022. The fislnvay and dam of the Crown ^^'ilI;n^(•tle Taper .Mill Com-
pany. Floriston, Nevada (/ouuty, inspected.

July 2, 1022. Dam and fishway of the Truckee River (ieneral Electric C(jni)»any,

Reno, Nevada, in Nevada County; dam and fishway at Wicks Spur, Truckee; River,
Nevada County, owned hy the Union and National Ice Company, and dam on Tros-

ser Creek, Nevada County, owned by the Ihiion Ice Comi)any, inspecti'd.

July IS, 1022. Dam and lishway of Anderson-Cottonwood Irriualion District at

Redding. Shasta County, inspected.

July 22. 1022. Dam in Lost Creek, Butte County, owned by the Sonili Feather
River Land and Water Company of Butte County, and the dam on South Fork of

Feather River, owned by the Palermo Laud and M'ater Company. Butte County,
surveyed.

July 25, 1022. Fishway over dam of the Sutter-P.utte Canal Company. Feather

River, Butte County, inspected and surveyed.
Total inspected, 41.

Total surveyed, 2S.

SCREEN SURVEYS AND INSPECTIONS,

The surveys for installation of screens in ditches, canals, pipes ami
flumes has been carried on systematically dnrin"; the period since our
last report. From July 1, 1920, to July 1, 1922, 187 surveys for screens

were made and 254 iiotices served on owners or occupants of ditches to

install screens. It often happens that a ditch or canal is owned by sev-

eral persons cooperating in tlie use of the water and in maintaininu'

the ditch or canal, but not a leg'al or incorporated body and it is nec-

essary to serve each individual with a notice to compel tliem to build

the screens and to pay their proportion of the installation.

Eleven hundred and eight inspections of screens were made during

the period since our last report. A number of ditches and canaK liad

to be inspected several times to get the data and to .see that the screens

were installed and after they were installed to see that they were kept

in repair or in efficient condition. Twenty injimction suits have lieeii

filed by our attorney against ditch owners who have not complied with

the screen law. Several of these have been settled by the owners carry-

ing out the plans and instructions given them. The other cases are in

the hands of the district attorneys of Trinity, Butte, Tehaum. Alpine.

i\Iono and Inyo counties. A number of large canals have been screened

during the last two years. The most important of these, is the canal of

the Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District, Avhere a screen of the pivotal type
238 feet long by 11 feet in depth, built in sections, each unit so arranged
that it can be reversed and the debris allowed to escape with the current,

has been installed. Reclamation District 20-1:7 in Colu.sa County has

installed two screens of the De St. ^Maurice type over their two nine- font

pipes leading from their pumps. During the past six months, the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company has built and installed a luimber of rotary

screens in Stanislaus, Butte ami Teham;i counties.

COOPERATION WITH THE DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS.

We again respectfully reconnnend that leuislation be passed that will

arrange for the cooperation and coordination of the Division of Water

Rights with the Fish and Game Connnission in regard to the appropria-
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tion of waters. AVe made this recoiDineiKlatioii in our last biennial

report, but it was unheeded by the legislature and AVatcr (Commission.
The Division of Water Kights should be eompelled to allow (-nough

water to remain in onr streams during- I tie period of minimum flow
to maintain the fish life below all diversion points on the rivers and
streams. In the nuid seramble for the approin-iation of water for irri-

gation and the development of hydro-eleetric; energy, no attention is

l)aid to the fish life, which can be conserved without injury to other

interests, if a little good judgment is used in granting appropriations.
The rights of the people to enjoy fishing both for food and pleasure
should be safeguarded before it is too late. No stream should be entirely
diverted.

The Water Commission or the Division of Water Rights has allowed
the appropriation of the entire flow of streams Avithout any con-

sideration being given to the fishing interests. Those interested in

conservation are indifferent to these vital problems. After the water
is all appropriated and the streams are dried up below the diversion

points, then they complain that the Fish and Game Commission has
not done their duty. We have repeatedly made recommendations that
are for the best interests of all the people, but they are unheeded.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
We respectfully recommend the following to be acted on as soon as

l^ossible if the work of this department is to keep up with the progress
of the rest of the state. An increase of the anglers' license sufficient

to enable us to maintain the hatcheries now in existence in the state

and to improve and construct others in different sections where the
demand for hatchery work is greatest, and the construction of two or
three more pond systems for the rearing of trout for breeders to insure
at least 25,000,000 eggs annually from pond-reared fish, is necessary
if we are to meet the demands for trout fry. This is necessary to

supply the istreams and lakes until a greater demand is made by the

increasing population of the state.

That the Klamath River be set aside as a fish preserve from Klama-
thon to its mouth and that no dams be allowed to be constructed in

the river below the egg-collecting station at Klamathon. This measure
would enable the Fish and Game Commission to collect salmon eggs
for the maintenance of the salmon supply in the Sacramento River,
San Joaquin River and ^Monterey Bay. The Klamath is the one remain-

ing stream in which the chinook salmon can spawn as well as where
salmon eggs can be collected for the purpose of propagation in numbers
sufificient to justify extensive operations. There are enough power
plants constructed and plans made for others on the tributaries of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers to furnish power for many years
to come without interfering with the salmon run in the Klamath River.
We would also recommend that wlierever dams for the development of

liydro-electric energy or irrigation are constructed which interfere
with the movements of spawning trout or salmon and Avhere in the

judgment of the Fish and Game Commission, it is necessary to con-

struct hatcheries in lieu of fishways, that the owners or occupants of
such dams, be compelled to furnish the Fish and Game Commission
with the money necessary to operate such hatcheries, the amount neces-
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sai\y to be detemiined b}- an estimate submitted to the State Board of
Control. It is only right and just to the people that those who are
benefited by the appropriation of water and by the construction of
dams that are impassable to fish and over which efficient fishways can
not be built owing to the great height of the dams, furnish the money
to operate the hatcheries that must be established to save the run of
fish. These hatcheries should only be br'lt where conditions are

favorable for the propagation of fish.

The law relating to the Division of Water Rights should be amended
so that an appropriation of all the water in a river or stream would
be impossible. A sufficient flow of water should be allowed to flow in

the bed of our rivers and streams during the period of minimum flow
to maintain fish life below all dams.
The flashing season should be shorter in certain districts.

The spearing of trout should not be permitted in any district.

The distribution of trout fry should be improved by the employment
of experienced fish planters. Under our present system we have not

money enough in our funds to keep men skilled in this work employed
the year around. Consequently the crews, excepting the car superin-
tendents are generally inexperienced men that are employed to assist

in this work each season when the distribution begins. Then in the

fall, when the season's work is over they are laid off and generally
find other employment liefore the next season. The fish planting

operations could be greatly improved if experienced men were kept for

this purpose who would make a special study of this work. This can

only be done when adequate funds are provided to employ these men
at the hatcheries and on the distributing cars, the year around. Some
of the sportmen's clubs are employing men who are making a study of

fish planting and the results are gratifying. If all the instructions

given in our instruction sheets were carried out by the applicants, this

would not be necessary, but a number of the applicants disregard the

instructions given to them and the fry are not always planted to the

best advantage.
The present law preventing the planting of fish in any of the waters

of the state should be amended so as to make the act an indictable mis-

demeanor triable in the superior court and the penalty made very
severe. The introduction of undesirable or predatory species of fish

into w^aters where game and food fish are liable to be destroyed, should

be safeguarded against as much as possible.
A systematic survey of the lakes and streams of the high Sierras

should be made by a competent entomologist under the supervision of

the Department of Fishculture to determine the proper aquatic insects

and plants to be introduced to furnish a more aboundant supply of

food for the trout. We have successfully introduced the large salmon

fly (Corydalis) in the Tahoe region and have made attempts to intro-

duce scuds or gammarus in some of the other lakes, but to make this

work a success, a careful study of the insects and aquatic plants in

each region should be made to find out where new species can be intro-

duced to improve the natural food of the trout.

Respectfully submitted.

W. H. Shebley,
In charge Department of Fishculture.
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REPORT OF DEPARTMENT OF COMMERlCy\L FISHERIES

The Honoyablc Jioard of Fish <ni(l <l<iiii( Cininnissioin rs of lln Shih of

California.

Gentlemen: In our last bicinuMl rc^port the rapid and spectacular
L'Towth of California's fislicrii's was reviewed: of how California had
reached first ])]ace aninnost the states in the si/e and vahie of its fish-

eries, with an annual eateh of over 250,000,000 pounds and witli a

wholesale value as fresh fish and manufactni-ed pi-olucts. of over

^^25, 000.000. The tuua and sardine industries which were responsible
for most of this increase were experiencing a healthy growth prioi- to

and during- the early period of the great war. Upon our entry into

the war our fish packers responded to the government's call for au
increased production of food by putting up an enormous pa'-k of sai--

dines in pound oval cans. ]\Iany new canneries wer(> built and nearly
all of those already in existence were enlarged. The pack of sardines
in 1918 was about a uiillion and a half cases, requiring a catch of

150,000,000 pounds of fish. Our fishermeu made iucr(^ased catches of

.':ardines without increasing their i)rice and the canners in turn were

able, through increased productiou. to sell to the people for even less

than before the war. As fai- as we know the only food product which
did not increase in price during the war was California sardines. Our
canners and fishermen are deserving of credit for that.

]\ruch of this great output of sardines, instead of going into con-

sumption in this country and especially in Europe as was intended,
was held bv .jobbers and others in this country for specidative purposes.
With the fall of prices in 1920 and the collapse of foreign exchange
our canned fish, instead of reaching foreign markets as was intend(Hl.

was left in this country. Onr sardine packers were especially hard hit

for the reason that this country is as yet a rather poor market for sar-

dines. Our packers of tuna suffered in the same way and all lost

heavily as they were compelled to sell the large stocks they had ou
hand for less than the cost of packing.
The past biennial period has been one of read.justment with our

fishing industries. It was dangerous to put up large packs during a

period of falling prices. It was necessary to dispose of the goods on
hand and to wait until the stocks hoarded by speculators had been largely
consumed.
Some of our canners have failed financially while most of them have

had a desperate struggle to weather the storm. The output of the

fisheries has naturally been much reduced. This was expected. The

present year of 1922 has been one of rather rapid recovery and it now
seems quite certain that much of the ground gained during the period
of expansion is going to be held, and that the industry will continue
on a much higher level of production than existed at the beginning of

the war. Until rates of exchange will permit them to again sell in

foreign countries our canners have turned their attention, with con-

siderable success, to enlarging the market of tuna and sardines in this

country. The demand for California canned tuna was the first to

revive and canners are endeavoring to pack all of these fish they can
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get during this season of 1922. So far they have failed to get as

many fish as they would like. This has been most disappointing for

they were depending on profits from a good tuna pack to help offset

the losses of last year.

The long-finned tuna or albacore, which is known by the trade name
"White meat tuna," is found within a very narrow range on the west

coast of North America and it is not likely that this fishery can be

expanded much beyond its present dimensions. In fact certain pheno-
mena have developed which may indicate depletion and these are

causing us to watch this important fishery most carefully. We feel

confident, however, that the other varieties of tuna will support a

larger industry than they have been called upon to supply in the past.

Our larger fisheries, with the exception of salmon, are of quite recent

origin and it is believed that none of them with the exception of

salmon and possibly albacore, have been fully developed. It is to be

expected our sea fisheries wiU grow and that our sardine industry will

surpass the importance it reached during the war.

As has been pointed out in former reports, the primary and almost

the sole duty of this department is to look out for the conservation of

our fisheries, so as to safeguard this valuable resource of the state

against overfishing and, as far as possible, to keep our fisheries up to

their highest stage of usefulness. The law is very definite in stating

that it is the duty of the Fish and Game Commission to carry on such

investigations as are necessary to determine the real abundance of our

principal commercial fishes
;
to collect accurate data which will show

natural fluctuations in abundance as distinguished from those due to

overfishing; to make recommendations to the legislature for the con-

servation of the fisheries and to enforce the conservation laws which the

legislature passes. .These duties, delegated mainly to this department,
we have carried out to the best of our ability with the funds which
are available for the purpose.

SALMON FISHERIES.

We first take up the subject of salmon for, while the salmon fisheries

of the state are not of first importance economically, they are of first

importance from the standpoint of conservation. The salmon in this

state are most urgently in need of greater protection if we are to pre-
vent their commercial extinction. The need of better protective
measures has been urged at each session of the legislature, but the

measures passed have been inadequate and far short of our recom-

mendations. In our report of four years ago it was pointed out that

the development of salmon trolling in the sea, together with the more
intensive fishing in the rivers, and the shutting off of salmon from their

spawning beds in the rivers by power and irrigation dams, made it abso-

lutely necessary that radical fishing restrictive measures be adopted.

Very little was accomplished at that session. In fact, salmon con-

servation on the Sacramento River went backward instead of forward,
for Sacramento River fishermen had a bill introduced in the legisla-

ture which proposed to open up the main fishing grounds (District

12b) for salmon fishing during the general closed season of June and

July. A compromise was finally arrived at under which June and
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July wcfc 1() l)c
l<('|)t closed Imt I lie ciuil iiiiicd use ol' I r;iiiiiiii'l )fMls''U*;ik

to !)(' pcrniittcd in llic district diiriim upcii scjisons, ;i coiKM-ssion wh'i/'fi

liad Ix'cn ^i'imt('(l ;is ;i \v;ir iiic.-isiicc hy the I'lntcd Sl;i1c.s J-'ood Adiiiiiiis-

tratioti. That pnrt of the l;i\v wliich iirosidcd ;i c|.)scd S(Ui;so)j of dn'rU'

and July-in District 121) was later attai-kcd hy counsel for the lishtM'-

luen wlio elainicd tliat the section of the I'eual Code which desei-ibcs

the kinds of mis wiiieh nia\' he used, permitted the use of ;,'ill nets

of certain mesh in the disti'iet dui'inn' .lime aiul duly. The ease was

finally decided in favor of the fishermen. .ludj^e .M(d\eii/.ie of the

superior court of Contra (^osta County deciding; that laws restrict intr

the right to iish must be clear and without ambiguity. 'I'he fiiwd

result was that salmon were getting less protection than ever.

Fig. 20. State Fisherie.s Laboratory, East San Pedro. California. It is here that
important research work on tlie commercial fisheries is being carried on by a
staff of scientists. Photograph by W. F. Thompson.

At our request a hill was introduced at the 1021 session of the

legislature which proposed to give the Sacramento salmon a fair meas-
ure of protection. It provided that salmon netting be eliminated in

the river above the city of Sacramento ; that the months of June and

July be closed to confonu to the season already provided for stri]ied

bass and shad; and that the fall season be closed on Septeml)er loth

instead of the 25th. Closed seasons were also provided to curtail the

catch of salmon in sea trolling. The measures finally adopted were

inadequate. Fishing in the upper Sacramento continues; the months
of June and July are still open and the closed seast)us adopted for the

outside trolling districts were cut down so as to g:ive but little protec-
tion. The only salmon measure of importance adopted was closing the

fall season on September 17th, eight days earlier than before.

Since that time the salmon catch in ^Monterey Bay and in the San
Francisco and Sacramenio River regions has decreased most alarm-

ingly, so that most of our fishermen and fish dealers are now agi'eed

that something must be done if we are to save the salmon. The

-226U
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number of salmon has been so greatly reduced that it is not very profit-
able for the fishermen to fish either in the open sea or on the Sacramento
River so that now many are arguing that fishing be stopped entirely
either in the sea or in the river. The policy of the Fish and Game
Commision, which has been to keep both forms of fishing and to pre-
serve the salmon by restricting the fishing in both of these regions, is

no longer tenable for the reason that the startling decrease of the past
two years in the abundance of salmon has now made it necessary to

so restrict the catch that it would not be profitable for either the sea

fishermen or the river fishermen to operate if the catch must be
divided between the two places. It would seem necessary under these

circumstances to follow the lead of Washington and Oregon and elimin-

ate the catching of salmon in the sea. The chief argument against out-

side trolling is that many immature salmon are caught by that method
and that the fish being full of feed are difficult to market in the best

of condition.

It will also be necessary, in our opinion, to adopt radical protective
measures on the Sacramento River even if outside trolling is stopped.

Any protection given the salmon outside will result in more intensive:

fishing inside and a sufficient number of salmon would not escape the

nets and reach the spawning grounds unless inside fishing is also re-

stricted. The closed seasons inside are not sufficient even now and
the distance fishing as permitted up the river is entirely too great. For
the protection of salmon as well as of striped bass and shad, we recom-

mend that net fishing be prohibited above Rio- Vista; that there be

adopted a closed season from May 15th to July 15th, and that the use

of trammel nets and "diver" nets be prohibited in the river.

Potver and Irrigation Dams a Menace to Salmon. Salmon at matur-

ity leave the sea and ascend streams nearly to their source where the

two sexes pair off and the female deposits her eggs in a crude nest

where they lay buried in the gravel until they are hatched. In the

Sacramento River tributaries it takes the eggs about two months before

the embryo breaks from the egg. It is about a month more before the

yolk of the egg is used up by the embryo and it is necessary for it to seek

other food. It then emerges from the gravel and feeds upon insects

and whatever other food it can find in the water. Within a year it

drifts down the stream and passes out to sea where is remains until

it has reached maturity three or four years later. It then ascends its

native stream, as its parents did before it, for the purpose of repro-
duction.

It can plainly be seen that if salmon are to be saved from extinction

they must not only be saved from the fishermen's nets, but they must
be able to ascend their parent streams in sufficient numbers to perpetu-
ate the race and the yoiing after hatching must be able to pass clown

the stream into the sea. Any dam or artificial obstruction in the river

"wdll, if high enough to prevent the salmon from leaping over, prevent
the salmon from reaching the spawning grounds in the headwaters. If

the young salmon, in their migration to the sea are permitted to pass
into irrigation ditches and thence on to the land where they would die

;

or if they are permitted to pass through the turbines or power plants
where they would be killed, the future supply of salmon in that par-
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lieular river Avoiild lie dosti'oycd. It is possible iiiidcr ordinar-y condi-

tions to keep tlie youii<4" s;diiioii out of diversion ditclies by means ol!

screens, and it is possible under ordinary conditions to construct fish-

ways on dams so that salmon and trout in their up stream mij^ration

may pass, liut within the |)ast few years we have been faeint^ con-

ditions in this state Avhich are not ordinary. Dam« are being con-

structed for the purpose of developing power which are far too high
for a salmon to pass over by means of any fishway which has so far
been devised. Fortunatcdy the first of these high dams have been built

in tributaries where, although their effect on the salmon has been
serious, they have blocked the salmon from reaching only part of the

spawning beds in the watershed. The streams which the salmon choose
are those which have a good summer flow, just the ones which are
the most valuable for the development of hydro-electric energy. Elec-
tric power companies are now seeking to get concessions from the
state and federal government to construct high dams on a greater
scale than heretofore attempted and these dams they propose to build
in the main rivers where they will obstruct most of the salmon and
prevent them from reaching their spawning grounds. The attitude
of these- companies appears to be: If the spawning migration of. salmon
can not be gotten above these dams and the 3'oung after hatching can
not be gotten safely down past the dams, the salmon will have to go, for

the electric power is worth more in dollars than the salmon. At
first thought this seems a reasonable view to a good many people, but
a good deal can be said on the other side. The fish happen to be one
of the things which still belong to the people of the state and it is very
doubtful if the people's right in the fisheries can be taken from them
even by an act of the state legislature and it. certainly can not be taken
from them by the federal governmeiit. •.

....,.,;% V""-.

The state should not permit the exterinination of these fish just
because more money can be made out of tJie stream if the water is used
for other purposes. We are not altogether sure that the salmon can
not be gotten over these high dams and the young gotten down again
but it is not up to the people to go all the way in demonstrating how
this can be done. Those wishing to use the water are the ones to dem-
onstrate how the water can be used for power or irrigation without

destroying the salmon. This should be an actual demonstration on
dams now existing and should not be tried out as an experiment on
dams to be constructed in the future. The expense of these experi-
ments should be borne by the power companies, and they should also

bear the expense of the future operation of the fishways and screens.

If hatcheries are operated to offset the damage caused by one of these

dams the company should not only build and ec^uip the hatchery but
should bear the expense of its future maintenance.

SALMON INVESTIGATIONS.

It requires no research by trained men to determine if the salmon in

our state are likely to become depleted by overfishing. The greatly
reduced commercial catch of what may be called our Sacramento salmon,
coupled with a corresponding falling off of the number of salmon which

escape the hooks and nets and reach the spawning grounds in the river,
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show US clearly that our salmon of the Sacramento are well on the road
to commercial extinction. Salmon investigations have been carried on
for the purpose of determining what protective measures should be

adopted in cutting down the commercial catch. Another, secondary
ob.ject of the investigations is to gain information which will throw

light on the methods employed in artificial propagation : more especially
on the question of when and where the young salmon should be liberated.

The salmon investigations are in charge of Prof. J. 0. Snyder of

Stanford University. He has one full-time assistant, ]\Ir. E. A.

McGregor, and has employed one other assistant during the summers.

Fig. 21. Photomicrograph of scale of salmon marked at the Mount Shasta Hatchery
in 1917 and talten at Monterey, April 6. 1920. Length 73 centimeters. Numerals
marlc the end of the first, second and tliird years of growth.

]\Iuch "work has been done in gathering data and material at the

several salmon fi.shing centers. ]\Iuch of the material has yet to be

studied and anatyzed. This material has at all times been gathered so

that as far as possible it was representative of the commercial catch.

An age analysis has been made of each season's catch through a study
of the scale samples which have been systematically taken. This know-

ledge will be of invaluable assistance in devising closed seasons for

the different sea trolling districts for the purpose of minimizing the

catch of immature salmon.

It was hoped that through a study of the samples of scales collected

it would eventually be possible to identify the salmon of any stream when
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they are eau.uht at sea. 11* this ('(tiild lir done it woiiM 1hcii he a simplf

matter to (letenniiu; what si I'c.-iiiis arc fiiiiiishitiL; the saliiiuii uiiidi

are being' eautilit in any sea ti'oUing disti-ii-t— a vn-y iicccssai'v pit-i-*' oT

information if we expect to regiUatc the sea or riser UshiiiL; |)r()[)crl>-. It

has been eonehuled tiiat it will take a vast amount ol" work and a irood

deal of time before we can hope ti) identify the ehinook salmon of any
of onr streams hy the ehai'aetcr of that pai't of their scales which was

formed while they wei-e i'vy in their nali\'e stream. It inay never he

])ossible to do this.

It has been decided that this knowledge can best be gained by niarkini,'

given nund)ers of salmon fi-y of the different streams as the\- ai-e liber-

ated from the hatcheries. Several of these mai'king experiments have

been carried out and the results have been so encouraging that a series

of these experiments on a more extensive scale has been planned. It

has been found from these experiments that sahuon from the Sacra-

mento River are caught in the sea by trollers from ]\Iontere.\ l'>a\'. to

Shelter Cove in ^Mendocino County. Just what proportion ai'e caught in

each of these widely separated trolling districts will not be known until

more extensive nmrking experiments are carried out.

In the lig'ht of this slight knowledge gained it seems higldy [H'obable

that the development of the Mendocino County salmon trolliim-. was

largely at the expense of the Sacramento River salmon. It is quite cer-

tain that the large catch by trolling off the Mendocino coast came from

sources other than our northern California streams, and we now can not

help suspecting that the fishery was drawing heavily on the Sacramento
River salmon supply. This suspicion is strengtliened by the fact that

the salmon catch off ^Mendocino and in the Sacranu^nto have experienced
the same slump during the last three or four years. It is very necesisary

that we know how much of the Mendocino catch is from the Sacramento
if we are to properly regulate the sea trolling on the ^Mendocino coast.

The question is of the utmost practical importance and serves well as an

illustration of the practical value of investigation work.

A second lot of Sacramento River salmon fry were marked and liber-

ated in the Sacramento two years ago. These fish will be in their fourth

year next season and it is expected that captures of these nmrked fish

will throw much light on the movements of the Sacramento salmon in

the sea.

,

Klamath River salmon fry were marked and liberated in the Klamath

three years ago. Some of these fish were recovered last year, when they

were in their third year, after they entered Klamath River. These

salmon were all mature males or "grilse." The-e marking experiments
have been reported upon by Professor J. O. Snyder in past numbers of

California Fish and Game. This year the sabnon which were

marked on the Klamath River are in their fourtli year, and intlividuals

were captured by trollers in Monterey Bay, off Point Reyes, Eureka and

in the Klamath' River. The results of this season's work also will be

reported in California Fish and Game.
The first of a new series of marking experiments on the Klamath

River, was start^ed this year by marking and liberating 25,000 fry. Next

year this number will [)robably be doul)led, half of them to be liberated

in the ^lad River, the other half in the Shasta River, a trilnitary. in

order to get additional light on the parent stream theory.
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Funds Insufficient for Salmon Conservation Work. "With the grow-
ing scarcity of salmon the Fish and Game Commission's salmon con-

servation work has had to be increased. This has necessarily been

accompanied by an increased expenditure of money along this line.

There is a necessity for increasing the salmon hatchery work as well as

a necessity for increasing the salmon investigation and patrol work.
The state spends annually more than $25,000 in hatching salmon and
the United States is spending a like amount in this state for the same

purpose. The Commission desires to increase this work. Added to

the hatchery work there is the expense of the salmon patrol and investi-

gation work which amounts to more than twenty thousand dollars each

year. The Fish and Game Commission receives no appropriation for

this work but must finance it out of the revenue from commercial fish-

ing licenses and the very small amount received from the tax on salmon
which are canned or salted. The entire amount received from all com-
mercial licenses sold in northern California together with the tax on
salmon for canning and salting is not nearly sufficient to pay even the

state 's portion of the expense of salmon hatching, to say nothing of the

patrol and investigation work which are equally necessarj^ The bulk

of the salmon which are caught are used in the fresh markets and the

fish which are used in the fresh markets are not taxed for conservation

Avork. It will be necessary in the fight to save the salmon to increase the

revenue for conservation work in the districts where the salmon work
is being done. Fish used in the fresh markets should be taxed to fur-

nish a revenue sufficient to carry on this very necessary work.

-^>^

Fig. 22. The Redding Dam, which for .several years acted as a barrier to migrating
salmon. Better conditions now exist at the dam and some salmon succeed in

passing. Photograph by E. A. McGregor.
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STRIPED BASS DECREASING.

Tlio annual commercial catch of striped ])ass in (California sliows a

decrease of about fifty per cent since 1915 and along with this decrease
in the comniorcial catch is a decided scarcity of liass in many of the

haunts where both anglers and commercial fishermen formerly found
them abundant. The present scarcity is most noticeable in most parts
of San Pablo Bay and in the mouths of sloughs tributary to it. On the

other hand striped bass are apparently more plentiful in some other

l)laces and good angling has been enjoyed in places where they had
been caught only in very limited numbers before. There are some
ardent striped bass anglers who believe that these fish are just as

plentiful as they ever were. They believe that some of the sloughs
have been fished out by anglers but that in most cases the bass have
moved from their old haunts and have to be sought in other places.
Commercial fishermen say that the bass are about as numerous as ever
but that they have moved and that the best net fishing is to be found in

places where the bass were formerly not so abundant.
Most bass anglers, however, are firmly of the opinion that the bass

are not only less plentiful bnt that they are on the road to extermina-
tion. It is our belief after reviewing all the evidence that striped bass

are not so plentiful and that they are being over-fished at the present
time.

It should not be argued that the falling off of the commercial catch
shows that the bass are being fished out by the nets and that there are

less than half as many bass as in 1915. It is very much more likely that
the fifty per cent decrease in the commercial catch is almost entirely
due to the very good restrictive legislation which has been obtained

through the efforts of the Fish and Game Commission and the commis-
sion's efficient enforcement of the protective laws.

The usual method of protecting fish against over-fishing is to restrict

the catch and when efficient protective measures are adopted and
enforced the resulting decrease in the catch should not be used as evi-

dence that the fish are being exterminated. The scarcity of bass in

some of their old haunts about San Pablo Bay we believe is largely due
to the bass moving to other regions. This movement is largely due to

the pollution of San Pablo Bay waters by the government's dredging

operations about Mare Island and in deepening the channel from ]\Iare

Island to Pinole Point. IMueh dredging has also been done about the

mouths of the more important sloughs. The continued stirring of the

mud by dredging operations has caused the tides to carry great quan-
tities of silt over the bay and into the mouths of the sloughs where it

has settled to the bottom like a blanket and has pretty effectually killed

the diatoms and other plant life which form the basis of the food supply
of fishes. This condition was called to our attention by Dr. Albert
Mann of the Carnegie Institute after he had made a diatom survey of

San Francisco and San Pablo Bay waters. Dr. Mann was alarmed by
the conditions he found in San Pablo Bay and stated that if we are to

preserve our fisheries we will have to guard against the blotting out of

diatom life by silt from dredging operations such as is taking place in

our bays and rivers. There can be no doubt that the pollution of the

waters by sediment from the dredgers has caused the bass to largely
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abandon their old haunts about San Pablo Bay. Oil pollution may
also be a contributing factor.

The best evidence that striped bass are being depleted by fishing

operations is the growing scarcity of large individuals. This is one
of the surest signs of depletion and very nearly every one agrees that
there are fewer large bass. Striped bass need more protection but pro-
tection is more urgently needed in the case of the salmon. As these
two fish in the San Francisco Bay region are caught by the same fish-

ing methods and are to a large extent caught at the same time in the

nets, it is necesisary to protect both if we are to protect either, so striped
bass and salmon protectionists are proposing to get together and aid the
Fish and Game Commission in the better protection of the two fish.

CLAM INVESTIGATION.

Since our last report Fish Bulletin No. 4, entitled ''The Edible
Clams, Mussels and Scallops of California" by Professor F. AV. Wey-
mouth has been issued as a contribution from the State Fisheries Labor-

atory. This bulletin gives descriptions and illustrations of over forty
species of California clams and scallops, which are likely to have a

commercial importance, together with the localities where they are

found, their abundance and the condition of the beds. There is a

key which will enable any one to identify the species with but little

difficulty. The methods of our shellfish industries are given, together
with something of the habits of the more important species. Future
possibilities of forming and extending the beds^ of the introduced soft-

shell clam are diseussed. The need of state control of the tide lands
suitable for clam farming is also discussed. This is one of the

l^est bulletins the Commission has issued and it has attracted consider-

able notice and favorable comment.
Since the j^ublication of this bulletin Mr. Weymouth has been

giving part of his time to the study of the Pismo clam, one of our
most important mollusks. This work was first begun in 1919 while cim-

pleting the survey for the bulletin above mentioned. A report on this

work has been submitted and soon will be issued as a bulletin.

Although the matter treated in the report is of high scientific value the

layman will find it very interesting. It will give the life history of the

clam; its habits, age, rate of growth and fluctuations in abundau'jie. A
census of the clams on the Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County, has

been made each year, which shows a remarkable fluctuation in the suc-

cess of each year's crop of clams. In that respect the bulletin will illus-

trate in a remarkably clear manner what is termed the natural fluctua-

tions in the abundance of year classes, Avhich in the conservation of one
of our fisheriers must be distinguished from fluctuations due to over-

fishing. It was found that, with the exception of the year 1919, the

spawning seasons of the past six or seven years have been comparative
failures. The census of the clams on the beaches show that the clams

of the 1919 year class, now in their third year, constitute 90 per cent

of all the clams to be found.

For the purposes of conservation, the most important information

gained is that the clams during their first three years before they have

reached the best size limit, pass their life in the sand of the beaches
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above the low tide line. As the Pismo clam inhabits only such beaches

as are the most frequented by people for surf bathing, they are, during
these years, exposed to the illicit digging not only of the visitors but

of local people as well, for one of the attractions of the beaches is the

serving of clams in the restaurants and chop houses. It is clear that

even if the commercial digging of the larger legal-sized clams is entirely

stopped, the continued taking of these small clams will result in the

practical extermination of the beds in San Luis Obispo County as

they have been exterminated in the past in the soathern part of the state.

ALBACORE INVESTIGATIONS.

Publication of the results of the albacore investigations has been

delayed partly because of the necessity of economy, the personnel of the

State Fisheries Laboratory has been cut down and much of Mr. Thomp-
son's time has been taken up with directing the sardine and other inves-

tigations ;
and partly because of the fact that with the continued analysis

of each season 's albacore catch, new problems have presented themselves

which have necessitated the reworking of much of the earlier data.

On account of evidence that the albacore may now be undergoing
depletion it is probably best to delay publication of the results of the

investigation until the data collected during the present season can be

worked over. In the case of the albacore it has been extremely difficult

to determine whether evidences of decreasing abundance of albacore

were caused by actual depletion of the fish from over-fishing or only a

fluctuation due to natural causes. To determine this point it will prob-

ably be necessary to wait until the comparative abundance of the older

year classes can be determined in future seasons, although it is possible
this can be determined from the data of the present season.

If we are to conserve these fish in an intelligent manner we must

learn, from the comercial catch, what is their actual abundance from

year to year. To determine this and to be able to distinguish depletion
caused by over-fishing from natural fluctuation in abundance, it is nec-

essary to determine the relative abundance of the year classes from

year to year. This can only be done by determining the age and rate

of growth of the species. This has been a difficult task as the age can be

determined from the structure of the scales only with the greatest diffi-

culty. To decipher the age from the, scales it was necessary to develop
a special technique for the purpose which would not be subject to the

criticism that the age determination was largely the individual opinion or

guess of the observer. It was necessary to supplement this by determin-

ing the age from the length frequency. That is by measuring great
numbers of individuals and finding the size groups into which they fall.

Theoretically there is a different size group into which they fall.

After the first three years the albacore grows so slowly and irregu-

larly that the size groups overlap so that it is not possible to determine

age beyond the second or third group by this method. Nothing which

has been done by the countries most advanced in fisheries conservation

work gave any knowledge of how to proceed under these circumstances.

It was necessary to work out an entirely new principle and after a great

deal of work it was discovered that the age groups are indicated by a

sex ratio analysis in comparison with the size of the fish. The results
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froni this procedure confirmed tlie determination of aj^c and rate f)f

gr-owth as determined from the seak'S. A Rreat amount of woi'k had to

be done in devcdoping new princi])h's, for the science of fisheries consei'-

vation is a yonn^- one as yet and this work, as well as much of the work
done in the sardine investigation, will be distinct contributions to the

metliods employed in this science. After developing methods of finding
the ag(> of the fish it is an easy step to working out the comparative
abundance of the year classes, which will enable one to say quite posi-

tively which is a natural variation in abundance as distinguished from
actual depletion from over-fishing.

This question of depletion is the all-important one but it is necessary
to observe the relation of the several year classes through several sea-

sons before depletion is positively proven.
The average j^early catch of a boat fishing for albacore has decreased

rather steadily over a period of years. This does not necessarily mean

depletion but it is enough to cause anxiety. Last season there was a fall-

ing off in the proportion of older fish which, if it continues in subse-

quent seasons, is the best of evidence that depletion is occurring. The

])roblem is more difficult than it appears at first sight for the methods of

the fisheries are undergoing change. During the past two seasons one-

man or "jig" boats, which catch the albacore by trolling, have increased

rapidly in number and the hook and line boats, which catch the albacore

l)y short lines on poles or by hand after they are attracted around the

boat by live sardine bait, complain that these 'Mig" boats scatter the

schools and are the cause of the reduced catches of the boats fishing with

the old Japanese method. These are questions which we are now confi-

dent are subject of solution with the methods being pursued in the

investigation.

SARDINE INVESTIGATIONS.

The sardine investigation has continued along the line of the pro-

gram laid down in 1920 and published in this Commission's cpiarterly

magazine, (Vol. 6, No. 1, pp. 10-12.)

The objects of the investigation are stated by Mr. Thompson in an

article on the progress of the work, in California Fish and Game,
Vol. 6, No. 4, page 180, as follows :

"The program under which the work has been done contemplates

(1) the discovery of depletion if it should occur; (2) the discovery of

any great natural fiuctuations in abundance or quality other than

those due to over-fishing; (3) the foretelling of these fluctuations, which

in other fisheries have at times caused great damage; (4) the decipher-

ing of those habits of the species which are of importance to the canner

and fisherman, such as migration, and (5) a knowledge of such facts as

will aid the legislator. The absolute completion of this program is

without doubt well removed, but contributions to it of great value

will be made in the verj' near future, enabling us to make at least

provisional answers, a thing impossible now. Among these we may list

the age and rate of growth, the breeding season, and the degree of inde-

pendence of the sardines in different regions. That the foretelling

of fluctuations is not visionary may be seen from the work of the

Norwegian fishery authorities on the herring. The other elements of
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the outline given are dependent entirely upon the records we obtain—
and Ave are acquiring the very best possible.

' '

Some of the details of the work in carrying out this program at

San Pedro and Monterey are given by Elmer Higgins and 0: E. Sette

in C^u^iFORNiA Pish and Game, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 180-182 and in sub-

sequent articles in the same publication b}^ Mr. AV. P. Thompson.
Por a period of two years daily samples of the fish have been taken

as they were unloaded from the boats at the cannery, careful measure-

ments made, weights taken, and the sex and state of maturity observed.

This mass of data has been systematized and analyzed so that now
iniportant results are being obtained.

In determining the age and rate of growth of the sardine it was found

that the scales as an index of the age were very unsatisfactory. It was

necessary therefore to get this knowledge by reverting to the old

method of tabulating the length frequency of the fish. (See California

Pish and Game, Vol. 5,. No. 2, p. 53.)

Fig. 24. Drawing showing the way in which young salmon have been marked by
removing the adipose and right ventral fins. Returned marked salmon are
furnishing much valuable evidence as to the life history and habits of this, the
finest of- food fishes.

By this method' the rate of growth of the fish during their first four

or five years has been worked out, and a paper on this pliase of the

sub.ject by Mr. Higgins is ready for publication. This ability to

determine the rate of growth and the abundance of the year classes

which go to make up the various sizes of commercial importance, is

not only of great importance from the conservation standpoint, but

it will also be of great importance to the industry in that it will enable

us to forecast the relative abundance of year classes which will be

drawn upon fcr canning. This applies more especially to the quarter
oil pack, as the small fish used for the quarter oil cans, come mostly
from one year class.

It has been determined from the data gathered that our sardines,

as we had suspected, do show the phenomenon of dominance of year
classes, and for that reason the sardine industry may be subject to

great natural fluctuations in abundance. It is extremely important,
for the good of the fishery, that we be in a position to know just what
thr' finctuations mean. To foretell that certain sizes will be plentiful
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the ao-e of tlie larjjer sizes can he estimated a|i|iioximateI\'. The huyest
sizes may he ten or twelve years old. The ui'owth enrve of our sardine

is similar to tliat of the European sardine. Our sardine is also similar

in its spawning' habits, in that the spaw'nin'4' season extends over

several months of the spring' and suinmei- and in that the spawning
sardines leave the coast and probably spaw'u well off shore.

The sardine work had not progressed very far before it became
evident that there were several factors which ijiflnence the size of the

sardines taken by the fishermen. A great deal of work has been done in

determining the effect of these factors and this woi-k will be treated

fully in the report of the work now^ about com])leled.
The influence of these other factors on the size of the fish in the

cateli would probably not have been detected had samples of the

( .itcli been taken only a few times a month as has been done in Europe
in similar work. In fact entirely erroneous conclusions could have

been arrived at. This led to an investigation by ^Ir. Sette to determine

the error involved in different methods of sampling. This work is

a contribution of considerable value to the methods employed in fisheries

investigations and besides casting doubt on some of the conclusions

arrived at through insufficient sampling in Europe, it shows how large
the samples should be and how frequently they should be taken.

Daily samples of the catch have been taken over a period of two

years in order to work out and determine the seasonal fluctuations in

size and also the fluctuations in size within the lunar periods and also

to explain the causes of these fluctuations. That these factors are

important is shown by the fact that the rate of growth in this instance,

and the dominance of year classes conld not have been determined
without knowledge of the fluctuations in the size of the fish taken by
fishermen during different phases of the moon. After this season

samples need be taken only at intervals of twice a week at IMonterey
as was done the present season at San Pedro, and on that account the

work will be simplified and reduced to a large extent and it will be

necessary only to follow the abundance of the year classes as is now
being done in the case of the albacore. We will then be able with
our present force to take up the investigation of other important
fisheries which are in danger of depletion, such as the barracuda and
white sea ba.ss.

PURSE SEINE INVESTIGATION.

We mentioned in our last report how purse seine fishing had been

introduced into Southern California mainly for the purpose of catch-

ing blue-fin tuna. It was complained by other fishermen that these

boats in using their nets for other kinds of fish caused great wa.ste,
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especially of small barracuda and sea bass and that they frequently
made such large catches of mackerel and more especially of barracuda
that they could take only part of the fish on their boat while the

balance were all dead before they could be released from the net.

Fishermen's organizations which are opposed to purse seines are seek-

ing legislation which will either abolish these nets entirely or else

greatly restrict their use. In order that we might be fully informed
on this matter Dr. Skogsberg of the State Fisheries Laboratory staff was
detailed to make a thorough study of the operations of these nets

during the 1922 season. He has not only observed the operation of

purse seines, but has studied the other methods of fishing as well in

order that comparisons may be drawn. The report of this investigation
will be submitted after the close of the season and- will be available for

use at the next session of the legislature.

Although Dr. Skogsberg has not given his final conclusions, several

things are quite evident. First : The purse seine boats are- not maKing
any money and any radical regulation, such as the proposed regulation
of size of mesh, will put them out of business. Second : The canners
are dependent upon them for the blue-fin tuna for canning. Third:
The fresh fish markets in San Pedro are almost entirely dependent on'

purse seiners during the winter months. Fourth : The loss of barracuda
on account of flooding the markets occurs in May and June due to

great catches being made while the fish are schooling preliminary to

their spawning period. At those times the prices obtained hardly pay
running expenses. He probably will propose a closed season for

barracuda during these months.

FISH REDUCTION.

At the 1921 session of the legislature the law regulating the use of fish

in reduction plants was amended so as to permit the use of food fish

under the following conditions : food fish to be used only if,
 after

application, evidence is adduced at a hearing held before the Fish and

Game Commission that there is no market for the fish for human food,

and secondly that in no case was it permissable for more than 25 per

cent of the capacity of the cannery to be used for reduction purposes.
The Fish and Game Commission's attorney gave it as his opinion
that although the wording of the percentage provision was .ambiguous,
the law intended that a cannery could not use fish in its reduction

plant unless it was canning fish, and that they could not use more than

25 per cent of the catch in their reduction plant.

After hearings before the Fish and Game Commission held at

Monterey and at San Pedro, the percentage limit of sardines which

could be used for reduction purposes was fixed at ten per cent for

Monterey, while later twenty-five per cent was fixed for the southern

district, for it was shown that it would be difficult for them to get

along on less on account of different fishing conditions in that region.

There was a very strong incentive to use more than the limit for

reduction for there was a very poor market at the time for the canned

sardines while there was a fairly good market for fish meal and oil.

As a result two or three of the Monterey canners exceeded the limit.
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macliinerv of the caiiiicry wcic t<> he coiintcd in (l<'t<'iininin<,f liic per-

centage.
It is also evident that sonic were i-eeeivin^- more lisli from tin- tislicr-

nien tlian ai)peared on the records l)ut this could not be proveji. As
there was considerable dissatisfaciion among some canners and fisher-

nieii in regard to methods of arriving at the weight of the fish delivered

at the canneries wc presented the ease to the State Superintendent of

Weigiils and i\Ieasures. He called a meeting of the canners at

Monterey during the present summer at which it was determined that

the box or measure used in hoisting the sardines fr'om the boat should

Fill. -."). Puise seine boats at San Pedro Harbor. An investigation of this type of

fishing has been in progress to determine whether or not it be dangerous to the
fisheries.

be either of wood or metal and that the capacity of each be acenrately

determined by the state sealer. Also that each canner under the law is

a public weigher and nutst take out a license and give a bond and issue

certificates of weight under a state seal. As the Superintendent of

Weights and Measures has the authority to revoke this license, as well

as forfeit the $1,000 bond for falsification of the weights, it is believed

that by this cooperation of the two state departments the evils which

have existed will be eliminated and it will be possible for us to enforce

strictly the limit of sardines which may be discarded for reduction

purposes. This program is also to be carried out in Southern California.

By February, 1922, ten companies in the San Pedro district were

actively engaged in packing sardines and the investigation which

followed at the end of the month indicated that seven plants had

exceeded the 25 per cent limit. In acordance with the provisions of the
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Fish Reduction Act complaints were filed in due time and hearings
held in East San Pedro, to take testimony in each case. The evidence
offered showed that seven companies had violated the fish reduction

regulations and orders were subsequently issued, on May 15, 1922,

suspending the fish packing license of each company found guilty of

exceeding the 25 per cent limit.

Three companies later obtained writs of review with an order
attached restraining further action suspending op'erations at their

respective plants, and, at the same time, a new organization of leading

packers was formed which made the suspending order ineffective in

the case of three other companies. No further action was taken until

Fig. 2 6. Hauling a purse seine.

the last of June, when the orders suspending the packing licenses of

seven companies found guilty of violating the fish reduction regula-

tions were rescinded by the Commission.

During the present summer of 1922 the Monterey sardine canners

again made application to be permitted to use a percentage of the

sardines for reduction purposes. A hearing was held by representatives
of the Fish and Game Commision at Monterey and from the evidence

submitted it was determined that to place a lower percentage limit on

the amount of sardines which could be diverted for reduction at

^Monterey than is granted in the Southern California districts placed

Monterey canners at an unfair disadvantage, and as it was deemed

necessary, from the evidence submitted by canners in Southern Cali-
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fornia the soa.son before, to allow a 25 per cent limit for the San Pedro

(listriet, tlie Fish and Game Commission issned an order to each canninj^

company instead of one order for all as in the previous season, in

which it granted the 25 per cent limit but reserved the right to revoke

the reduction privileges of any company if it used more than the

limit or if it did not keep sufficiently accurate records from which we
could determine the actual percentage used for canning and for reduc-

tion.

The fish reduction law is working fairly well but several amend-

ments should be made so as to make it more easy of enforcement.

FISHERIES PATROL.

In the San Francisco District no changes have been made in the

fisheries patrol. During the past crab season crabs were smuggled
out of Humboldt County (District 7) and taken into the San Fran-

cisco markets. The law prohibiting the shipment of crabs out of the

northern districts, on account of the wording of the law, is very difficult

to enforce. To put a stop to these violations the patrol launch

Steelhead was shipped to Eureka by steamer and remained on that

part of the coast during the season.

The closed season on salmon established in the outside trolling

districts is difficult to enforce without a more seaworthy boat than

our launch Steelhead. It will be necessary very soon to get a boat

which can cover the coast from INIonterey to Eureka.

In southern California the fisheries patrol is conducted in the same

manner as described in our last report, except that one extra patrol-

man has been employed to help prevent the landing and sale of under-

sized halibut, barracuda and lobsters and also to prevent fishermen from

operating nets within 750 feet of pleasure piers and thus bother the

sportmen who fish with rod and line therefrom.

The commercial fisheries patrol in southern California is a difficult

one to handle for the reason that there is no love lost between sport

fishermen and commercial fishermen. This feeling has been heightened

by reserving for sportsmen certain waters about Catalina Island and

around all piers, jetties and breakwaters along the mainland. Certain

compromises were made by the sportmen who fish at Catalina and very
little trouble is now experienced in keeping net fishermen out of the

closed island district.

Most of the time of the patrol boat Alhacore is taken up with trying

to prevent the operation of "drag nets" within the three mile limit.

There is no doubt that these nets are very destructive if operated in

shallow water along shore, for it has been shown that when so operated
three tons of small unmarketable halibut ^^'ill be destroyed for each

ton which can be marketed. Used in deep water, however, this net

becomes unobjectionable for it does not destroy an excessive amount
of young fish and operates in a territory where other styles of nets

would not be used. To encourage this offshore fishing the legislature,

at our request, while prohibiting the use of these nets within the

three mile limit, permitted their possession in order that they might

pass back and forth through the closed zone. This was recommended

C—?20.U
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by US for the recognized spokesman for the fishermen assured us they
wouh:l cooperate with us and would see to it that these nets woukl not

be used within the three mile limit. This promise has not been kept.
On the other hand the number of these nets has been on the increase

and most of the fishermen using them have become experts in avoiding

being caught with sufficient evidence against them to cause their

conviction. "We therefore expect to ask the legislature to prohibit the

possession of these nets in any of the southern California districts.

EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY OF THE U. S. BUREAU OF
FISHERIES AT SAN PEDRO.

In May, 1919, the United States Bureau of Fisheries established a

laboratory at San Pedro for the purpose of aiding the fishing industries

of the coast by an experimental study of the methods of canning and

preserving fish. The bureau proposed to carry on experiments for

the development of new methods for canning heretofore unutilized

fishes, to improve on the methods already in use, and to experiment on
new methods for species already being used in the California canneries.

The first line of experiments constituted the major part of the work
of the laboratory during its first year. To quote from the Com-
missioner's report for the fiscal year, 1920: ''It (the bureau) has

devoted its attention particularly to little used fishery products for

which satisfactory canning methods have been lacking and to the

establishment of standard methods which will yield standard packs.
The mackerel {Scomher japonicus) ,

an abundant fish but little esteemed
on the California coast, has received more consideration than other

species. Over 80 different packs of this fish have been put up and

subjected to careful examination, with the result that a number of

promising methods have been developed, several of which have been
released for the use of the trade. Other species experimented with
are bonito, barracuda, pilchard, sea bass, smelt, tunas, and yellowtail,
several hundred packs of the various species having been put up and
held in storage for examination periodically. A number of special

problems have been encountered in the course of this work which

may require rather extended study before a solution is found, as, for

example, the unpleasant odor and taste in canned bonito and the

cletinning of cans in packs of such fish as barracuda. A vital desidera-

tum of the bureau, if it is to fulfill its functions and render the largest
measure of service to the fisheries, is adequate provision in the matter
of personnel and funds to enable it to render the canning industry of

all sections aid in the preservation of crabs, shrimps, turtles, and
certain fishes, and determining more definitely the possibility of apply-
ing newer methods in the case of staple canned fishery products. The
need for accurate data in these fields is well shown by the large number
of requests that the bureau receives."

The iDureau expended on the laboratory during the fiscal j-ear about

$20,000. This included equipment, materials, remodeling and rent of

quarters in one of the municipal dock buildings and the salaries of

the director, Mr. L. F. Lingle, a chemist, a technologist and a stenog-

rapher-assistant. By the beginning of the fiscal year 1920-1921
the spirt of economy had taken hold of Congress with the result that
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I'arry on tlic work of its tcclmolotiical lal)Ofator-i('s. Its (ishcry prodncts
laI)orator\' at Wasliiii^toii City of ncccssilN- i-cniiiiiicd pntctically idle;

dnrins^ the ycai' and the Inlxn'iiloi^- ;it S;iii I'cdro would have Ix'on

abandoned had not the State Fish jiml (lame (!oniinission a<,'reed to

carry the expt'nse of the lal)ora1(tfy for l!ie yaw. 'I'hc liiireau of

Fisheries and this Connnission have eoojx'rated J'or niiitiy years in

fisheries conservation work. This eoopei'ation ])ecfaii when the bureau

established a salmon hatchery in this state on the ]\IeCloud River about

the yeai" 1875. A few years later when tlie l)nrean, then the United

States Fish Connnission, was short of funds, the Fish aiul Game Com-

mission, then the State Fish Commission, financed and ran the bureau's

hatchery through several seasons. Later, in 1897, the State Commission
in turn being- short of funds, the bureau took over, by purciiase, the

state's salmon spawn-taking station on l^attle Creek and an agreement
Avas entered into which has been continued to this day, under which
the two cooperate in the propagation of salmon. The bureau main-

tains all of the salmon spawn-taking stations in the state, with the

exception of the one near PTornbrook on the Klamath River, which
was recently turned over by the bureau to the State Connnission, and
the state has carried on the bulk of the salmon-hatching operations at

its Mount Shasta Hatchery.
In other words the bureau is assisting the state by spending annually

more than $25,000 in salmon propagation. State and federal employees
have also assisted each other in the salmon investigations and this

mutual help has been most beneficial. Under the circumstances it was
natural that the United States Bureau of Fisheries, when it failed to

get the appropriation necessary to carry on the work of its San Pedro

laboratory should call upon the Fish and Game Commission for aid.

Not only would the laboratory have been lost to the state but a large

part of the work of the first year, if left uncompleted, would be lost.

The Fish and Game Commission, therefore, agreed to carry on the

work of the laboratory for the year, or until the bureau could get an

appropriation for the purpose.
The work of the laboratory during the fiscal year 1920-1921, was

partly devoted to completing the experiments on methods of canning
little used varieties of fish as well as the varieties already being canned.

Satisfactory methods were developed for practically every species of

fish studied. The information thus gained should be of future value

to the industry and obviate the necessity of individual canners wasting
their energy and time on experiments for which few of them are

equipped.
A large part of the laboratory's work was devoted to a study of

sardine packing methods and a study by the chemist of the sardine

fry baths with the object of cleansing and rectifying the oil or devise

means whereby the fry bath might be entirely done away with. ]Much

valuable information was gained which is resulting at the present
time in improvements being made in the processing of the larger,

"pound oval" sardine. The chemical changes which take place in the

fry bath were published by this Commission in 1922 as Circular No. 1
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entitled "Changes in Oil Used, for Frying Sardines/' by Harry R.

Beard, assistant to the laboratory.
: For the past fiscal year the bureau received an appropriation for

its technological investigations which, while entirely inadeciuate, has

enabled it to carry on the work of its San Pedro laboratory by reducing
its personnel and to a large extent its efficiency. This Commission abided
it to the extent of furnishing the stenographer assistant, and agreeing
to stand good for the rent of the building if the Los Angeles Harbor
Board could not be induced to donate it temporarily. During this last

fiscal year the work of the bureau's laboratory has been devoted

largely to experiments on methods of packing sardines in which the

oil fry bath has been eliminated.

Respectfully submitted.

N. B. SCOFIELD^
In Charge.

REPORT OF THE LEGAL DEPARTMENT.

The Honorable Board of Fish and' Game Gommi'sioners of the State of

Galifornia.

Sirs: I herewith submit to you a report of the work performed by
the legal department for the two years ending June 30, 1922.

Much of the work of this department is in conjunction with the

other departments with the exception of the prosecution of violators

and trials of civil cases and hearings under the law governing screens

and fishways and the commercial fishing laws
;
therefore much detail is

eliminated for the reason that it would be a repetition of the statements
found in the reports of the various departments.

During the biennial period 2258 arrests were made of which number
2091 were convicted or plead guilty, 162 dismissed or acquitted aiid

5 cases still pending.
The amount of fines imposed was $66,421.50 and of this amount

$63,027.30 was collected.
 

The number of days of imprisonment imposed was 2283.

The number of arrests made, the number of convictions had, the

amount of fines imposed and collected and the number of days of

imprisonment show a marked increase over the previous biennial

period.
The district attorneys throughout the state have cooperated with the

Commission and have rendered excellent service in the prosecution of

fish and game cases and likewise the justices of the peace, by inflicting

more jail sentences and imposing heavier fines, are joining with the

Commission in an endeavor to stop game law violations.
• The appropriation of our waters for irrigation and power purposes
is making serious inroads on our inland fisheries due to th-e fact that

the operating companies consider the fish of little or no value.

The laxity on the part of the farmer to maintain screens in their

irrigating ditches causes a tremendous loss of fish each year and it

requires the utmost vigilance on the part of the Commission to see

to it that the law compelling the installation and maintenance of

screens is complied with.
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Criminal prosecutions nnder the law liave seemed ineffective for

in scarcely any instance lias any court imposed a penalty on any

person, firm or corporation charged with failing to comply with the

screen or fishway law. As a consequence it was deemed advisable to

proceed against such persons, firms and corporations by way of injunc-

tion.

The Anderson-Cottonwood Irrigation District constructed and
has maintained and operated a dam across the Sacramento River

above Redding, Shasta County, California, that has prevented the

passage of salmon and other fish and threatened the extermination of

the salmon run on the Sacramento River. An order was served on

said district to construct and maintain a fishway over said dam
as provided by law, but said irrigation district refused to comply with

said order, contending that an opening in the center of the dam was a

sufficient fishway. The force of the water through this opening was
so great that no salmon or other fish could pass.

Injunction proceedings were begun against the district in December,
1920, and the case came on for hearing before the superior court of

Shasta County on January 30, 1922. After the people had presented
their case an agreement of compromise was reached between the district

attorney of Shasta County and the representatives of the Commission
on behalf of the people and the representatives of the Anderson-
Cottonwood Irrigation District whereby a good and sufficient fishway
would be constructed over said dam that would iDermit the free passage
of salmon at all times during the year.

Injunction proceedings were instituted against a number of persons,
firms and corporations in Butte, Tehama, Inyo and Trinity counties

seeking to restrain said persons, firms and corporations from permitting
fish to enter the ditches or canals of the defendants and thereto

destroyed by reason of their failure to install and maintain proper
screens at the intake of their respective ditches.

Most of these cases are at issue and will be tried shortly.
The last large run of salmon is in the Klamath River. An applica-

tion was made by the Electro-Metals Company, a trust, to the Federal
Power Commission for a permit to construct two dams on the Klamath
River near the forks of the Salmon River. One dam 75 feet high and
the other 200 feet high. The construction of these dams, or either of

them, would completely destroy not only the salmon run but also the
steelhead run.

The Fish and Game Commission filed a protest against the granting
of this permit with the Federal Power Commission. The matter of the

protest came on for hearing before Mr. F. H. Fowler, district engineer
of the United States Forest Service at Yreka, Siskiyou County, Mav 5,

1921, and at Requa, Del Norte County, May 26, 1921, and many
witnesses were heard on behalf of protestant and applicants.
The best authorities in the country on the habits of fish maintained

and proved that fish have not and will not pass over a dam more than

forty feet high at the most and therefore the granting of this permit
and the construction of either of these dams would absolutely destroy
the run of salmon and sea run trout on the Klamath River.
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There is a dani on the Klamath River at Copco about twenty-five

miles above the mouth of the Shasta capable of developing over fifty-

tive thousand horsepower wdth only one-third developed and several

more dams of like capacity can be installed between the present dam
and the mouth of the Shasta River besides the hydro-electric develop-

ment on the Pit River and the Feather River. The present power

program of the various companies already operating on our streams and

rivers will produce enough power to supply the demands of our state

for years to come and the salmon and sea run trout on the Klamath

River should not be sacrificed until the time comes when every other

river and stream now devoted to the production of electric energy is

developed to its highest potential capacity.

The Commission has and should do its utmost to save the last large

run of salmon in California. A hearing on the protest will be had in

Washington before the Federal Power Commission shortly.

The legislature of 1921 passed a law prohibiting the use of sardines

fit for human consumption or canning for human consumption to be

used in a reduction plant, but authorized the Commission after a hear-

ing to allow an amount of sardines not to exceed twenty-five per cent

of the canning capacity of the person, firm or corporation canning or

packing sardines to be used in a reduction plant. Several hearings

were had and orders made granting permission to use sardines as

provided in the act. Almost every person, firm or corporation granted
such privilege violated the order of the Commission. Charges were

filed against those violating the privilege as provided by the act and

hearings were held and the licenses of several of the canners were

suspended as provided by law.

There has been a marked decrease in the number of cases and com-

plaints for the pollution of public waters.

The large number of letters of inquiry received continually show a

desire on the part of the public to be informed of the laws respecting

the seasons for taking fish and game and a desire to comply with the

law.

Our fish and game is one of our great natural resources attracting

many thousands of people to the outdoor life and the automobile and

our highway system bring the remote sections of the state within easy

reach of the hunter and fisherman. As a consequence the utmost

vigilance must be kept in order that our fish and game may not become

exterminated and to prevent this, laws must be made with, due regard

for the breeding season, a reasonable bag limit to be taken during the

open season and a strict enforcement of the law governing the same.

Respectfully submitted.
R. D. Duke,

Attorney.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION, PUHLIdl V
AND RESEARCH.

Tlie llonorabk Board of Fish and (Jaine Coinini.ssioncr.s of the Slate of

California.
•'

'•''-';•'-

Sirs: AVe have tlie liuiior to subinit luTt'witii a i'c|)()rt on the work
and aecomplislmients of the Dei)artiiient of Ediieatioii. I'lihlicity and
Research, covering- the period from July ], 1!)2(), to June ;^0, 1!)22,
this being- the fourth report of this kind since the inauguration of the

department.
The following brief outline of aims wliieh iias ])een followed by the

department since its inception gives an idea of the character of the
work :

I. Ediicatiou of the youth especially but also of all to an understanding of the
nature and extent of the state's natural resources and the need and value of

conserving them.
A. To be attained by means of :

1. School and public lectures.

2. Bulletins and leaflets.

3. Magazine articles and the press.

II. Wide publicity concerning the work and accomplishments of the California
Fish and Game Commission.

III. Backing of the educational and publicity campaign by exact and dependable
data secured by painstaking and scientific research.

There is seldom anything spectacular to report in the obvious results
of an educational campaign, nor can current results be depended upon
to furnish evidence of the effectiveness of the plan. Fruition of the

project to instruct the youth of our state regarding the conservation
of natural resources is to be looked for far in the future and then

only can a fair measure be made of the actual success attained.

Pending the time when the actual results are more apparent, your
attention is called to the outstanding accomplishments of the biennium.

LECTURES.

Increasing demand has been made on our services for conservation

lectures and displays of motion pictures. ]\Iany more people have
been reached in this way than in any similar period since the beginning
of the work. As heretofore, the attempt has been made to distribute

the lecture work as nearly as possible over the entire state. When a

request comes in for a lecture, it is filed and as soon as convenient
lectures at nearby places are arranged for certain dates, thus making
the trip of the lecturer most worth while.

In many instances all of the school children in a town have been dis-

missed in order to attend the lecture given. In one instance every

high school in the county having- pi-oper facilities was given an
illustrated lecture at the recpiest of the county superintendent of

school^. An endeavor to reach fish and game protective associations

of the state has resulted in five splendid meetings with such organiza-
tions. Illustrated lectures are always one feature of the Counnissiou's

exhibit at the State Fair during September.
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During the spring of 1922 a series of nine lectures on fish and game
was given to a large class in general forestry in the University of Cali-

fornia. This work appears very valuable because of the fact that many
prospective teachers are thus reached, as well as many who will some

day be connected with forestry administration in this state. As the

lectures were open to the public, many townspeople attended.

The following is a summary of the lectures given. This does not

include the numerous lectures given during the summer in connection

Avith the summer resort work, a tabulation of which will be found on
another page.

Attendance.

9,199

9,778
138

1,520

9,763
313
930

2,610
850

Organization.
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SUMMER RESORT WORK.

The educational work in tlic .suiniiicr resorts started by tliis depart-

ment in 1919, at Lake Talioe, has been continued the past three seasons

in Yosemite National Park. A cooperative scheme worked out by the

National Park Service and the Pish and Game Commission has resulted

in the forming of a nature guide service, designed to awaken visitors

to their natural history opportunities and to convince them of the

need and value of wild life conservation. By means of lectures and

camp fire talks, trips afield, office hours and exhibits visitors to this

national park have been made acquainted with and interested in the

living things of the park. The work has fully demonstrated that

persons on their summer vacations in the mountains are more susceptible

to information regarding fish and game and its conservation than

they are at any other time. Furthermore, referance to attendance

figures shows that nowhere could so many persons be reached with a con-

servation message, in so short a length of time. These two points alone

should gain increased support for this work, although the success of the

work can best rest upon the enthusiasm and spirit of those who have

come in contact with it.

Lectures and camp fire talks are given at the principal resorts in the

park each evening. The more formal lectures are illustrated with

motion pictures or lantern slides. Shorter talks usually deal with

some bird or animal or answer some oft-repeated ciuestion on natural

history.
The daily field trips offered form an important feature, for here

individual instruction is given and a direct personal contact made.

How better can conservation be taught than to use a living individual

of a species as a basis of discussion ! The sight of a family of Sierra

grouse makes a more lasting impression than word pictures or even

photographic studies. Many teachers make use of this opportunity
to obtain first-hand information regarding living things. As these

teachers go back to their classes, conservation ideas are spread through
the schools.

SUMMER RESORT WORK.
Yosemite Free Nature Guide Service.
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Splendid publicity has been obtained through weekly news items
issued to over a hundred newspapers. The attitude taken by the news-

papers and by the public has been very gratifying.
That the nature guide movement has been a success is evidenced by

the fact that the number of people touched has almost doubled in each

succeeding year, and interest has been so keen that a similar service is

now offered in Yellowstone National Park, Glacier National Park and,
in a small way, in Sequoia National Park.
Due to the interest of Mr. Stephen T. Mather, Director of National

Parks, an opportunity was afforded of advertising the Yosemite Nature
Guide Service in eastern states. A trip arranged by Mr. Mather,
enabled Dr. H. C. Bryant and his associate, Dr. L. H. Miller, to spend
two weeks in lecturing in the larger cities of the east during January,
1921. This also made possible attendance upon the National Game
Conference held in New York, and an opportunity^ to explain the work
of the California Fish and Game Commission to this gathering of

sportsmen.

Fig. 2 8. Conservation taught flr.st hand. A group of children listening to con-
servation stories in Yosemite, summer, 1921. Photograph by H. C. Bryant.

MOTION PICTURES AND LANTERN SLIDES.

Over sixty thousand persons have seen the Commission's educational

films during the past biennial period. There is great need for some
new films. Exhibits and motion pictures are the chief means by whiclj

the people of the state can visualize the work and accomplishments of

the Commission. It is important, therefore, to augment this part of the

work. Only two new reels have been added, both of these dealing with
the nesting birds of the Farallone Islands. The Salisbury Wild Life
films are still in use, but they are badly worn. A film showing the life

history of deer is particularl,v desirable. The salmon fisheries would
also make a good subject for a film.

Three worn duplicate films have been given wide distribution by the

University Extension Division, the reported attendance being 16,400.
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Sets of laiitci-n slides dcalint,' willi wild life eonservation have been

loaned to schools on several oeeasions. Where motion picture apparatus

is not available they form the illustrations for lectures. Slides now

belongiu^^ to the Department number 240. A i)rint of the Tuna

Fishery film was furnished the United States liureau of Fisheries for

use at the International Exposition at Rio de Janeiro.

The following is a list of our educational films :

Salisbury 6 reels, badly worn set

Salisbury 2 reels, loaned University Extension, badly worn

Hatchery 2 reel (1 colored) in fair shape
Tuna 1 reel, in fair shaT)e

Birds of Farallone Islands 2 reels, in fair shape

PUBLICATIONS.

Demand for the c(uarterly ]nagazine, California Fish and Game,
continues so great that the edition has now reached 7000. It is now the

oldest publication of its kind in the United States, most others having
been discontinued during the war. An attempt to clean up the mailing

list during the spring of 1922 did not materially reduce the size of

the mailing list.

Every number issued in 1921 was a special number, attention being

given to salmon, history of the Commission, hawks and to the sardine.

The first two numbers in 1922 were also special numbers, that of

January being a Game Refuge number, and that of April being a

Hatchery number. A complete list and index of the publications of the

Fish and Game Comnussion since its establishment in 1870 appeared

in the April, 1921, number. The Hawk number, (July, 1921,) con-

tained two colored plates and many other illustrations designed to

(orrect the usual misunderstanding as to the value of California

hawks. The 96-page Sardiue number, the material for which was

furnished by the State Fisheries Laboratory, has been in great demand
and the supply is now nearly exhausted. The valuable historical and

statistical data contained in the Hatchery number (April. 1922) will

become more and more valuable in years to come. Attention should

also be called to a series of reports by Professor J. 0. Snyder of Stan-

ford University, on results of the Commission's salmon marking experi-

ments. Volume 7, (1921) contains 286 pages and 93 illustrations,

together with complete reports and index. Analysis shows 26 general

articles and more than 150 notes, all relating to fish and game and its

conservation in California. Separates of the more important articles

have been secured for distribution.

Two additions have been made to the series of Fish Bulletins, as

follows : Fish Bulletin No. 4,
' ' The Edible Clams, :\Iussels and :\lollusks

of the Pacific Coast," by Frank W. Weymouth; and Fish Bulletin

No. 5, "A Key to the Families of ]\Iarine Fishes of the We.st Coast,"

by E. C. Starks. A new series of publications to be known as Circulars

has been started with the appearance of Circular No. 1. entitled

"Changes in Oil I^sed for Frying Sirdines,
"

by Harry R. Beard.

The plan is to place in this series small technical paper.s of interest

only to certain groups.
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No additions to our series of teachers' bulletins lias been made the

past few years, nor has a revised edition of the useful pamphlet on

"Bird Study in the Public Schools" been issued. These are projects
which should be cared for in the near future.

An article dealing with work of the Fish and Game Commission,

prepared by this bureau, appeared in the March, 192'2, number of

Western Out-Of-Doors. At the request of the National Research Coun-

cil, a paper on the research work of the California Fish and Game
Commission was prepared. This

is to be published in one of the

bulletins of the Council.

In 1920 the biennial report con-

tained 149 pages and 28 illustra-

tions, together with an appendix
containing the statistical reports.
The summer resort work of the

Commission has been given wide

publicity in eastern magazines
and newspapers, as well as the

local ones.

A free newspaper service has

been maintained and the numer-
ous items issued have been widely
used by editors throughout the

state. Matters of import to hunt-

ers and anglers and results of

work done by the Commission
have most frequently been used
as subjects for the press items.

Items taken directly from Cali-

fornia Fish and Game frequently

appear in newspapers and sport-

ing magazines, thus giving wider

publicity to the work of the Fish
and . Game Commission. This

newspaper publicity work really
needs the sole attention of one
man and our recommendation is

Fig. 2 9. Children receiving instruction that a trained newspaper man be
from a nature guide. Yosemite, n j i x xi x ^ i? "In i a

summer, 1921. A fair share of the added tO the Statt Of the dcpart-
educational work is devoted to educat- i-vTan+ "Rtr on rlninrc +>n'c! a-nA n-F
ing children regarding the need and "^^^il- r>J SO UOmg, iniS ena 01

value of vi'ild life conservation. Photo- the WOrk COuld be greatly aug-
grapi Dy . . ryan . mented and full advantage taken

of the wide opportunity presented along this line.
^

In our opinion nothing has helped to gain the confidence of the

people of our state as has our quarterly, California Fish and Game,
which has periodically taken to those most interested, the activities and

accomplishments of the California Fish and Game Commission.
Exhibits of the publications of the Commission have been installed

at the State Fair each year to supplement the splendid panorama and

display of fish made by the Hatchery Department.
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RESEARCH.

Unfortunately, the time of your director luis Ixh'U so f'ii!l\' occupicil
that it lias been possible to undertake less and less actuid i-cscarcli work.

This is unfortunate and it is to be hoped that oertnin researcdi work,
already planned, can be undertaken in the near fiilnre. Fisheries

research work is well supported and g'anie research sliould have its

share of attention in addition.

Work has continued on the investigation of tlie food of duitks in

California. The results of stomacii examination of hundreds of ducks
has been tabulated and summarized and additional analyses made.

Further studies of methods of identifyinp,' nnd tlie food hal)its of

hawks culminated in the publication of an article on California
hawks in the July, 1921, number of California Fish and Game. Con-
siderable material relative to game has been added to the regular files

kept for holding this material. A study of game conditions within a

protected area has been afforded in the past two summers' stay in

Yosemite National Park. The effects of total protection can nowhere
be studied to better advantage than in this national park.
The department continues to compile data on the annual deer kill, on

hunting accidents and on the work of the scientific collector.

Respectfully submitted.

(Signed) Harold C. Bryant,
In Charge,

Education, Puhlicitii and Research.

WATER POLLUTION.

Honorable Board of Fish and Game Commissioners.

Gentlemen: Complaints of water pollution have been fewer dur-

ing the past biennial period than ever before during a like period.
This is, no doubt,^ due largely to the fact that manufacturers have at

last realized that prevention is better, (and more profitable), than cure.

Complaints were filed and convictions obtained against the North-
western Pacific Railroad, the Shipping Board Steamer Eastern SaUor
and the tanker Buccinnm, (under charter to the Shell Oil Company).
A complaint was also filed against the Sacramento Gas Company for

lampblack pollution of the Sacramento River. This company at once
began construction of a filter of sufficient size to handle all tlieir waste
waters and thus preclude the possibility of further cause for complaint
and this filter is, at the present time, in successful operation.
A number of accidental losses of oil occurred during the period result-

ing, fortunately, in a minimum of damage to fish life.

The largest amount of oil thus lost was caused by the earthquake of

March tenth which ruptured the pipe lines" of the Union Oil Company
where they crossed headwaters of the Salinas River. Flood waters car-

ried all, (so far as can be ascertained), of the oil to ^Monterey Bay with-

out depositing it either upon the river banks or the shore of the ba}'.

The amount of crude oil lost was 2,500 barrels.
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Fig. 30. Sump of Sacramento Gas Company on March 1, 1922. Flood waters have
opened sump and lampblack Is passing into Sacramento River. Photograph by
A. M. Fairfield.

Fig. .31. River Ijank a short distance below plant of Sacramento (_Jas Company on
March 1, 1922. Gray matter between skiffs is lampblack carried from a sump by
flood waters. A law prohibits this sort of pollution and enforcement is in the
hands of the Fish and Game Commission. Pliotograph by A. M. Fairfield.
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The next Inri^'csl. jiiiioiiiit was losi l"r«)iii llic IJiiion Oil tiUikt'i- Ln I'la-

ccntia at I*oi"t Saii Ijiiis on .)ul\- ;5(), IDlil, and was ihn- td 1lic iLMiofarn-<;

of one of the ci'cw who failrd to understand oivhi's. Sonir .")()() hari't-Is

of fuel oil went overboard. Tlie l)eaelies at I'isino and Ocrano wen;

"smeared," with conseiiucnl (lania<i(' to chinis and derided ineonven-

ieiiee to l)atliei's.

Pollution by small amounts due to hi-cakinj;- of h)adinL; hoses -.ly,' ,A'

fairly frequent ocenrrence but the damage is probably slitrht.

This department receives fre(|uent requests from other states for

information re.^'ai'din.i;" our laws and llieir enforcement. These letters

indicate clearly that California has the reputation of havini; the cleanest

waters in the Union in spite of her area. leno;th of coast line, enormous

production and use of petroleum and the magnitude of her manufac-

turing industries. We are fortunate in that the greatest percentage of

our firms and indutrsies are in favor of the enforcement of our pollu-

tion laws and endeavor to comply with them no matter at what cost.

Two millions of dollars have been expended during the last ten years

by corporations to prevent pollution with out recourse to hnr!

Very truly,
A. ^r. F.\niFip:LD,

Pollution Expert.

NORTHERN DISTRICT REPORT.

The Hanorahle Board of Fish and Game Commissioners

of the State of California.

Gentlemen: It would require a volume larger than the biennial to

do justice to the fiish and game conditions of the northern or Sacramento

District. It contains a larger mileage of streams and lakes populated
with many species of fishes, and a greater area of hunting grounds than

any other district. A summary of the outstanding features of fish and

game conditions is all space will permit.

CONSERVATION.

Perhaps the most important outstanding feature of the Sacramento

Division during the biennial period is the marvelous growth of senti-

ment regarding the enforcement of fish and game laws. A few years

ago a person who gave information concerning game law violations

was classed as an informer or spy. Today not only sportsmen but those

who do not hunt or fish, but who realize the value of California's won-

derful wild life asset report violations that come under their observation

as fearlessly as though it were a more serious crinu\ This is ]iarticu-

larly true of the female sex—made possible perhaps by the family auto,

which brings them in direct contact with all things beautiful outdoors.

So strong is the sentiment of game pi'otection gi'owing that nmny jus-

tices of the peace have a standard schedule of penalties to tit the crime.

Game law violations are at a minimum in El Dorado County since a

well-knoAvn and popular justice of the peace has said to several offen-

ders: "My price for violating the deer laws is $300; for killing a doe it

is 150 days in jail in addition." This has a very deterrent effect. Jail
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sentences are now given to second offenders and aggravated cases. Rec-

ords for this district show jail sentences for the year 1919-20, a total

of 102 days; for 1921-22, 1219 days. There are a few justices of the

peace who are loath to inflict a fine, but the moral support of a live

sportsmen's organization is rapidly eliminating this.

WINTER FEEDING.

The winter of 1921 was the most severe on game animals and birds

since the winter of 1916.

By the publicity given to the press by circular letters and by cooper-

ation with the Forest Service and game protective organizations in the

snow belt previous to the heavy fall, especially in Plumas, Lassen,

'Siskiyou and El Dorado counties, the counties in which deer and quail
suffered most, we were enabled to succor many of them, although lions

and coyotes took a heavy toll in the soft snow. Generally speaking, the

deer and quail wintered fairly well. Thanks are due to many sports-

men and others in donating feed and in assisting our deputies in this

laudable work.

Between 300 and 400 deer and between 2000 and 2500 quail were fed

in Yuba County. At Indian Valley, Eanger C. E. Whittier fed 1200

pounds of hay and 237 pounds of wheat. Tony Laveszolla fed hay to

the value of $16.75 ; salt, $1.25. Mr. Otto Riffel of Blairsden rendered

valuable assistance in giving information and feed and Mr. Lyons,
looked after a bunch of deer. Deer were reported dying for lack of

salt in the Trinity National Forest. Four hundred pounds of salt were

purchased for them. Mr. James Harris of Clio voluntarily fed a large
bunch of deer. Forest Supervisor Albert E. Gould of Quincy rendered
valuable assistance in the w^ork. Deputy Lippincott of Yreka fed 250

quail at Orofino.

A summary shows expenses of winter feeding in Yuba, Sierra, El

Dorado, Trinity, Plumas, and Siskiyou to the amount of $140.25, exclu-

sive of feed voluntarily donated by residents of the above counties,
which was greatly in excess of that purchased by deputies.

ANTELOPE.

Deputies in Modoc, Lassen and Siskiyou counties took a census of

the remaining antelope in 1912. This showed but 19 of these animals

remaining. Countless herds of them roamed the above named counties

at one time, especially in the Madeline Plains district. Py a strict patrol
. of their winter and summer range we were able to increase the herds

until the last census taken last December showed over 200 of them.

Particular credit is due to Fish and Game Deputies Geo. W. Court-

right of Straw and J. 0. Miller of Bray, whose letters are appended :

Straw, Cal., Feb. 16, 1922.

Deae Sir : I will hereby give yon a brief report of my knowledge of the remain-

ing antelope of Modoc and Siskiyou counties.

Early settlers of Modoc tell of the large herds of antelope which they used to see

on the big sage plateau, seven to fifteen miles from the town of Alturas, approxi-

mately twenty-five years ago. There were several small herds left, which each year
dwindled down to three or five animals at most. This big sage herd of antelope in

•Modoc County numbered approximately fifteen in 1909.

During the 90's several small herd were known to visit the many little valleys of

the above sections, but not to remain longer than a few days. During the summer
of 1894 I, with my father, saw three antelope on the bed of Egge Lake, which is
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locati'd wc^ll to the southwest ciiriur of Moddc Coniily. 'I'licsr llircc liiivc iu'vi-r

been siH'u since by any iierson in tiie vicinily of 10«j;e Li\i<e. Diirin^ llw winter of

ISUS I saw just one anteloiio in tuwnsiiiit 4'.', nortii, raiiKc 7 east, M. 1>. M. near

Timber Mountain. I was told tliis antelope was kilN-d llie foUowin;; day iiy 1-;<I.

Coniins of Straw. Califnrnia.

Dnrini;- the winter of IS'dl 1 nuvde

theu located a few ndles west of the

the cowboys would tell of raeinii- the

a trip to record, Siskijou ('ounty, wiiicli was
town of I)(n'ris. In conversation over antcduiii-

lar.m' herds of antelope a tew years i)ack. On
tins trip I porsonally observed a snniU herd of antelope near .Mount Dome, Siskiyou

County, haviu.t;- approached within a few rods of \\\i- antelope b(d'ore tiiey detected

my presence. 1 became very much impressed. 1 counted twenty-three licad. I ni:ide

many inquiries relative to the number then existing in that vicinity. The cowboys
informed me that tliis small herd was at llial time the total of tln' remaining; ant<-

h)pe in that section.

Dnrin.u" the sprin.n' and summer of I'.i'lll. I, in company with my ;;randfather, It. 1'.

Courtriniit, spent consi(leral)le time in the vicinity of Medicine Lake, wiiicli is

located iu township 4;'> north, range 3 cast, M. D. M. Here I had tlie pleasure of see-

ing a small herd of antelope at the Bray Wells, a few miles north and west of riuinas

Lake, which is located approximately 7 nnles west of Medicine Lake, Siskiyou

County. I also saw small herds near the lower .sheep camp wells, ai)proximateIy S

miles south of ]Monnt Dome, and at the headwaters of Willow Creek, near .Mount

Dome.
It appeared that the animals were on a slijihl increase between 18'.)4 up to 1910

or 1011 and l!tl2. Since 11)1.3 I have taken great interest and have made numerous

countings during wint(>r months, which gave me a fine oppportunity to see all the

remaining animals. While the residents of the near vicinity of .Mount Dome esti-

mate there were from I.jU to 30t) antelope, I was only able to locate ai)proximately

'70 during the years 1913 to 1920. During these winters I often saw the young ani-

mals in a poor, weak and sickly eouditicn following the herd with their ears dropped

down, without apparent vitality or strength to follow.

G. W. CouRTRiGHT, Deputy.

Fig. 32. Walter H Bniy of Hornbrook, witli his predatory, animal dogs.
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Bray, California.

Dear Sir : The accompanj'ing picture was taken of a band of 87 antelope. I

watched them for some time and got the direction thej' were traveling, then I got
ahead of them and waited for them. I was hid in a juniper, but the leaders spotted
me and lined up to take a look. The picture was taken at a distance of fifty-five

yards. These animals are not wild at this time of the year. It is no trouble to get
within 150 or 200 yards of them in the open, but it is some job to get close enough
to take a good picture. I am going out there again in a short time and will try to

get some more pictures of the herd. The same day I took the picture I found three
more antelope in Mitchell's field, making 90 altogether. It is possible that there
was another small band somewhere that I did not find.

J. O. Miller, Deputy.

This is an example of what a strict application of game patrol will

do for game conservation. A refuge should and no doubt will be created
for their winter and summer range by the 1923 legislature.

DEER.

Irrespective of any action taken toward surrounding the black-tail

deer with more protection, either by limit or season, it is absolutely

^''fW^^^^S'^'^^^^^SSIIlKt/^^^^^^M
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to recuperate between these periods. Intelligent feeding enabled many
flocks to weather the storm. An outstanding feature of this was that

hundreds of quail made the small towns their temporary home and were
fed in the main street by residents.

SAGE HEN—GROUSE.
These birds are not abundant, and like certain other game birds, are

victims of the efficiency of the trinity of the auto, good roads and the

ever-increasing efficient marksman.

DOVES.
The later open season of September 1st, established by both the fed-

eral and state law, has made a remarkable improvement in the number
of these birds. It has demonstrated that these birds remain late enough
in the season if not molested.

DUCKS—GEESE,
The inauguration of an earlier open season by sixteen days by the

United States Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture, which now
controls migratory waterfowl, and by the state, has solved the problem
of alleged damage to rice crops by ducks. The rice farmer is now
enabled to "take it out on the duck" while he is with him, thus removing
the incentive to violate both the state and federal laws. While this

season is not entirely satisfactory to the average hunter, owing to

weather conditions, still it is more satisfactory to all as a remedy to the

condition which previously existed.

INTRODUCED FISH.

The phenomenal growth and increase in our introduced fishes, the

bass, sunfish. and crappie, is most remarkable, and is eagerly taken

advantage of by the rapidly increased interest taken in this outdoor,

gentle sport. These fishes may now be found in all waters of the lower

altitudes, and in many waters up to 2500 feet in which it would be

unwise to plant trout. The crappie appears to be taking the place of

the Sacramento perch near Sacramento. This species seems to become
more abundant from year to year, and every week-end and holiday sees

hundreds of men and boys angling for this splendid game fish.

The crappie takes the fly readily and is easily caught on a spinner.

Anglers maintain that the crappie compares favorably with the black
bass as a pan fish. A splendid exhibit of these fishes has been made
annually at the State Fair.

LAUNCH PATROL.
The patrol launch Rainbow, with a speed of nearly 30 miles an hour,

has maintained its reputation for the speedy breaking up of and pre-

venting of violations of the netting and other laws.

FREE CAMPING GROUND.
The Fish and Game Commission has maintained a free camping

ground on the old hatching property at Tahoe City for the past three

seasons. A much larger number of people patronize it- each succeeding
year and pronounce it the most ideal spot, the best "equipped and most

sanitary they have visited.

Respectfully submitted.

(Signed) George Neale,
In Charge.
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SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT RKPORT.

The Tlonorahir Hoard of Fish hikI dattu CoiinnissioHcrs.

Sirs: During the two ycai's closiiiii- .June M), 1!)22, 1224 an-csts wen-

made by the deputies of the Sail Francisco Uistrict for violations of the

various laws rehitin^' to fish and i^aine. Fines totalinj; $:U,442.7r) were

paid into the state treasury and in addition jail sentences ajrj;rej^atin<;

882 days were served l)y defentlants.

Outside of the eit>- of San ^''I'ancisco tlie su[)port received from the

various justices of the i)eace of the district was most satisfactory-. ()u\y

3 per cent of the actions filed were dismissed and only 4 per cent placed
on probation. These for the most part were minors and technical

ofifenders. The averati'e fine imposed was sligfhtly under $80.

In San Francisco while the percentage of dismissals was even smaller

than in the district in general, 2 per cent, the percentajje of defendants

placed on probation was much greater, 23 per cent. The average fine

imposed was smaller, .$28. The San Francisco courts evidently do not

regard violations of the fish and game laws as seriously as do the

country courts. While there has been a gradual increasing sentiment

during the past several years, there still is a reluctance on the part (tf

hunters to report violations until after so great a time has elapsed that

there i>s no possible chance of catching the culprits.

California has 2iiuch more to contend with in protecting her game
than do most of the eastern states. During the summer time thousands

of our people live out of doors in their automobiles. They can go to

every part of the state, camping where night overtakes them. Cluns and

fishing outfits are in almost every car. The temptation to kill game out

of season is so strong that many can not resist^—witli a restdt that game
is killed during the breeding season when the loss of one bird means the

destruction of an entire flock.

In the east, on account of the isummer rains, there is not one camper
where there are hundreds in California and it is not so ditficult to enforce

the law^s during the breeding season.

It is impossil)le in California without funds available to employ wai"-

dens to control all of the violators. If every sportsnum would take it

upon himself to see that the laws were respected and report violations

there would be a much greater respect for the law and there wcidd be

much more game.
There seems to be an increased number of careless or wilfull\- criminal

deer hunters. The law prohibits the killing of does and spike bucks.

The legal deer must be forked horn or better. This law makes it neces-

sary for the hunter to be certain that he is shooting at a legal deer.

Unfortunately there are many hunters who shoot first and look after-

wards. If it happens to be a legal deer they bring it into camp, but

otherw^ise it is left to decay in the hills.

Many hunters are so careless in shooting at moving lirusli tliat in

many instances their target is a human being. Year after year nuui>"

hunters are killed or wounded by their own companions. Any indi-

vidual killing a person in this way should be prosecuted for man-
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slaughter, if not murder. He is guilty of violating the law and also

grossly careless, and if that carelessness results in the death or injury
of a human being he certainly should be held responsible and made to

pay the penalty.
In September, 1921, a sixteen-year-old boy was shot by a hunter near

Mount Hamilton. That boy is lying on his death bed today hopelessly

paralyzed. The man responsible for the shooting has never been to see

him and has not contributed one cent to the hundreds of dollars paid out

for medical treatment.

Another shooting occurred in Trinity County. A draftsman

employed by the government was on his vacation and was shot in the

arm by a companion. This man shot into the brush only a very few
moments after the man who he had shot had disappeared from view.

Fortunately the man's arm was saved but he had to give up his occu-

pation and it is a question as to whether he will ever regain full use

of the arm.
These two instances of many are cited in order to call the attention of

readers to the fearful penalty that is frequently paid on account of the

gross carelessness of an irresponsible individual. Careless hunters have

also caused a great deal of complaint on the part of stockmen, setting

fires, leaving gates open, killing and frightening cattle from water holes.

]\Iany cattlemen estimate that an actual loss of several dollars per head
can be attributed to thoughtless hunters.

It is a serious question as to whether the deer supply, and in fact

the supply of game and fish, will continue with our present laws. The

development of the automobile, the construction of roads in the out of

way parts of the state has caused such a drain on the game that it will

probably make it necessary to have still shorter seasons. In the east,

great benefit is gained by prohibiting Sunday hunting. This Sunday
law is not a blue law but a game law that is necessary in states having

heavy population and where there would be so great a number of hunters

out on Sunday the game would have no show. Fortunately in Cali-

fornia such a law is not necessary at this time, but we may have to come
to it in time.

Suggestion has been made that it would be well to shorten the season

for the taking of deer—primarily to reduce the number of deer killed

and to assist in preventing the great number of forest fires that occur

every year during the latter part of the summer. It is argued that by
having a shorter season it would be easier to keep watch of the hunters

who set fires and kill illegal deer.

It is quite probable that a short season would have just an opposite

effect and make more violations and more fires. A short season would

crowd the hunting grounds and all deer hunters would be in the field

at the same time. The unscrupulous hunter knowing that there were

so many others around and his time limited would be even more willing

to shoot and look afterwards. There would be a great increase in the

number of people wounded and killed and also a great increase in the

number of does and spike bucks left in the hills to decay. Also the

individual who unlawfully starts a fire would be more inclined to do so

in order to better his chances in getting a deer in the limited time

allowed by law.
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The Fish and Game Commission lias l)een urged by many good sports-

men to have the penalty for violating the various laws increased. They
])eliove that there is particular necessity for increasing the penalty for

killing a doe even so far as to make it a felony. At the present time the

range of fines that may be imposed for doe killing is from $50 to -toOO

and in addition a jail sentence of 150 days may be imposed. For other

violations of the fish and game laws a fine of $25 to $500 may be imposed
and the same jail sentence.

Unfortunately many justices of the peace do not regard violations of

the game law as seriously as do sportsmen and they are inclined to con-

sider the defendant rather than the crime and the minimum fine is

most frequently imposed and sometimes they deem this even too severe

and either suspend sentence or put the violator under probation. If the

minimum fines were increased there would be more suspended sentences

and more probations. If the sportsmen who are interested in seeing the

laws enforced would take it upon themselves to back up the justices of

the peace who impoise severe sentences and insist that the milder jus-
tice impose fines upon wilful and deliberate violators that are somewhere
nearer the maximum, they will do more to stop the illegal killing of

game than could be done in any other way.

WATERFOWL.

The 1919-1920 duck season was not good anywhere in the San Fran-
cisco District. In the San Joaquin Valley there was very little loafing
water and the birds continued in their migration. At the opening of

the season there were a good number of birds and many limits were
taken. On one ground near Gustine, out of 400 hunters, 125 secured full

limits and most of the others secured parts of limits. Shooting was bet-

ter on the opening day than at any other time during the season. In the
Suisun marsh shooting was also poor during most of the season.

The 1921-1922 season opened much better. On the same ground
mentioned above, CTUstine, there were twice the number of birds killed

as were killed previous by approximately the same number of hunters.

Shooting continued to be good during the remainder of the season but
was not up to normal.

During the past several years there has been a very great decrease in

the number of geese in the San Joaquin Valley. It is apparent that the

settling of the country has driven the birds to other localities. This

year better conditions should prevail as the heavy run-off from the

Sierras resulting from the heavy snows has filled the lower country such

as Tulare Lake covering 30,000 acres, and other loafing waters, suf-

ficiently to hold the birds.

QUAIL.

While the dry years have not been favorable for duck shooting they
have been excellent for quail. Birds were reported abundant in all sec-

tions of the district. Quail seem to have learned how to take care of

themselves better and as soon as the season opens they take to the higher
brush where the hunter has more difficulty in securing a bag limit. Like-

wise the brush, on account of the scarcity of fires, has grown higher and
quail find better shelter.
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Mountain quail are not hunted anywhere near as extensively as are

the valley quail and have increased in many parts of the district. The
mountain quail is even a better bird for the table than the valley quail,

but it is not regarded as highly by the hunter as it does not lay as well

to the dog and is seldom in open country.

TREE SQUIRRELS.

Tree squirrels are reported abundant in the coast section but in the

Sierra region they have been greatly reduced in numbers by an epidemic

which, according to reports, has almost exterminated them in some
sections.

OTHER GAME.

Other species of game, grouse, rabbits and doves have afforded excel-

lent hunting and are holding their own, if not increasing.

FISHING CONDITIONS.

On account of several dry years, trout fishing in the coast streams has

been poor. In many streams the water was so low that practically all

the fish disappeared and it was necessary to restock in order to bring
them back. There has been so great an increase in the number of fish-

ermen that all the streams in the vicinity of San Francisco have been
over-fished. If it were possible it would be well to close certain streams
until they can be restocked.

Respectfully submitted.

J. S. Hunter,
In Charge.

REPORT OF LOS ANGELES DISTRICT.

The Hoiwrahle Board of Fish and Game Commissioners

of the State of California.

Gentlemen : The biennium ending with this last fiscal year has been
a peculiarly trying period of ever-increasing pressure upon your
"Southern Division," and particularly its Los Angeles headquarters
office.

"We have fought faithfully to stay Mdthin sight of enormously swell-

ing demands for every department of our work, despite the financial

limitations inevitably imposed upon all expenditures by the dollar unit
of license income.

Sportsmen constituents and the host of industries more or less directly

dependent upon outdoor attractions persist in asking ever larger allot-

ments of fish for planting, and more intensive patrol work. To our pleas
that the dollar-license was established fifteen years ago when the dollar

stood at par in purchasing power, these hunters and anglers reply that

we have educated them to the fact that they inust maintain all wild
life conservation in California, and awakened them to the importance
of keeping up those potent inducements to immigration as well as tlie
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recreation of our residml citizens. It is tlic\, rjithcf tli;iii vdiir tniiiihle

servants, who ask increase in the liccMsc iMtrs. Tln'v Wriim- us dciruitifls

that are to ))e iiK't in no othei- way, atui flcchicc since the resi)oiisil)ility

is theirs, they wisli to Hn.ince the jol) upon a 1"() per cent hasis.

The bienniuiu i)rece(lin^- was remarkable in its showing' of sustained

interest in outdoor sports whicli even the terrific distractions of world-

wide war proved powerless to discouraiic I'^oiluwiuL; it, in Ucj-icid

seqnence, the retnrn of our younj^' service men, liardene<| hy military

trainino", inured to roup'hc^st adversities of "campin<i-out
"

in climates

far less charitable than their California, and further familiarized witii

tirearms, naturally has brouji'ht (piite tlie increase in rod and uiui eutlin-

siasm we predicted, and more; with all that entails from the intensely-

interested viewpoint of those whose eft'or-ts are devoted to this irreat

work of wild-life conservation.

After so undeniable a demonstration of the vitality of sportinir enthu-

siasm as the last two years of war show^ed, surely no grreat stretch of fore-

sight was needed to predict that witli si^ninu- of the Ai-mistii-e woidd

start an entirely new era in the world of outdoors. i'e(piii-inu' the redoub-

linjof of all official efforts toward maintainino- our splendid si)ortin<;

attractions in this great state of sportsmen.
That such predictions, however extravagant they then seemed, have

fallen far short of post-war experience, scarcely calls for apoloiry.

Neither need we assume blame for a condition we could not change in

our present financial inability to adequately meet such situation under

the existing system of granting for one dollar, access to an aggregate

tonnage of game or of fish which lawfully may be taken by the sporting
licensee in ([uantities to be worth for food alone, a thousand times that

modest sum.

Should this statement seem overdrawn, one needs only to measure

mentally the mountain of game that our liberal seasons and bag limits

allow the licensed hunter during the year. The appalling conclusion

then is forced that were even a small percentage of our (luarter-million

hunting licensees fully to avail themselves of this privilege for which

they have paid one paltry dollar, California's fields, marshes and

mountains speedily would be depo|)ulated of game; the ducks, geese,

snipe ;
the deer, quail, doves, rabbits, grouse, scpiirrels but a memory—

and a nightmare at that !

In the case of fresh-water game-fish, for which the same nominal dol-

lar-license is collected, the annual tonnage becomes even more appalling

when it is remembered that seasons are longer, without weekly limita-

tions upon the bag. ^More particularly does this situation challenge the

consideration of sporting conservationists when it is realized that our

fresh-water game-fishing, when not actually artificially estalilished. has

been, at least for years past, virtually ui)on an artificially-nuiintained

Herein, we have the anomalous and indefensible situation of a self-

supporting sport with innumerable business as]-)e('ts. which now

threatens no longer to support itself because each atlditional licensee

may prove a liability rather than the asset of anteliellum days when

his dollar paid for raising and distributing more trout than the average

angler took from our streams during the year. Further comjdication is
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added by the steadily-increasing skill of our sportsmen anglers, although
this carries with it at least the crumb of comfort in a consistent growth
of sentiment against the use of salmon eggs, which bait must be con-

sidered among the foremost unnatural enemies of the trout fry being

planted in millions each summer by this Commission in California's

streams.

Fortunately the average annual bag or creel would not show even a

suggestion of these totals of legal-limit possibility; but the enormous

multiplication of individual demands surely is alarming enough. It

has become one of the most serious problems now facing wild-life con-

servationists, although but one among many. Aided by the automobile

whose destructive possibilities through rapid and pleasant transporta-
tion are enormously enhanced by the ever-spreading system of cement

boulevards, this increase of hunting and angling enthusiasm has sug-

gested in itself the means to meet its demands. The sportsmen who
pay for all wild-life work have embraced their responsibility with an
ardor and an insistence upon raising their license contributions to an

adequate figure which places us, their servants, in a peculiarly delicate

position ;
for we do not wish to be misunderstood as attempting to evade

their apparent willingness to finance further and more extensive work
in their behalf.

As to the opportunity for greatly increasing expenditures, little need

be said. All the present income of the Fish and Game Commission
could be expended for rearing and distributing trout alone. Last

year, although the Department of Fishculture broke all known records

by taking 25,000,000 trout eggs and distributing over 24,000,000 fry

successfully, applications were on file for considerably over twice that

number. The amount of money that could be expended efficiently in

patrolling this vast state, greater than many, an independent nation,

comprising every condition from alpine to oceanic, scarcely calls for

any extended argument. Importation of promising alien species of

game birds from Mexico, projected and perforce held up from lack of

funds last year; sweeping antivermin campaigns and closer patrol of

the game refuges; substantial improvements in behalf of the hunter,
all would become possible were the revenues available to undertake them

upon a wholesale basis.

Foreseeing the post-war situation was one thing ; financing its antici-

pated demands with a depreciated dollar is another, and vastly different.

By no process short of the supernatural can one dollar do the work of

five; but that is substantially the situation confronting your servants

in conservation since the armistice. "We have met it as well as we could.

Substantial cooperation from county supervisory boards, the Forest

Service, the sportmen's associations, chambers of commerce, lias been

enlisted wherever possible. As a result, M^e have now a patrolman in

every southern county excepting one, and something of a localized

organization in fish and game work. County supervisors are realizing
that we are undertaking a big job under a financial handicap; some
have contributed to the cost of planting fish, an item enormously in-

creased throughout the state by the withdrawal of former free trans-

portation of fish cars and messengers over the railroads. Others add to

the state lion bounty and make the extermination of these vermin,
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natural enemies of the stockman as well as the deer hunter, more attrac-

tive, thus encouraging men to make a business of hunting lions and

maintaining packs of specially-trained dogs therefor.

Mo.st of our southern counties cooperate with us in the luost substan-

tial and gratifying way by joint appointments, whereby the county

game warden appointment is given to the state representaive upon a

division of expense and salary basis. The arrangement has worked out

decidedly well; the counties are awake to the importance of preserving
their peculiar wild life attractions. Upon most of the national forest

reserves, the rangers are giving all the time they can to fish and game
patrol; the forest officers mostly are ardent and well-informed eon.ser-

vationists, our deputies cooperating to the extent of fire prevention also.

But for such assistance from these allied sources, not nearly so much
could have been accomplished.

GAME CONDITIONS.

Antelope. Special attention has been paid to preserving the remain-

ing native big-game animals which have received from many past

legislatures the statutory protection of entirely closed seasons and

heavy penalties.

Rapid settling-up of the typical antelope range on the "plains" of

western ]\Iojave Desert to which valley they leave their name as a

monument and perpetual reminder of their one-time plenty, probably
has sealed the fate of these unique and interesting creatures, whose

history has been so interwoven with the pioneering of the west. The

"Prong-horn" and civilization can not co-exist. Civilization now has

claimed Antelope Valley for its own. Preying principally upon the

"kids" when snow and shortened rations have cut down the only
physical resource of these animals—their great speed—the coyotes, the

chief natural enemy of the species, take a considerable toll annually, and

particularly in such heavy winters as last.

Upon resolutions from local chamber of commerce representatives,

asking legal permission to "round-up" and "corral" the remnant of

these antelope in an enclosure to be made by fencing off a relatively
small part of the desert, the Commission conferred with the various

societies interested in maintenance of wild-life as such, and found
its verdict affirmed that the animals should be left in a state of nature,

with all possible done in their behalf. Whenever any so inherently
wild a species as the "Prong-horn" is reduced to slowly perish in the

protracted misery of captivity, its status as "wild-life" is admittedly at

an end.

Cooperation with the "Committee for Conservation of Wild-Animal
Life" of the California Academy of Sciences has been whole-souled and
not without results, in this southern division. Enameled steel signs

have been posted along principal routes of travel, giving access to

haunts of antelope and mountain-sheep, warning the public that these

animals are protected and their range is at hand. Arrangements to

enlist public-spirited observers as incidental protectors also have been

undertaken. Winter feeding is among the most etfective methods of

antelope conservation, its success having been demonstrated on the

Mount Dome Antelope Refuge in northern California.
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Mountain Sheep. An important and interesting example of effective

big-game conservation by law is shown by the material increase of

mountain sheep in the southern division. Eeinforced by the relative

remoteness of their habitat in the desert ranges of southeastern Cali-

fornia, human depredations against the wholly closed-season have been

confined to occasional Indians, prospectors, and a few case-hardened,

chronic violators whose pernicious activities have engaged the atten-

tion of our resident patrolmen in Inyo, Riverside and San Diego coun-

ties. Offenders of this type, after exhausting every subterfuge and

necessitating several trips of the Commission's attorney at the expense
of law-abiding sportsmen's funds, finally were fined $500 plus large

attorney's fees. There is satisfaction to big-game hunters, as well as

other conservationists, in this increase of mountain sheep under "wise

laws well enforced."

Deer. Deer conditions can not be considered at all satisfactory in

the south, where intensive hunting has resulted in appalling increase

of the all-too-charitably excused
' '

hunting accidents,
' ' and a dispropor-

tionate upsetting of the natural sex-balance by killing-off of adult bucks.

This, in light of recent practical demonstrations destroying vermin in

Australia, tending to show that reduction of males is a material stimu-

lant to fertility, is not necessarily so serious in itself as most hunters

fancy ;
but the annual drain under a two-buck limit has been excessive.

As an additional safeguard to human life, reduction of the limit to one

forked-horn buck or bigger, now appears essential. Hunters, knowing

they can lawfully kill but one, will be somewhat less rash in risking a

shot at anything that looks like a buck. Practical conservation aspects

of a limit in fact, which really can be enforced, suggest themselves.

Whether the "forked-horn law" should be further reinforced by ren-

dering it a felony to kill a man "by accident"—nine times out of ten,

purely criminal carelessness and wanton disregard for a law which

plainly says
' '

look for forked-horns
' '—this is for the coming legislature

to decide. The certainty is, that with our enormously-increasing con-

centration upon the remainder of deer left in our narrowing areas of

deer country, further -restrictions by cutting in two the limit and cur-

tailing the total in open seasons, are necessary.

Mountain Lions. Our efforts to awaken county cooperation toward

systematic reduction of lions, pests to stockraiser and sportsman

alike, natural enemies of calves, colts, pigs as well as deer, continue

bearing gratifying results as one county after another does what this

Commission for financial and other reasons can not do—adds enough
to make the state bounty attractive to professional lion hunters, en-

abling them to keep trained dogs and follow up the demonstration so

effectively made by our state lion hunter. Jay Bruce. If current

estimates are correct that every deer killed has put $100 into circula-

tion, common sense would indicate that a lion which may kill 50 deer a

year is cheap enough at that price.

Waterfowl. The congested character of southern California's arti-

ficially created shallow artesian-overfiow duck shooting along the coastal

plain has brought its own peculiar problems in a patrol way, offering

work enough for half a dozen active deputies throughout the shoot-

ing season and a month before and after. Similarly, Big Bear Valley
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and Bueiia Vista Lake, centers of intei-cst anionic flu-
"
iniattaelied

majority," also call for closer attention than lliis ( 'oininissioii as yet
has been able to finance.

In western Orange County particularly, concentration of duck pi-c-

serves within an area of some six or seven mib^s square, tj-avcr'scd by

intersecting roads every mile, inevital)ly has brought a considerable con-

flict between clul)men and their "uninvited guests", witli which of

course this Commission has only incidental concern; but the common
interest of the law-abiding sportsman must be served by seeing that the

opening of sliooting is enforced to the legal minute, since the sport of a

thousand nuiy l)e spoiled for the day by rash selfishness of a few. Stop-

ping shooting in the dusk when guns flash, is one of the most important
means to maintain ducks in any locality which for reasons of food and
fresh water they wish to frequent. Like most forms of conservation,

sport as well as wild-life must benefit by the same action. A large bell,

tolled at the legal minute, removes from the careless, any color of excuse

for "early-shooting", which drives out the ducks for everybody.
The amounts of money wealthy sportsmen are paying to preserve duck

shooting within an hour's drive of business is a very interesting sidelight

upon wildfowl conservation, whose practical benefits speedily would be

lost upon everybody were drainage and subdivision to deprive the ducks
of any inducement for stopping oflf and wintering in our coastwise over-

flows, whose value now finds oil excitement added to the previously spec-
tacular increase in acreage adjacent to the city incidental to southern
California's growth. In one favored instance, development of oil,

instead of destroying a world-famous duck preserve, appears to have

perpetuated the sport by turning the property into an immense dividend

payer of spectacular magnitude with duck shooting an additional, self-

supporting and seemingly uninjured "interest". But in most eases, the

sport is costing more and more.

FISHING CONDITIONS.

Importance of keeping pace with the rapid development of power and
irrigation projects incidental to the unprecedented population growth of

the southern division counties early was appreciated. While at first

thought the menace to natural fishing might seem prohibitive, the possi-
bilities of "wise laws well enforced" have been invoked to make in

behalf of the angling licensees, best possible use of these water-impound-
ing projects.

Of power and irrigation projects in these days of phenomenally grow-

ing populati(ni, there can be no end. One of the problems of this

sportsmen's commission must be the maintenance of all possible public
access to the fishing that it is developing therein. Throughout low-
land valleys, bass lakes will become more and more plentiful: the black

bass is the sporting fish of the future so far as the general public is

concerned
;
and indeed that future is very nearly upon us now. Our

mountain lake trout possibilities naturally are limited
;
but every water

impounding scheme suggests bass possibilities.

After considerable negotiation, the city of Los Angeles finally

arranged to continue the excellent sport of bass fishing on the large

irrigation .storage reservoirs of upper San Fernando Valley, and of
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course farther on, beyond the city limits up along the line of the aque-

duct where municipal jurisdiction ceases, there has been no objection.

Since this sport within the city limits is so inexpensive and easily acces-

sible, it is of prime popular importance; and efforts of this Commission

to continue it upon a recognized, and properly regulated basis, such as

has .proved so successful in San Diego's municipal lakes, have resulted

in a better all-around understanding and general education of the

public, to the necessity of carefully respecting sanitary regulations to

perpetuate the privilege.

The precedent thus established already is bearing fruit in setting an

example to privately-controlled water companies throughout the ,south,

several of which have found it paid them, well toenlist all possible, popu-

larity through pQrmittin.g the public .to. ^njoy this cheap and good fish-

ing, right, uear home. Friends always a;rean asset in any enterprise ;
fish-

ino' might help float bond-issues^stranger things have happened, •

SportJn. the sea has. had special attention despite the manifest diffi-

culties of reaching conditions so vast as those of the changing ocean.

Efforts to protect the rights of the sporting angler from, unnecessary

and unavoidable encroachment by the .alien professional. have on. the

whole, been, fairly successful, . although maintenance of any entirely

efficient patrol is beyond present %ancia,l possibility until, all, ,
who

enjoy fishing of any sort from, ocean wharves, .piers, break-waters, etc.,

realize that ,to keep net-fishermen .750 feet away from them is a most

practical form of protection^ for which they must expect to pay the costs

iii the form of purchasing angling licensas,. without hair-splitting, tech-

hicaliti.es as to whether the species they, are angling for, is technically
classified .as

"
game fish,'

"
or not.. ..,,.,

• ' ' 'License sales.

Expansion of the license-sales system developed by this office has con-

tinued until now hunting and angling licenses are obtainable in every

.country village and most of. the crossroads hamlets. Rendering licenses

easy'to' obtain probably has played fully as great a. part in stimulating

sales as patrol work,, since after' all,, the nominal dollar is regarded by
the great majority, in its proper light as virtually a voluntary contribu-

tion. to improvement of their sporting cond.itions; "chipping-in" to a

state-wide association' of sportsmen. In the southern division during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, $54,114 was the net total of hunting
license sales

;
the last year, a gain of 3620, or 6.6 percent ; anglmg license

showed a gain of over 10 percent, totalling $40,496 net to December

31, 1921. Sales of commercial fishermen's licenses, however, showed a

serious falling off from '.$28,000 April 1, 1921, to $19,860 last April,

due in great measure to the curtailing of the fish packing industry fol-

lowing the armistice, and slackening of the war demand. This class of

revenue supports the research and regulation of commercial fisheries,
 

together with tonnage taxes and privilege licenses for wholesale shellfish

dealers, fish packers, kelp harvesters, etc.

LAW ENFORCEMENT.

Considerable comfort is derived from the steadily stiffening disposi-

tion of southern division judges to impose fines of sufficient size to really
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have some cleterrent effect upon the deliberate class of fish ;iikI crame biw

violators, eitliei- for their own selfish ph-asiire, or pci-sonal profit. Our-

newspapers, city and country, have coo])erated most etl'eetively in a

continual campaign of education aiming to impress the general public
with the petty larceny nature of wilful violation, which amounts vir-

tually to stealing the sport of the law-al)iding class wliich leaves its

guns and rods encased until the law says "let's go" for everybody. The
economic injury of shooting nesting birds and thereby depreciating the

attractions to outdoors has been impressed quite effectively. All of this

finds statistical proof in records of the Los Angeles office, showing 137

convictions during the year ending June 30, 1921, with average fines

of $28 and a conviction percentage of 92.7
;
which was increased during

the last fiscal year to 219 cases, with average fine $28.26, and a convic-

tion percentage of 94.5. In 1921, $3555 was collected in fines in. the

southern division
;
last year, this w-as substantially increased to $5850.

As no less than 128 of these 219 cases were made for game law viola-

tions, almost equalling prosecutions for all classes of violation the year
prior, the interests of the hunters w-ould appear to have been fairly w'ell

served
;
w^hile the diversification of patrol attention is proved by 29 cases

for sport or game fish violations and 50 prosecutions for commercial
fisheries infractions. To these might be added some cases made by the

sea patrol of which the Los Angeles office lacks record; those given
mostly w^ere prosecutions by the regular warden force incidental to

their general patrol work.

However, patrol efficiency must always remain relative; the increas-

ing totals of cases does not indicate more violation or increasing lawless-

ness; rather, it suggests that the intelligent cooperation we have been
able to enlist from all allied authorities is "rounding up" an ever-

increasing proportion of offenders. Welcome as would be the day when
patrol w^ork could be dispensed with and its high costs spread upon
more directly constructive operations, none but dreamers expect it short

of the millennium
;
so our efforts will continue correlating and cooperat-

ing with local authorities in every practical way toward rendering fish

and game law violation an increasingly bad risk, with certainty of

ever stiffer penalties upon conviction.

EDUCATION AND PUBLICITY.

"Backing-up" of patrol by publicity as a part of our general edu-

cational program is a policy established and persistently amplified all

possible in the southern division
;
the most important work in behalf

of wild-life conservation is inculcation of a favorable sentiment, which
eau not be maintained by working with the better .class alone and leav-

ing the lawless to work their will. There i*s a small minority which does
not read, has no sentiment about fish or game, and respects only one
kind of "education". For such, we have the iron fist of the law. Those
who respect all regulations not from fear or force but from recognition
that restrictive laws are necessary and right, are entitled to protection,
and deserve to know that they have been getting it. Hence the impor-
tance of public announcements of prosecutiohs is not limited merely to

their deterrent eft'ect upon the careless, whom fear of fines might
restrain.
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Incidentals of our publicity work, are announcements of laws, sea-

sons, changes in the natural conditions; general information service to

sportsmen; cooperation with such sterling organizations as the Auto-
mobile Club of Southern California, Los Angeles Athletic Club, and
sportsmen's clubs in general. It has been an extensive service. This
Los Angeles office never has lost sight of the peculiar and direct rela-

tion that exists between the sportsmen and their Fish and Game Com-
mission

;
our slogan has been ' '

service
' '

;
and so far as the physical and

financial limitations placed upon us have permitted, our efforts con-

sistently have been to make of this work a helpful stimulant of that
wholesome outdoor enthusiasm which has done so much to bring people
to California and keep them healthy and happy here. It has meant
much work and activities that in a narrower interpretation of our
duties might have been evaded; but on the whole, the warm and per-
sonal regard with which our southern sportsmen as a elass appear to
consider this Commission has been no small reward in itself.

Internal cooperation with our several departments, as a matter of

course has been continuous and complete. Activities of the southern
division in regulation of commercial fisheries, necessarily have been
both comprehensive and considerable. In particular, the regulation
of reduction to fertilizer, fish-meal, fish-oil, etc., by the fish-packing

industry, and general patrol of our commercial fisheries alongshore and
in town, while primarily responsibilities of our Commercial Fisheries

Department, and properly a charge upon its special revenues, have
called for and received our constant cooperation.

Cooperation with the Department of Fishculture in arranging for

the distribution and planting of trout fry, protection of spawn sources

from every manner of ill-advised menace, such as agitations to plant
bass in trout lakes; "holding fish" to six-inch size before liberation,
and similar advocations of the inexperienced or uninformed, all have
been among the daily activities of your southern division headquarters.
So likewise has been the protection of the plantings by enforcing the

screening of ditches, canals and other diversions of trout-carrying
water. In Inyo and Mono counties, even up into the wilds of Alpine,
the larger ditch and canal owners are bringing their diversions of water
within the law. Thus far, this has been accomplished without prose-
cution. Large concerns cheerfully and promptly comply with every

request made. For those which do not, the demonstrated success of

injunction proceedings remains as a last resort. Gradually, the idea

is spreading that whosoever is served with orders to screen, must comply
in the end. Fublic sentiment has responded encouragingly to plain

presentations of the facts. While much remains yet to do, the accom-

plishments of the last biennial period give ground for believing that

the increasing development of water for power and irrigation can be

so handled as not to imperil fish and fishing, but rather to enhance

sport of the future.

Respectfully submitted.

Edwin L. Hedderly,

[

.

 

In Charge.
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APPENDIX.

FiSH DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1920.

Mount Shasta Hatchery.

County
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FISH- DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1920.—Continued.

Fall Creek Hatchery.

County
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FISH DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1920. Concluded.

Domingo Springs Hatchery.
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FISH DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1921.

Mount Shasta Hatchery.

County Eainbow Loch Leven Steelhead
Eastern
brook

German
brown Salmon

Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
El Dorado
rresno
Glenn
Kern
Lake
Lassen
Madera
Mariposa
Marin
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Placer
Plumas
San Benito
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
San Luis Obispo
Shasta
Sierra

Siskiyou
Sonoma
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Tuba

Totals-

18,000
26,000

105,000

269,000

124,000
130,000
166,000

275,000
40,000

10,000

102,000

66,000

158,000

28,000

180,000
44,000

443,000

180,000

140,000

30,000
30,000

82,000
365,000

37,000

247,500

26,000

102,000
82,500

30,000

155,000

3,691,000

17,000

40,000
166,000

350,000
180,000

16,000

317,000

296,000
44,000

100,000

8,000

26,000
8,000

159,000

75,000

30,000

66,000

16,000

20,000

30,000

100,000

30,000

16,000
54,000

115,000

170,000

8,000
592,500

212,000
208,000

30,000

140,000

20,000

34,000

400,000
85,500

273,000
8,000
90,000

40,000
150,000

225,000

12,000

115,000

16,000

20,000

50,000

49,000

4,427,000

25,000

50,000

875,000

6,000

30,000
95,000

119,000
15,000
12,000

179,000

117,000

54,000
50,000

114,000
96,000

50,000

6,000

30,000

62,000

62,000

30,000

220.000

50,000

6,000

10,000

102,000

158,000

197,000

94,000
12,000

15,000

10,000
6,000

60,000
55,000

125,500

12,000

62,500

25,000
50,000

8,000

1,703,000

2,000
10,000

4,000

140,000

10,000

20,000

60.000
16.000

84,000

20.000

150.000

1,218,000

25,000

2,000

5,663,000

5.690.000

Fall Creek Hatchery

County

Butte
Plumas _—
Siskiyou -.

Totals,

uoiniBg

3,132,000

Mount Whitney Hatchery.^

County Eainbow

Presno
Inyo
Kern
Los Angeles
Madera
Mono
Riverside
San Bernardino .

San Diego
Santa Barbara.
Tulare
Ventura

Totals.

4,000

136,000
178,000

120,000
20,000

173,000

36,000
8,000

35,000

Loch Leven

181,000

201,000

1,092,000

Steelhead

60,000

20,000
160,000

4,000

42,000
4,000

290,000

4,000

80,000

20,000
10,000

52,000
10,000

Eastern
brook

125,000
80,000

186,000
195,000

762,000

5,000

6,000

Large lake

20,000
10.000

50,000

53,000

32,000

165,000
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FISH DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1921.—Continued.

Fort Seward Hatchery.

I

County
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FISH DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1921.—Concluded.

Brcokdale Hatchery.

County
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SUMMARY OF FISH DISTRIBUTION, SEASON 1920-21.

Hatcheries
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ANGLER'S LICENSE SALES, 1920-1921.

Counties

Alameda
Alpine —
Amador
Butte -.

Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa -

Del Norte
El Dorado
!Presno

Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial

Inyo _-.._„

Kern

Kings
Lake
Lassen
Madera
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Mono
Modoc

.J^gpterey
iNapa
Nevada
Orange
Placer

Plumas
Riverside

Sacramento
San Benito

San Bernardino -

San Diego
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo.
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra

Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus

Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Tuba

San Prancisco oflace.

Sacramento ofBee -—
Los Angeles office

Totals

Actual
sales,

1920

$6,438 00

269 00

675 00

4,137 00

842 00

641 00

339 00

208 00

568 00

8,599 00

352 00

5.054 00

206 00

1,995 00

702 00

894 00

336 00

1,532 00

736 00

105 00

2.055 00

1,185 00

651 00

623 00

1,362 00

1,005 00

1,034 00

1,796 00

2,429 00

564 00

526 00

247 00

362 00

1,532 00

528 00

893 00

100 00

4,175 00

438 00

2,195 00

487 00

4.578 00

2,595 00

3,833 00

2,476 00

367 00

293 00

485 00

4,811 00

1,403 00

2,103 00

609 00

1,151 00

$83,519 00

33,878 00

9,058 00

36,728 00

$163,183 00

Actual

sales,

1921

$7,842 00

223 00

733 fO

4,057 00

1,007 00

491 00

447 00

446 00

708 00

10,076 (.0

324 00

4,952 00

217 00

2.327 00

988 00

1,118 00

331 00

1,430 00

916 00

84 00

1,931 00

1.328 00

796 00

386 00

776 00

1.749 00

1,134 00

1,243 00

2,086 00

2,440 00

749 00

623 to

337 00

331 00

1,540 00

531 00

785 no

76 00

4,950 00

375 00

2.750 00

546 00

4,862 00

2,750 00

4,543 00

3,532 00

277 00

149 00

530 00

5,434 00

1,897 00

2,048 00

512 00

1,281 00

$93,999 00

39,387 00

9,430 00

40,497 00

$183,313 00
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HUNTING LICENSE SALES.

121

County yi'ar

1921

Klsral

year
1922

Alameda
Alpine --.

Amador .

Butte .-.

Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
El Dorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial

Inyo
Kem
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Madera
Mariposa
*Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer

Plumas
Riverside

Sacramento
San Benito

San Bernardino

San Diego
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo.
San Mateo
Santa Clara

Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra

Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus

Sutter

Tehama -—
Trinity

Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

tSan Francisco office Fish and Game Commission-

Sacramento office

Los Angeles office

$11,205 00

122 fJO

1,042 00

4,728 00

1,250 00

1,979 00

1,188 00

449 00

555 00

11,235 00

1,109 00

5,654 00

520 00

1,288 00

3,512 00

1,950 00

818 00

1,899 CO

1,219 00

259 00

3,613 00

2,704 00

341 00

1,432 00

2,9i6 00

1,087 00

2,300 00

2,411 00

1,507 00

1,368 00

752 00

1,190 00

.387 00

3,335 00

709 00

1,504 00

22") OO

7,098 OO

699 00
'

2,454 00

268 00

6,234 00

3,031 00

7.838 00

3,958 00 I

613 00
I

308 00

1.031 00

5,900 00

1,745 00

2,636 00

1,982 00

2,112 00

fl0,4.13 00

86 riO

1,082 00

4,471 00

1,242 PO

1,701 rw

1,279 W
735 00

6.38 00

10,697 00

1.001 W)

5,275 00

402 00

1,332 00

3,576 Oe

1,615 00

704 00

1,854 00

1,420 00

248 00

2,950 00

2,574 00

251 m
1,332(0

2,619 00

1.097 OO

2,805 CO

2.781 (O

l,.3.->4 00

1,328 €0

524 00

1,248 00

2K 00

2,.5-23 00

629 00

1.672 (O

246 00

6,799 tiO

522 00

2.&19 OO

245 00

5.493 00

3.493 00

7,729 CO

4,043 CO

.518 00

176 00

96C 00

5,393 00

1.940 00

2.S07 00

1,764 00

i.9;i8 00

2.596 00

?128,922 00
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COMMERCIAL FISHERIES LICENSE SALES BY DISTRICTS.

District

1920-1921

No. Amount

1921-1922

No. Amount

Del Norte, Humboldt
Mendocino, Sonoma, Lake
Marin

.

Solano, Yolo

Sacramento, San Joaquin
Glenn, Colusa, Tehama
Contra Costa, Alameda
San Francicso, San Mateo
Santa Cruz

Monterey
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Ventura
Los Angeles

Orange
San Diego
Miscellaneous

Totals

203

200

62

26i

199

62

350

405

91

683

109

1,704

32

746

159

S2.030 00

2.000 00

620 00

2,^40 00

1,990 00

620 00

3,500 00

4,050 00

910 00

6,830 00

1,090 00

17,040 00

320 00

7,460 00

1,590 00

130

252

73

220

117

90

367

472

74

429

130

1,235

46

571

256

5,269 $52,690 00 4.462

$1,300 CO

2.520 00

730 CO

2,200 00

1,170 00

900 C-0

3,670 00

4,720 00

740 00

4,290 00

1,300 00

12,3.50 00

460 00

5,710 00

2,560 00

$44,620 .00

riseal year ends March 31. Residents, $1; nonresidents and aliens, $10.

TRAPPERS' LICENSE SALES.

Total sales for fiscal year 1921.

Total sales lor fiscal year 1922...

$3,392 00

3,103 00

Fiscal year ends June 30. License fee: citizen, $1; alien,

GAME BREEDERS' LICENSE SALES.

Total sales for year 1920.

Total sales for year 1921.

$85 00

82 m

License year ends December 31. License lee: $2.50.
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SUMMARY OF PROSECUTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF STATE GAME LAWS.
July 1, 1920 to June 30, 1922.

Offense

Violations—hunting license law
Deer—killing, pursuing, possession; closed

season; excess bag limit. Hides— fe-

mals; evidence of sex removed; not

properly tagged; failure to retain por-
tion or head bearing horns

Female deer and fawns—killing and pos-
session

Spike bucks—killing and possession
Ducks—killing and possession; closed

season
Ducks—excess bag limit

Ducks—night shooting; shooting from
power boat in motion

Quail—killing and possession; closed

season; excess bag limit

Quail—Trapping or holding in captivity
without permit

Daves—killing or posesssion; closed sea-

son; excess bag limit

Snipe, curlew, rail, plover and other
shore birds—killing and possession

Pheasants—killing and possession
Grouse, sage-hen—killing and possession;
closed season; excess bag limit

Wild pigeons—killing and possession;
closed season

Non-game birds—killing and possession.. -

Cottontail and brush rabbits—killing
and possession; closed season; excess

bag limit

Tree squirrels—killing and possession;
closed season; excess bag limit

Wild g e e s e—killing and possession;
closed season; excess bag limit

Mountain sheep—killing and possession. ..

Swan—killing and possession
Beaver—killing and possession
Bear

Trapping license law violations

Trespassing in game refuge

Total game cases.

183

205

84

59

72

21

109

118

1

47

45

18

5

103

55

10

10

2

3

1

15

10

37

1221

£0

179

69

58

64

20

99

110

1

45

39

17

5

94

49

8

9

2

3

1

13

10

36

1108

a
a.

14

15

1

8
1

10

8

113

o.:

12

4

61

 c
3

27

646

68

35

235

35

102

24

90

25

1289

a
•a

5,550 00

2,775 00

1,855 00

816 00

2,165 00

3,637 50

25 00

1,275 00

1,000 00

950 00

200 00

75 00

1,930 00

1,235 00

175 00

175 00

100 00

100 00

25 00

220 00

125 00

955 00

S

3,147 50 $2,995 50

G,9C0 00 C,72r) 00

5,021 00

2,726 SO

1,825 GO

816 00

2,080 00

3,610 50

25 00

1,273 00

975 00

950 00

200 (0

75 00

1,936 00

1,235 00

160 00

175 00

100 00

50 00

25 00

220 00

125 m
680 00

$35,527 00 $33,998 SO
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SUMMARY OF PROSECUTIONS FOR VIOLATIONS OF STATE FISH LAWS.
July 1, 1920 to June 30, 1922.

Offense

Fishing (market) without license

Kshing- (angling) without license

Illegal fishing apparatus (nets, lines,

spears, etc.)

Salmon—taking and possession; closed sea-

son; excess limit; Sat. Sun. fishing

Striped bass—closed season; buying and
selling; underweight; excess limit

Black bass—taking and possession; closed

season; undersized; excess limit

Trout—closed season; excess limit; taking
other than by hook and line; offering for

sale; shipping parcel post
Catfish—undersized; offering for sale;
closed season

Sturgeon—taking or possession
Sunfish—taking or possession; closed season

Perch—Sacramento and salt water: posses-

sion; sale; shipment; closed season; ex-

cess limit

Smelt—taking or possession; closed season.

Halibut—underweight; possession and sale-

Barracuda—^underweight; possession and
sale

Salt water eels—taking undersized

Taking fish from pond
Using explosives to take fish

Polluting waters— oil, sawdust, etc

Fishing with nets in restricted districts

Selling young fish for bait

Crabs—closed season: undersized female
Lobsters—closed season; undersized
Clams—excess limit; undersized
Abalones—closed season; undersized; excess

limit; drying
Crawfish—closed season; under or oversize-

California dried shrimp and shells

Night fishing 1_

Total fish cases

1
CD
"-1

2.

so

CO

CO

1
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TOTAL ARRESTS FOP A PERIOD OF TWENTY YEARS
lllOli Jl)()4 fwiO

1904-1900 774

1900-1908 ..r 1.V)i

190S-1910 ._ 1,-Vl

1910-19T2:___ _ 2.0'i.T

1912-1914 ._ 1,993

1914-1910 ._ ._ 2.0M7

1910 1918 1,,-;j7

191S-1920 ].8«,t

1920-1922 ._ _ 2,^58

Total 10,376

Recapitulation.

Arrests:

Fish cases 1,037

Game cases ... 1 "21

Total 2,2:)S

Convictions:

Fish cases 983
Game cases 1,10S

2.091

Acquittals and dismissals':

Pish eases 40
Game eases 113

102

Pending cases:

Fish cases 1 5

Game cases

5

Total - 2,233

Fines imposed:
Fish eases pO,S»i 50

Game cases 35,527 00

Total $66,421 50

Pines collected:

Fish cases ?29.02S 50

Game cases — — 33,998 50

Total $03,027 30

Number of days imprisonment:
Fish cases ^^
Game eases 1,289

Total 2,283
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SEIZURES OF FISH, GAME AND ILLEGALLY USED FISHING APPARATUS.
July 1, 1920 to June 30, 1922.

Rabbits (cottontail and brush) 99

Quail S. 557

Doves 84

Wild pigeon 13

Ducks „ 4,538

Geese 184

Sage hens 40

Pheasants
.

15

Shore birds 53

Non-game birds 153

Miscellaneous game 9

Miscellaneous game 70 pounds
Deer meat - - 5,752 pounds
Deer hides and heads 15

Beaver skins 16

Marten skins 5

Aigrettes 25

Illegally used fishing apparatus, nets, lines, etc 11

Salmon 3,907 pounds
Trout 777 pounds
Striped bass 6,860 pounds
Black bass 42 pounds
Halibut ._

'

9,749 pounds
Barracuda 25,448 pounds
Catfish 35 pounas
Yellow fin croaker 3,500 pounds
Sturgeon 404 pounds
Smelt 969 pounds
Perch 151 pounds
Shad 143 pounds
Miscellaneous fish 72 pounds
Abalones - 2,214

Abalones (dried) 21

Abalones (canned) 6,094 pounds
Abalones (prepared) . 3,276 pounds
Crabs . 12,364

Crabs (canned) 193 pounds
Lobsters ^ 14,875 pounds
Clams (Pismo) 6,499

Clams (cockle)
-

1,537 pounds
Dried shrimps and shells 6,300 pounds

Illegally used fishing apparatus, after condemnation in superior courts, is destroyed or sold by
the board in accordance with law. All wholesome fish and game is donated to public and
charitable institutions, from whom many grateful letters of acknowledgement have been received.
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LION BOUNTIES.
Statement of Lion Bounties Paid by the Fish and Game Commission from January

1, 1920, to December 31, 1921.

1
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CANNED, CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1920.

Canned {shown in cases).

Species of fish

(flat)

(.flat)

Abalone—
1-pound
J-pound

Albaeore—

1-pound
J-pound

3-pound
Barracuda—

1-pound
Bonito—

1-pound

|-pound

4-pound

Chicnic, smoked bonito-

5-ounce glass

Mackerel—

1-pound

i-pound

J-pound
Salmon—

1-pound

a-pound
Sardines-

1-pound

1-pound
|-pound
i-pound

|-pound

J-pound (round) .

J-pound (square)

lO-pound
Shad—

1-pound
Shad roe—

i-pound

Squid

Striped tuna—
1-pound

i-pound
J-pound

Tuna—
1-pound
i-pound

J-pound
5-pound

Yellowtail—

1-pound

i-pound

(oval) -.

(roimd) .

(oval) -.

(round) .

(square)

San
Diego
district

1,800

6,809

36,825

4,599

579

2,561

6

13

50,302

103

1,395

2,660

7,287

1,260

48,363

San
Pedro
district

Moterey
Bay

district

Northern
Califronia
district

36,503

256,304

34,524

676

100

4,366

2,681

1,078

3,244

75

Total

2,630

32,634

16,009

7,401

36,304

20,952

330

200

1,433

282,455

213,714

12,355

7,054

8,746

516

464

2,015

36

250

328

67

2,488

48,637

24,511

27,498

184,690

41,903

3,807

218

238

918,441

658

327

196

961

120

8,938

22,081

682,1^
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FISHERY PRODUCTS OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1920 f'onclmU-d.

tiulted and Dried.

Soecies of tisli

San
DleKO
district

Albacore—
Smoked, pounds

Anchovy (salted)—
1-pound cans, 48 to case

5-pound cans, 24 to case

24-pound cans, 6 to case

10-pound kits

25-pound kits

200-pound barrels

620-pound casks

Barracuda (dried)—
Pounds

Herring (salted)—
Pounds

Mackerel (salted)—

160-pound barrels

200-pound barrels

25-pound kits

Smoked, pounds
Sableflsh (salted)—

200-pound barrels

Salachini—
30-pound tubs --—

50-pound tubs

60-pound tubs

65-pound tnbs

100-pound tubs

Salmon (hardsalted)—
200-pound barrels

Mild cured, 825-pound casks.

Sardines—
4-pound cans, 24 to case

5-i)ound cans, 24 to case

10-pound boxes

100-pound barrels

700-pound casks

Sea bass, black-

Dried, pounds
Tellowtail (salted)—

Pounds
Kegs -

Bonita (smoked) ^—
Miscellaneous data

PLsh meal, tons

Fish oil, gallons—
Estimated value of pack
Number of employees.

San
IVdro
UUtrlct

58,589

Molorcy
itav

district

70,402

120

184

112

653

23

21

5

50

50

560

1,559

39,174

$3,299,594

1,148

Value of plants.
|

$1,296,721

40,675

4,000

39,341

800

1,250

50

2,309

500

320

750

680

4,000

1,625

25

323

35,311

3,328

152,937

$9,401,233

3,405

$3,677,617

3,382

3S3.S48

$5,397,777

1,823

$1,713,990

Nortlicrii
(.'lirruida
dUtrlcl

I

337,200

130

167

2,849

587

35,820

Tula I

5«.5s&

120

1S4

112

.-^53

23

21

5

70,402

337,200

50

50

560

39,341

130

800

1,230

50

2,309

500

167

3,169

750

6S0

4,000

1,C25

25

40,675

4,000

35,311

8.866

611.585

$1,103,714 $19,202,318

721 7.097

$1,234,259 $7,922,537
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CANNED, CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1921.

Compiled by the Department of Commercial Fisheries, Fish and Game Commission

of California.

Canned.

Species of fish
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CANNED, CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1921.—Concluded.

iSaltcd, Hmokcd uml Miscvllaneous—1921.

SDccies of fish
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j Mexican.
I imported int*

!
California

I-

Totals.

Imperial-

1 1 1^
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Mexican,
imported into

California
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TotaL-
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138 FISH AND GAME COMMISSION.

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES FOR THE FISCAL YEARS 1920-1921
AND 1921 - 1922.

—Fiscal year—
1920-1921 1921-1922

ADillNISTRATION:
Commissioners $1,115 49 §740 32
Executive offices 26,443 43 23,646 20
Printing- 8,073 62 8,899 68
Research and publicity 6,073 62 5,293 23
Accident and death claims 1,754 69 462 76

Totals - S43.460 85 $39,042 23

COMMERCIAL EISHCULTIIRE AND CONSERVATION:
Superintendence $15,731 18 $15,515 90
Inspection and patrol 31.4SS 15 28,677 50
Research 30,491 93 27,318 ?8
Statistics 10,269 64 9,207 29
State Laboratory construction 765 95 23,218 11

Market fishing license commissions 535 50 534 50

Propagation and distribution of salmon 26,164 92 27,146 32

Totals $115,447 27 $131,617 96

SPORTING PISHCULTURE AND CONSERVATION:
Superintendence $15,058 43 $15,038 17

Printing- 299 54 315 05
Prosecutions and allowances 496 15 2,210 87

Angling license commissions 16,879 50 16,692 60

Pish exhibits 4,323 19 4,593 04

General patrol (pro rata share) :

San Prancisco District (40 per cent) — $39,296 &5 $40,672 45

Los Angeles District (40 per cent) 16,981 60 14,902 07

Sacramento District (40 per cent) 28,774 32 28,909 49

Propagation and distribution of trout 150,405 57 130,103 85

Totals $272,515 15 $253,437 59

GAME CONSERVATION:
Printing $i61 13 $1,228 65

Prosecutions and allo-wanees : 1,057 45 832 27

Hunting license commissions 24,605 60
,

23,532 CO

Mountain lion hunting (and bounties) 8,489 98 10,021 71

General patrol (pro rata share):
San Francisco District (60 per cent) $58,713 22 $61,008 67

Los Angeles District (60 per cent) 25,370 37 22,353 10

Sacramento District (60 per cent) 43,158 88 43,364 24

Totals $161,856 63 $162,341 54

TAHOE CAMPING GROUND- $684 04 $701 62

Total expenditures $593,963 94 $587,140 96

22634 1-23 2630



FISH AND GAME COMMISSION.

statement of Income for the Fiscal Years 1920-1921 and 1921-1922.

I"'i.scal Year.

License sales:
i:*^0-]!.2] 1921-1922

Hunjing $2;i4,9:i(! 00 $24:i,610 00
Ang- ing 13.3.414 00 203.«;)7 00
Market fishermen 49,790 00 41,200 00
Wholesale fish packers 1,720 00 1100 00
Fish breeders 40 00

'

50 00
Fish importer-s 5 00 5 00
Trapping 3,465 00 3,101 00
Oame breeders 87 50 77 50
Kelp 20 00

Total license sales ___^ $423,477 50 $492,870 50
Court fines 30,651 50 31,260 75
Fish tags 3,468 55 3,560 87
Fish packers' tax ^ 31,878 00 26.346 66
Crawfish inspection 882 62 365 72
Gaine breeders' tags 34 97 22 50
Sale of nets - 190 00 436 85

Miscellaneous, sales, etc. . 1,214 78 132 00

Total income $491,797 92 $554,995 85

Comparative Balance Sheets at Beginning and End of each of the Seventy -second

and Seventy-third Fiscal Years.

Dehits.

July 1, 1920 June 30, 1921 June 30, 1922

Fish and Cxame Preservation Fund $169,155 35 $31,266 93 $35,000 85

Cash State 151 60 36.187 S3 13* 00

Warrants recVivable":::::: 21,169 98 31.849 36 28.936 62

Revolving Fund 500 00 500 00 500 00

Unissued licenses"available 691,921 55 701,306 00 686.800 00

Bond deposits (licenses sold to agents) 13,jl b 00 '^^"^J- *'"

Total debits $882,898 48 $814,426 12 $792,965 i7

Credits.

Claims filed __ $21,169 98 $31,849 36 $28,936 62

Revolving Fund liability to Board of Control 500 00 500 00 500 00

Accountability for licenses 691,921 55 701,306 686.800 00

Liability for bond deposits "^'oTo o,
^l-oyi ^'"

Abatement of expense (special) fi-ilnq^ "T'TT^rs^Accumulated excess income - 169,306 9o 6i,140 93 6i).i6i &o

Total credits $882,898 48 $814,426 12 $792,965 47
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